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the book of mormon
and the american revolution

richard L bushman

the book of mormon much like the old testament was writ-
ten to show israel what great things the lord hath done for their
fathers and to testify of the coming messiah although cast as a
history it is history with a high religious purpose notthenoethenot the kind we
ordinarily write today the narrative touches only incidentally on
the society economics and politics of the nephitesNephites and jareditesJaredites
leaving us to rely on oblique references and occasional asides to
reconstruct total cultures government is dealt with more express-
ly than other aspects however perhaps because the prophets were
often rulers themselves and because the most significant reforms in
the history of nephite government were inspired by a prophet king
from their comments and mormon s editorial interjectionsintersectionsinterject ions it is pos-
sible to get a rough idea of the theory and practice of politics in
nephite civilization

while we value these scraps of information the political pas-
sages it must be recognized expose the book to attack the more
specific the record the more easily its verity can be tested details
about government make it possible to ask if the political forms are
genuinely ancient or if they bear the marks of nineteenth century
creation the late thomas odea a sympathetic but critical scholar
thought that american sentiments permeate the work

in it are found the democratic the republican the monarchialantimonarchialanti
and the egalitarian doctrines that pervaded the climate of opinion in

an essay written for the hugh nibley festschriftfestschrift tinklingtinklingcymbalscymbals ed john W
welch unpublished i assembled on the occasion of didr bidleynidleynitleybitley s retirement copies
of all festschriftfestschrift essays are on file in casual publication in special collections harold
B lee library brigham young university other essays from the nibley festschriftfestschrift
will appear in future issues of BYU studies with stephen E robinsons the
apocalypse of adam scheduled for winter 1977
richard L bushman is professor of history at boston university

the quotation is from the title page of the book of mormon the lo10lordrd s opening
words to moses on sinai as recorded in exodus were 1I am the lord your god who
brought you out of egypt out of the land of slavery exodus 202 and the
memory of that event was used ever after to recall israel to its covenant obligations
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which it was conceived and that enter into the expressions and con-
cerns of its nephite kings prophets and priests as naturally as they
later come from the mouths of mormon leaders preaching to the
people in utah 2

that kind of indictment would be precluded were the book of mor-
mon exclusively and narrowly religious As it is odea purports
to find evidence of nineteenth century american political culture in
the book of mormon for example the prophecy of the american
revolution early in nephi s narrative and later the switch from
monarchy to government by elected judges on first reading both
have a modern and american flavor odea to be sure wrote in
the mode of higher criticism which assumes that an accurate proph-
ecy of a specific event can occur only after the event even if one
discounts for that assumption however the question remains whether
the spirit and content of some of the political passages in the book
of mormon do not partake more of american republicanism than of
israelite or ancient near eastern monarchy 3

odea s observations comport with the widely accepted view of
the book of mormon which holds that it can best be explained not
by josephs ignorance nor by his delusions but by his responsiveness
to the provincial opinions of his time 4 one of the first critics of the
book of mormon alexander campbell noted in 1831 that the rec-
ord incorporated among other conventional american ideas common-
place sentiments about free masonry republican government and
the rights of man 5 A comparison of the political cultures of the
nephitesNephites and of joseph smith s america thus bears on the larger
question of the origin of the english text of the book of mormon

THE POLITICAL MILIEU OF JOSEPH SMITHS NEW YORK

there is little reason to doubt that however the book originated
joseph smith must have absorbed the ordinary political sentiments

thomas F odea the mormonscormons chicago university of chicago press 1957
p 32

odeasdeas evidence is cited at ibid p 268 notes 192119 21 many of his references
are to choices made by the voice of the people for a comment on the function of
popular consent in monarchies as well as republics see note 18 below the same
note also contains observations on moronis war for liberty which indicate it did
not follow an american pattern alma 4348 49 4635 36 4811 517 the
antimonarchical sentiments which odea cites are shown in this essay to be strangely
un american 2 nephi 518 mosiah 21418214 18 67 23614236 14 2913182913 18 23 303130 31
alma 4345 4610 515 8 3 nephi 630 ether 62226622 26 for a comment on the
idea of equality see note 23 below

fawnawn M brodie no man knows my history the life of joseph smith
and2nd ed new york knopf 1971 p 69

alexander campbell delusions an analysis of the book of mormon boston
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of his time the air was thick with politics the revolution by
then a half century old still loomed as the great turning point in
american and world history americans annually celebrated the
nation s birthday with oratory editorials and rounds of toasts in
1824 and 1825 lafayette absent from the united states for thirty
eight years toured all twenty four states with his son george washi-
ngton lafayette the following year 1826 was the jubilee anniver-
sary of the declaration of independence and fourth of july orators
exerted themselves as never before A few days after the celebration
news spread that on the very day when the nation was commemorat-
ing its fiftieth birthday two of the most illustrious heroes of the
revolution john adams and thomas jefferson had died within six
hours of one another A new round of patriotic rhetoric poured
forth to remind the nation of its history and the glories of repub-
licanismlican ism allaltailali this was reported in the wayne sentinel palmyra s

weekly along with coverage of yearly electoral campaigns and de-
bates on current political issues joseph smith could not easily have
avoided a rudimentary education in the principles of american
government and the meaning of the american revolution before he
began work on the book of mormon in 1827

patriotic orations served various purposes for the politicians
who delivered them but certain conventional usages recur a set of
attitudes and rhetorical patterns apparently shared by americans of
all persuasions the patterns varied little from region to region
probably because newspaper editors commonly reprinted orations
and essays from other areas but we can be assured of sampling the
political atmosphere in joseph smith s immediate environment if we
rely primarily on three sources the wayne sentinel upstate new
york oratory and the school books for sale in palmyra s bookstore 7

young joseph may not have spent muchtimemuch time with any of them but
if any provincial sources influenced joseph smith these must be the
B H green 1832 p 13 reprinted from the millennial harbinger 7J february
1831

ianansan account of lafayetteslafayetterLafayettes visit is found in nathan sargent public men and
events 2 vols philadelphia J B lippincott 1875 18994189 94 the wayne
sentinel reported on lafayette s progress almost weekly for representative accounts
see the 7 july 1 8 115 22 september 6 20 october and 3 24 november 1824
issues when news of the deaths of adams and jefferson reached palmyra the
dentinalsentinalSentinal edged all its columns in black see 14 july 1826 issue political interest
in new york reached a high in the election of 1828 when 70.4704704 of adult white
males voted see richard P mccormick new perspectives on jacksonian politics
american historical review 65 january 1960292

the relevant schoolbooks most frequently advertised in the sentinel were
american speaker american reader american preceptor columbian orator and
english reader for illustrative ads see wayne sentinel 30 june 10 november
1824 27 october 24 november 1826 18 may 1827 and 28 september 1828.1828



ones they shaped or expressed the ideas of his neighbors local
politicians and those who gathered in taverns and stores to talk
politics presumably odea would see such sentiments to be at
the root of book of mormon political ideas

my purpose is to test that conclusion by comparing some of the
most obvious contemporaneous ideas about government and the
american revolution with political ideas and practices in the book
of mormon there are three that were prominent in the political
literature of the 1820s first the depiction of the american revolut-
ion as heroic resistance against tyranny second the belief that
people overthrow their kings under the stimulus of enlightened ideas
of human rights and third the conviction that constitutional ar-
rangementsrangements such as frequent elections separation of powers and
popularly elected assemblies were necessary to control power

HEROIC resistance OR DIVINE deliverance
the most common of all conventions in orations essays and

editorial columns was the dramatic structure of the revolution still
familiar today the revolution was a struggle of heroes against
oppressors a brave people versus a tyrant king or corrupt ministry
that theme was rehearsed whenever the orators honored the revol-
utionarylutionary veterans in the audience A large portion of his hearers
one speaker said were too young to know the divine enthusiasm
which inspired the american bosom which prompted her voice to
proclaim defiance to the thunders of britain it was from the
soldiers themselves the venerable asserters of the rights of man-
kind that we are to be informed what were the feelings which
swayed within your breasts and impelled you to action when like
the stripling of israel with scarcely a weapon to attack and without
a shield for your defence you met and undismayed engaged with
the gigantic greatness of the british power the greatness of jef-
ferson was that on the coming of that tremendous storm which for
eight years desolated our country mr jefferson hesitated not halted
not he adventured with the single motive of advancing the
cause of his country and of human freedom into that perilous con-
test throwing into the scale his life and fortune as of no value
similarly lafayette shared in the dangers privations and sufferings
of that bitter struggle nor quitted them for a moment till it was
consummated on the glorious field of yorktown for many ameri-
cans the courage of the heroes in resisting oppression was the most
memorable aspect of the revolution the editors of the readers
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and speakers the textbooks of that generation consistently fa-
vored passages that dwelt on that theme 8

the narrative conventions are worth noting because of the book
of mormon s brief description of the american revolution while
joseph smith might alter costumes and the locale of the narrator
the spirit of the event was less malleable A responsive young pro-
vincialvincial it would seem would absorb this first and retain it longest
yet coming to nephi s prediction of the revolution after reading
fourth of july orations an american reader even today finds the
account curiously flat just before the revolution prophecy nephi
tells of a man among the gentiles presumably columbus in
europe who went forth upon the many waters to america and
it came to pass that the spirit of god then wrought upon other
gentiles and they wentforthwent forthgorth out of captivity upon the many wa-
ters the gentiles did hurnhumbleblebie themselves before the lord and the
power of the lord was with them 1 nephi 1312 13 16 then
the revolution is depicted in this fashion

the mother gentiles were gathered together upon the waters and
upon the land also to battle against them and I1 beheld that the
power of god was with them and also that the wrath of god was
upon all those that were gathered together against them to battle
and 1I nephi beheld that the gentiles that had gone out of cap-
tivity were delivered by the power of god out of the hands of all
other nations 1 nephi 1317191317 19

by american standards this is a strangely distorted account there
is no indictment of the king or parliament no talk of american
rights or liberty nothing of the corruptionscorrupt ions of the ministry and most

calebacebaleb bingham the american preceptor being a new selection of lessons
for reading and speaking designed for the use of schools stereotype ed new
york B & J collins for C bingham 1815 p 144 wayne sentinel 11 august
1826 1 september 1824 among the favorite selections were passages from the boston
massacre orations of joseph warren thomas dawes benjamin church and john
hancock see william bentley fowle the american speaker or exercises in
rheforickrhetorickRhe torick being a selection of speeches dialogues and poetry from the best
american and english sources Suisulsuitablejabletahlejabie for recitation boston cummings hilliard
1826 ppap 749074 90

the orator at albany in 1817 observed that forty one years had passed since the
dauntless representatives of an oppressed but high minded people having exhausted
the gentle spirit of entreaty and become persuaded of the utter uselessness of all
further attempts at conciliation dared to raise the arm of independence the
country bleeding at every pore but not disheartened reciprocated the lofty sentiment
and confiding in the equity of their cause looked to heaven and then aimed a death-
blow at the head of tyranny twas7wasawas one of the sublimestsublimest spectacles earth ever wit-
nessed patriots of 76 he said in the customary address to the veterans to you
the scene must be most animating you toiled you suffered you were willing to
bleed and die in the glorious cause hooper cumming an oration delivered july
4 1817 albany printed by 1I W clarkdarkoark 1817 ppap 5 14
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significant no despots or heroes in fact there is no reference to
american resistance the mother gentiles are the only warriors
god not general washington or the american army delivers the
colonies

the meaning of the narrative opens itself to the reader only
after he lays aside his american preconceptions about the revolution
and recognizes that the dramatic structure in nephi s account is

fundamentally different from the familiar one in independence day
orations the point of the narrative is that americans escaped from
captivity they did not resist they fled the british were defeated
because the wrath of god was upon them the virtue of the ameri-
cans was that they did humble themselves before the lord 1 1

nephi 1316 the moral is that the gentiles that had gone out
of captivity were deliveredbydelivereddeliverdellveredbyby the power of god out of the hands of
all other nations the theme is deliverance not resistance

the theme of deliverance by god is more notable in nephis
prophecy because it recurs in various forms throughout the book
of mormon three times a people of god suffer from oppressive
rulers under conditions that might approximate those in the colonies
before the revolution alma under king noah the people of
limhi under the lamanitesLama nites and once again alma under the laman
ites in none do revolutionary heroes in the american sense emerge 9

in each instance the people escaped from bondage by flight 10 they
gathered their people flocks and tents and fled into the wilderness
when their captors were off guard when they learned that the
corrupt and spiritually hardened kinokingking noah had dispatched an
army to apprehend them in theirsecrettheir secret meeting place alma s people

took their tents and their families and departed into the wilderness
mosiah 1834 limhi s people an exploited dominion of a laman-

ite empire departed by night into the wilderness with their flocks
and their herds mosiah 2211 alma s people after escaping
king noah fell into the hands of the lamanitesLama nites who put tasks
upon them and taskmasterstaskmasters over them when they cried to the
lord for succor they were told to be of good comfort for I1 know
of the covenant which ye have made unto me and I1 will covenant
with my people and deliver them out of bondage the deliver-
ance came in due course but not by way of confrontation the

in one instance an individual not numbered among the people of god attempts
to assassinate king noah but the wily monarch escapes by subterfuge see mosiah
1926.1926192 6

hugh nibley discusses flight as part of the tradition of escape from crumbling
societies in an approach to the book of mormon 2ndand ed salt lake city deseret
book 1964 ppap 10714107 14
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lord caused a deep sleep to come upon the lamanitesLamanites and
alma and his people departed into the wilderness the point
seemed to be that the people obtained their liberty by obedience
rather than by courage or sacrifice after successfully eluding their
captors the people thanked god because hebe had delivered them out
of bondage for they were in bondage and none could deliver them
except it were the lord their god mosiah 249 13 192119 21

godly people in the book of mormon defended themselves
against invaders in that sense they resisted but they never over-
threw an established government no matter how oppressive when
we step back to look at the larger framework we can see that their
actions were consistent the deliverance narrative grew out of the
nephitesNephites conception of history as naturally as resistance in the
american revolution sprang from anglo american whig views
book of mormon prophets saw the major events of their own past
as comprising a series of deliverancesdeliver ances beginning with the arche-
typal flight of the israelites from egypt alma the younger pic-
tured the exodus from egypt and lehi s journey from jerusalem as
the first of a number of bondagesbandagesbondages and escapes

I1 will praise him forever for he has brought our fathers out of
egypt and he has swallowed up the egyptians in the red sea and
he led them by his power into the promised land yea and he has
delivered them out of bondage and captivity from time to time
yea and he has also brought our fathers out of the land of jeru-
salem and he has also by his everlasting power delivered them out
of bondage and captivity from time to time even down to the pres-
ent day alma 3628293628 29

among those bondagesbandagesbondages reaching down to the present day were
those of his father and limhi who like their illustrious predecessors
were

delivered out of the hands of the people of king noah by the
mercy and power of god and behold after that they were brought
into bondage by the hands of the lamanitesLamanites in the wilderness and
again the lord did deliver them out of bondage alma 54 5

understandably the prophet historians delighted in alma s and
limhi s deliverancesdeliverances because they illustrated so perfectly the fami-
liar ways of god with his people events took on religious mean-
ing and form as they followed the established pattern of divine
intervention

nephi s prophecy of the revolution therefore makes sense in
terms of its own culture as an act of divine deliverance any other
rendition of the prophecy would have offended later nephite sen

9



sibilitiessibilities just as its present form puzzles us in the context of the
book of mormon heroic resistance could not give revolution moral
significance only deliverance by the power of god could do that 11

once the pattern of nephite interpretation of history comes into
focus nephis account of future events becomes comprehensible

there are two points to be made here the first is that book
of mormon accounts of the revolution and of the behavior of godly
people in revolutionary situations differ fundamentally from ameri-
can accounts of the revolution the second is that there is a con-
sistencysis tency in the book of mormon treatment of these events each de-
liverance fits a certain view of providential history the accounts
disregard a significant convention of american patriotic oratory of
the late 1820s in order to respect one of the book s own conven-
tions

enlightenment AND POPULAR opposition TO MONARCHY

heroic resistance did not exhaust the meaning of the revolution
for the orators of the 1820s beyond their display of sheer courage
the patriots of 1776 were honored for adopting the true principles
of government this is the anniversary of the great day the
wayne sentinel editorialized on 4 july 1828 which commenced a
new era in the history of the world it proclaimed the triumph
of free principles and the liberation of a people from the dominion
of monarchial government the adoption of free principles namely
the end of monarchial government and the institution of a
government based upon the will of the people free and popular in
every feature effected a sublime and glorious change in the civil
and moral condition of the united states and the world the
revolution was the glorious era from which every republic of our
continent may trace the first march of that revolutionizing spirit
which with a mighty impetus has disseminated the blessings of
free governments over so large a portion of our globe revolution-
ary principles were shaking all the nations of the earth whole
states are changed and nations start into existence in a day the
jubilee orator in palmyra declared systems venerable for their
antiquity have been demolished governments built up in ages of
darkness and vassalage have tottered and fallen 12

there is no evidence that book of mormon people believed revolution to be
sinful the people of limhi considered delivering themselves out of bondage by
the sword but gave up the idea because of the superiority of Larnlarnanitelamaniteanite numbers
see mosiah 222 the point is that resistance was not necessary to make a com-
pelling story flight and deliverance had a greater moral impact

wayne sentinel 4 and 18 july 1828
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and why had this political earthquake occurred knowledge
and a correct estimate of moral right have opened the eyes of
men to see the importance of free institutions and the only true
rational end of existence the principles of the revolution were
awakening people everywhere and moving them to throw down
their masters the sentinel a month after the jubilee celebration
quoted jefferson s aspiration that the declaration of independence
would be to the world what I1 believe it will be the signal of
arousing men to burst the chains under which monkish ignorance
and superstition had persuaded them to bind themselves and to
assume the blessings of free government the american revolu-
tion was the beginning of a world revolution in which man so long
the victim of oppression awakes from the sleep of ages and bursts
his chains 13

ibid 21 july and ii11 august 1826 the orator who pronounced the eulogy
on adams and jefferson at nearby buffalo in 1826 elaborated the same themes
looking retrospectively through the lapse of half a century we behold those stern

patriots ardently engaged in the great work of political reformation until then the
human mind shackled and awed by the insignia of power had remained uncon-
scious of its own noble faculties until then man had failed to enjoy that exalted
character designed in his creation until then he had yielded to the dictates of
usurpation and the arrogant pretensions of self created kings here and there the rays
of mental light had burst upon the earth but like the flashes of the midnight storm
they had passed away and all again was darkness to them and a few worthy
compatriots were reserved the signal honors of broaching a new theory of solving
that until then mysterious problem of self government of opposing successfully the
blasphemous doctrine of the divine right of kings of redeeming the rights of man
from the chaotic accumulations of ignorance superstition and prejudice of unfolding
to the world the true source of temporal enjoyment and the legitimate object of
human society of emancipating the human mind from the thraldomthralldom of ages and
restoring man to his proper dignity in the great scale of being sheldon smith

eulogy pronounced at buffalo new york july 22d in 1826 in A selection of
eulogies pronounced in the several states in honor of those illustrious patriots andansandanadna
statesmen john adams and thomas jefferson hartford conn D F robinson
& company 1826 ppap 92 95

orators enjoyed taking inventory of democracy among the nations of the earth
and analyzing the reasons for the continuance of tyranny why despotism in nations
where conditions were otherwise favorable asked the speaker at troy in 1825 if
they were not debased in spirit if they were not groping in the darkness of igno-
rance or faltering in the twilight of the mind no tyrant would strip them of their
rights no despotic throne would cast its portentous and chill shadow over the land
of their birth 0 L halley the connexion between the mechanic arts and
welfare of states an address delivered before the mechanics of troy at their
request on the ath4th4tbjtb of july 1825 troy N Y npap 1825 p 7 for the most
part americans were optimistic about the principles of democracy william duer
at albany in 1826 predicted that before another jubilee the principles of the dec-
larationla will take root and flourish in every soil and climate under heaven the
march of light of knowledge and of truth is irresistible and freedom follows in
their train L H butterfield the jubilee of independence july 4 1826
virginia magazine of history and biography 61 april 195313819551953 38 the old
monarchies of europe must be entombed in some great political convulsion if they
listen not in season to the low but deep murmur of discontent among their subjects
which is growing louder with the progress of intellectual light william

11



does any of that struggle seep into the book of mormon do
enlightened people in its pages overthrow monarchs enthroned in
ignorance the most famous passage on monarchy in the book
of mormon does in a general way echo the american aversion to
monarchy jacob brother of the first nephi and son of lehi proph-
esied that this land shall be a land of liberty unto the gentiles

for hebe that raisethramseth up a king against me shall perish for 1I the
lord the king of heaven will be their king 2 nephi 101011loilloll11 14
yet when we examine more closely the nephitesNephites own attitude to-
ward kings principled opposition to monarchy is scarcely in evi-
dence enlightened people in the book of mormon do not rise up
to strike down their kings as the fourth of july scenario would
have it in fact the opposite is true the people persistently created
kings for themselves even demanded them shortly after their
settlement in the new world the followers of nephi asked him
to be their king nephi demurred being desirous that they should
have no king but they continued to look on nephi as a king
or a protector and by the end of his life he had acquiesced see
2 nephi 518 62 As he approached death he anointed a man
to be a king and a ruler over his people thus initiating the reign
of the kings jacob 19 14 nephi s establishment of monarchy
set the precedent followed throughout nephite political history with
respect to kingmaking when a segment of the nation migrated to
another part of the continent under the leadership of the first
mosiah they made him king over the land see omni 12 this
process was repeated not long afterwards following another migra-
tion zeniff the leader of the migrants was made a king by the
voice of the people mosiah 79 cf 1926 it was quite natural
that when alma broke away with yet another band his people
should be desirous that alma should be their king for he was be-
loved by his people mosiah 236 unlike nephi alma firmly
declined and a few years later kingship among the people of nephi
at large was ended

the abandonment of monarchy however did not occur by revo-
lution nor at the instigation of the people the occasion for the

chamberlain jr an address delivered at windsor vt before an assembly of
citizens from the counties of windsor vt and cheshire N H on the fiftieth
anniversary of american independence windsor npap 1826 p 24

mormon reported much later that the kingdom had been conferred upon none
but those who were descendants of nephi implying hereditary monarchy see
mosiah 2513 jacob nephi s brother said that to honor the first nephi subse-
quent rulers were called by the people second nephi third nephi and so forth
according to the reigns of the kings jacob 111
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change was the refusal of the sons of mosiah II11 to accept the king-
ship mosiah feared the contention that might ensue from an ap-
pointment outside the royal line and proposed the installation of
judges chosen by the voice of the people see mosiah 29 mosiahsMosiahs
lengthy argument against monarchy written down and distributed
through the countryside persuaded the people and they relinquished
their desires fforor a king they assembled themselves together
in bodies throughout the land to cast in their voices concerning who
should be their judges and thus commenced the reign of the
judges among all the people who were called the nephitesNephites
mosiah 2938 393944594444 15

there is nothing in these episodes of an enlightened people ris-
ing against their king the people did not rise nor were they en-
lightened about the errors of monarchy quite the contrary in
every instance the people were the ones to desire a king and in
three of five cases they got one the aversion to kingship was at the
top nephi alma and mosiah were reluctant not the people
when monarchy finally came to an end it was because the king
abdicated not because the enlightened people overthrew him in
the american view despot kings held their people in bondage
through superstition and ignorance until the true principles of gov-
ernment inspired resistance the book of mormon nearly reversed
the roles the people delighted in their subjection to the king
and the rulers were enlightened

book of mormon opposition to monarchy was not a matter of
fixed principle either americans believed the patriots of 1776
had broached a new theory and discovered the first principle
of government which was diametrically opposed to the inequalities
of monarchy there is no neutral ground no midway course a
boston orator said in 1827 16 that was far from the case in the book

hugh nibley suggests that rule by judges was familiar to nephitesNephites because
of precedents in israel in zedekiahs time the ancient and venerable council of
elders had been thrust aside by the proud and haughty judges the spoiled children
of frustrated and ambiambitiousambitioutious priprincesnces since the king no longer sat in judgment
the ambitious climbers had taken over the powerful and dignified and for them
very profitable judgment seats and by systematic abuse of power as judges made
themselves obnoxious and oppressive to the nation as a whole while suppressing all
criticism of themselves especially from the recalcitrant and subversive prophets
nibley an approach p 82 the provision for impeachment of corrupt judges in
mosiahsMosiahs time could have reflected the trouble these judges had given the israelites
cf hugh nibley lehi in the desert and the world of the Jaredlaredlarfflareditesjareditesites salt lake city
bookcraft 1952 ppap 202620 26

william powell mason an oration delivered wednesday july 4 1827 in
commemoration of american independence boston from the press of N
hale city printer 1827 p 17
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of mormon alma and mosiah s opposition to kingship was no
theoretical breakthrough nor was it advocated as a fundamental
political truth it was simply that wicked kings had the power to
spread their iniquity

he enactethenacteth laws and sendethsenneth them forth among his people yea
laws after the manner of his own wickedness and whosoever doth
not obey his laws he causethmauseth to be destroyed and thus an un-
righteous king doth pervert the ways of all righteousness mosiah
29232925

A good king was another matter if it were possible that you could
always have just men to be your kings alma said it would be
well for you to have a king mosiah 238 mosiah made the
same point

if it were possible that you could have just men to be your kings
who would establish the laws of god and judge this people accord-
ing to his commandments then it would be expedient that you
should always have kings to rule over you mosiah 2913

there was nothing intrinsically wrong with monarchy it was not
diametrically opposed to good government it was simply in-

expedient because it was subject to abuse

THE REIGN OF THE JUDGES AND

AMERICAN constitutional government
the nephite government was no more resistant to monarchy in

practice than it was in theory and in fact came to occupy the very
middle ground which according to the boston orator could not
exist the institution of judgeshipsjudgeships rather than beginning a repub-
lican era in book of mormon history slid back at once toward
monarchy the chief judge much more resembled a king than an
american president once elected he never again submitted him-
self to the people after being proclaimed chief judge by the voice
of the people alma enjoyed life tenure when hebe chose to resign
because of internal difficulties he selected his own successor see
alma 416411416 17 that seems to have been the beginning of a dynasty
in the next succession the judgeship passed to the chief judge s son
and thence by right to the successive sons of the judges see alma

17there was a democratic element in the transmittal of authority alma
selected a wise man who was among the elders of the church and gave him

power according to the voice of the people alma 416 but almas selection was
the major part of it now alma did not grant unto him the office of being high
priest over the church but he retained the office of high priest unto himself but
he delivered the judgment seat unto nephihahNephi hah alma 418
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5039 helaman 111313 although democratic elements were there
the judges were confirmed by the voice of the people the reign
of the judges as the book of mormon calls the period was a far
cry from the republican government joseph smith knew 18 life
tenure and hereditary succession would have struck americans as
only slightly modified monarchy the citizens of palmyra in the
middle 1820s were urged to remember at all times the terms of

the confirmation of the chief judges by the voice of the people is the only
element of the nephite constitution which comes close to republicanism and in
the context of life tenure and hereditary succession this election is closer to the
traditional acclamation of the king than to a popular plebiscite we forget that
kings have usually been thought to rule by the consent of their people and that at
the ascent ofaof a new king to the throne this consent is normally exhibited anew
sometimes the election is merely ritualistic in other cases such as the selection of
william III111ili by the convention parliament in 1688 the consent of the people s rep-
resentatives was as essential as the popular election of an american president there
was a popular element in nephite monarchy too while still monarch mosiah
had sent among all the people desiring to know their will concerning who should be
their king mosiah 291 zeniff was earlier made a king by the voice of the
people mosiah 79 cf mosiah 1926 the army of israel made their com-
mander omri king of israel by common consent 1 I kings 1616 neblNEBINEB

marc bloch in his study of medieval european society asks how was this
monarchical office with its weight of mixed traditions handed on by hereditary
succession or by election today we are apt to regard the two methods as strictly
incompatible but we have the evidence of innumerable texts that they did not appear
so to the same degree in the middle ages within the predestinate family

the principle personages of the realm the natural representatives of the whole
body of subjects named the new king marc bloch feudal society tr L A manyon
2 vols chicago university of chicago press 1961 2383842383 84

one episode that may to a casual reader have a republican flavor is general
moronis elevation of the title of liberty on which he wrote in memory of
our god our religion and freedom and our peace our wives and our children
alma 4612 around this emblem he rallied the people against a movement to

raise up a king while the word liberty and the opposition to monarchists strike
a familiar note the details of the story beginning with the peculiar designation

the title of liberty are strangely archaic
moroni made the scroll in the first place by rending his coat and proceeded

to enlist the people in the cause by waving the rent part of the garment in the
air and crying behold whosoever will maintain this title upon the land let him
come forth in the strength of the lord and enter into a covenant that they will
maintain their rights and their religion that the lord god may bless them alma
4620 responding to the call the people came running together with their armor
girded about their loins rending their garments in token or as a covenant that
they would not forsake the lord their god alma 4621 they cast their gar-
ments at the feet of moroni and covenanted that god may cast us at the feet
of our enemies even as we have cast ourout garments at thy feet to be trodden under
foot if we shall fall into transgression alma 4622 whereupon moroni launched
into an elaborate comparison with joseph whose coat was rent by his brethren
into many pieces and expressed hope for the nephitesNephites preservation in similitude
of josephs alma 46234623.4625

it is difficult to see where joseph smith could have encountered precedents for
that ritual in his american environment hugh nibley has suggested that the title
of liberty resembles the battle scroll of the children of light in the qumranquaran com-
munity see nibley an approach to the book of mormon salt lake city
council of the twelve apostles 195711957 ppap 17889178 89 nibley since cumorah the
book of mormon in the modern world salt lake city deseret book 196711967
ppap 2737527375.27575273 75
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office should be short and account to the public certain and soon
A point urged in favor of jackson inin 1828 was that

his election will break the chain of succession which has been so long
practically established and by which the presidents have virtually
appointed their successors and which if not interrupted will render
our elections a mockery and our government but little better than
a hereditary monarchy 19

book of mormon government by jacksonian standards was no
democracy joseph smith s contemporaries had they examined the
matter closely would certainly have called the elections a mockery
and the government little better than a hereditary monarchy 2021

looking at the book of mormon as a whole it seems clear that
most of the principles traditionally associated with the american
constitution are slighted or disregarded altogether all of the con-
stitutional checks and balances are missing when judges were in-
stituted mosiah provided that a greater judge could remove lesser
judges and a number of lesser judges try venal higher judges but
the book records no instance of impeachment it was apparently
not a routine working principle all other limitations on govern-
ment are missing there was no written constitution defining rulers
powers the people could not remove the chief judge at the polls
for he stood for election only once there were not three branches
of government to check one another for a single office encompassed
all government powers the chief judge was judge executive and
legislator rolled into one just as the earlier kings had been see
mosiah 2913 in war time he raised men armed them and col-
lected provisions see alma 4634 6019601 9 he was called inter-
changeably chief judge and governor see alma 216 5039 601

wayne sentinel 3 november 1826 5 september 1828 cf 12 september 1828
A common argument against an incumbent was the danger of aristocratic pre-
tensions occurring in men held in office too long in 1826 the party opposing the
reelection of governor clinton resolved that the continuance of the office of
governor in one family for a period longer than twenty eight years out of forty nine
in a state containing a population of nearly two millions is at war with the republican
principle upon which our government is founded and would tend to the establish-
ment of an odious aristocracy wayne sentinel 13 october 1826 jacksoniansJacksonians in
1828 argued that one of the evils of the election of 1824 was that it established
a system for passing on the presidency were it perpetuated the sovereignty of the
people would be an idle name the president and his successor would save us from
the trouble of an election the heir apparent would create the king the king would
nominate the heir apparent to the crown wayne sentinel 10 october 1828

under the influence of their own cultural conditioning mormonscormons and non
mormonscormons alike have read american principles into the book of mormon even though
closer analysis will not sustain that view alexander campbell saw republicanism
in the book as did B H roberts see campbell delusions p 13 and B H roberts
new witness for god the book of mormon 3 vols salt lake city deseret
news 190911909 2212 cf p 209.209
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and 3 nephi 3311 he was also lawmaker there is no ordinary
legislature inin the book of mormon when the editor said in the
heading of mosiah 29 that mosiah recommends representative
form of government he could not have meant representatives
elected by the people to enact laws the only representation was
in the choice of judges not inin the selection of legislators in the
early part of the book of mormon the law was presented as tradi-
tional handed down from the fathers as given them by the hand of
the lord and acknowledged by this people to make it binding

see mosiah 2925 alma 114 but later the chief judge assumed
the power of proclaiming or at least elaborating laws alma gave
nephihahNephihah the power to enact laws according to the laws which had
been given alma 416 any major constitutional changes such
as a return to formal kingship required approval of the people but
day to day legislation so far as the record speaks was the preroga-
tive of the chief judge see alma 22722 7 5117511 7 perhaps most ex-
traordinarytra by american standards nothing was made of taxation
by a popular assembly 21 the maxim no taxation without repre-
sentationsen tation had no standing inin nephite consciousness 22 these salient
points inin enlightened political theory as nineteenth century ameri-
cans understood it were contradicted distorted or neglected 23

ANCIENT precedents
in the context of nineteenth century political thought the book

of mormon people are difficult to place they were not benighted

despite abuses of the taxing power no recommendation was ever made for
an elected assembly see mosiah 113 6 13 and ether 106.106log

the nonrepublican forms of book of mormon government compel us to
recognize that the just and holy principles which protect human rights can be em-
bodied in various constitutional arrangements

thehe word inequality in mosiah 2932 catches the eye of modern americans
but in context the word assumes a meaning foreign to american thought in the
preceding verses mosiah explains the thinking behind his image namelynameiy that wicked
kings enact iniquitous laws and compel their people to submit thus causing them
to sin see mosiah 2917 18.18 A good king like mosiah would enact no laws
of his own but rather would judge the people by the law handed down from the
fathers which ultimately came from god see mosiah 2915 25.25 under bad
monarchs the king was responsible for the people s sins under good ones the people
were responsible for themselves one of the reasons for eliminating kings was to
ensure that if these people commit sins and iniquities they shall be answered
upon their own heads for behold I1 say unto you the sins of many people have
been caused by the iniquities of their kings therefore their iniquities are answered
upon the heads of the kings mosiah 2930 31 then mosiah makes the reference
to inequality and now I1 desire that this inequality should be no more in this
land mosiah 2932 it seems clear that inequality refers to the disproportionality
of one sinful man the king having power to lead his people into iniquity

this must be kept in mind when reading mosiah 2938 it is reported that the
people became exceedingly anxious that every man should have an equal chance
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spaniards or russians passively yielding to the oppression of a mon-
arch out of ignorance and superstition nor were thetheyy enlightened
americans living by the principles of republican government the
book of mormon was an anomaly on the political scene of 1830
instead of heroically resisting despots the people of god fled their
oppressors and credited god alone with deliverance instead of en-
lightened people overthrowing their kings in defense of their natural
rights the common people repeatedly raised up kings and the proph-
ets and the kings themselves had to persuade the people of the in-
expediency of monarchy despite mosiahsMosiahs reforms nephite govern-
ment persisted in monarchical practices with life tenure for the chief
judges hereditary succession and the combination of all functions
in one official

in view of all this the book of mormon could be pictured as
a bizarre creation a book strangely distant from the time and place
of its publication but that picture would not be complete A pat-
tern running through the apparent anomalies provides a clue to
their resolution book of mormon political attitudes have old
world precedents particularly in the history of the israelite nation
against that background its anomalies become regularities the
hebrews for example cast their history as a series of deliverancesdeliverances
moses was not a revolutionary hero from an american mold his
people fled just like alma s and zeniff s and the moral of the
story was that god had delivered them from captivity moses was
not lauded for courageous resistance the book of mormon de-
liverance narrative incongruous amidst fourth of july orations is
perfectly conventional biblical discourse

an equal chance to do what As americans we immediately assume an equal chance
to get ahead in the world or to have a voice in government the verse actuactuallyalIVaily reads
every man should have an equal chance throughout all the land yea and every

man expressed a willingness to answer for his own sins mosiah 2938 having
so committed themselves the people went out to choose judges to judge them ac-
cording to the law which had been given them with a twist of mind we can
scarcely understand today the privilege of being judged according to the traditional
law was a major part of the equality and liberty in which the nephitesNephites exceed-
ingly rejoiced mosiah 29592939 cf 25 41 A similar principle underlies the
american constitution the lord suffered it to be established he says in the doc-
trine and covenants so that every man may be accountable for his own sins in the
day of judgment dacd&c 10178

the discourse of mosiah viewed against the practice of hereditary descent of
the chief judgeship raises the possibility that the major distinction between judge
and king was the lawmaking power mosiah did not contestthecontest the right of the king
to make laws only to make iniquitous ones A judge however could not even
claim legislative powers and thus perforce governed bybv the divine law passed down
from the fathers see mosiah 2915 25.25 seemingly by definition a lawmaker was
suspect because he usurped the power of god the maker of the traditional law
when the prophets said that the lord should be king they meant at least in part
that he should make the laws
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the same is true for the popular demand for kings biblical
people too raised up kings among themselves sometimes successfully
sometimes not the most famous instance was the anointing of saul
there the book of mormon prototypes are laid down precisely
the people demanded a king of samuel who tried to persuade them
otherwise warning them of the iniquities a king would practice on
them just as alma and mosiah warned their people see 1 samuel
812281 22 1018251018 25 deuteronomy 17141714 24 this basic plot was not
singular to saul either earlier the israelites had requested gideon
to be their king and he had refused because the lord will rule
over you judges 82223822 23 on another occasion the israelite
army after hearing of the assassination of their king made their
commander omri king of israel by common consent much as the
voice of the people confirmed kings among the nephitesNephites see 1

kings 16l61616 25 whereas the book of mormon practice of making
kings at the behest of the people clasheddashed with american assumptions
it fit the biblical tradition

the same holds for reliance on traditional law instead of a repre-
sentativesentative legislature and indifference to the separation of powers 26

not every biblical political tradition reappeared in the book of mor-
mon but there are biblical precedents for most of the nephite prac-
tices which are not at home in provincial upstate new york the
templates for book of mormon politics seem quite consistently to
have been cut from the bible 27

with so many similarities before us it is tempting to conclude
that joseph smith contrived his narrative from the biblical elements
in nineteenth century american culture and leave it at that but
the problems of interpretation are not so easily dismissed biblical
patterns work differently in the book of mormon than in the culture
at large while american orators blessed god for delivering them

there was another biblical tradition that credited god with instituting kings
among the israelites roland de vaux ancient israel its life and institutions tr
john mchugh 2 vols new york mcgraw hill 1961 194

aseesee5see also judges 91691 6 2 samuel 24 1 kings 1621 22 2 kings 1112 820
de vaux ancient israel 1149521149 52
this construction of the book of mormon is confirmed by the recent dis-

covery that certain sections of the book follow the intricate patterns of chiasmus
characteristic of hebrew writing see john W welch chiasmus in the book of
mormon BYU studies 10 autumn 196969841969691969 698469 84 in many other details which
hugh nibley more than any other scholar has mastered the book of mormon
follows hebrew and near eastern forms see hugh nibley an approach 2ndand
ed nibley since Cmcumorahmorah and nibley lehi in the desert nibley points out
similarities to the egyptian as well as the jewish culture at the time of lehi s exodus
the jewish nation was under the political shadow of egypt and was soaking in
egyptian patterns of thought and behavior

campbell delusions p 13
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from british slavery they never permitted their gratitude to shade
the heroism of the patriots the acknowledgment of divine aid
was more a benediction on america s brave resistance similarly
americans believed god inspired the constitution but no one sug-
gested that it was patterned after the government of ancient israel
no one proposed to eliminate an elected legislature or to make the
presidency hereditary because a king ruled the jews in fact no
americans including the puritans of massachusetts bay followed
biblical political models as closely as book of mormon people
biblical language was used to sanctify american history and ameri-
can political institutions but hebrew precedents did not deeply
inform historical writing nor shape political institutions the inner-
most structure of book of mormon politics and history are biblical
while american forms are conspicuously absent

how does all this affect the interpretation of the book the prob-
lem raised at the outset at the very least the dictum that the book
of mormon mirrored every error and almost every truth discussed
in new york for the last ten years should be reassessed 28 scholars
confine themselves unnecessarily in deriving all their insight from the
maxim that joseph smith s writings can best be explained by his
responsiveness to the provincial opinions of this time that prin-
ciple of criticism obscures the book of mormon as it would any
major work read exclusively in that light it is particularly mislead-
ing when so many of the powerful intellectual influences operating
on joseph smith failed to touch the book of mormon among them
the most common american attitudes toward a revolution monarchy
and the limitations on power the book of mormon is not a con-
ventionalvent ional american book too much americana is missing under-
standing the work requires a more complex and sensitive analysis
than has been afforded it historians will take a long step forward
when they free themselves from the compulsion to connect all they
find with joseph smith s america and try instead to understand the
ancient patterns deep in the grain of the book
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the four political faces of the intellectual

in soviet russia today A personal essay

gary L browning

approximately one fifth of the population of the USSR can be
classified as soviet intellectuals even though some westerners
would equate intellectuality in russia with dissatisfaction it is both
unfair and incorrect to assume that every dissatisfied russian is an
intellectual or very importantly that every intellectual is dissatis-
fied however my personal observations from spending over a year
in the soviet union lead me to believe that one can make a very
general grouping of soviet intellectuals according to their attitudes
concerning official communist ideology and the soviet government
the four groups which I1 have in mind are the dedicated the dis-
ingenuous the dissident and the defiant

THE DEDICATED intellectual
the dedicated intellectuals are genuinely convinced that com-

munism is correct and just and thatmankindthat mankind would be greatly
benefited by living in accordance with principles of marxism
leninism there are of course people who sincerely believe this
I1 met and talked with intellectuals whom I1 judge to be of this
type the energetic and orthodox head of the institute of world
literature the resourceful director of the state literary archive
the acting secretary of the powerful soviet writers union and

gary L browning is an assistant professor of russian at brigham young university
the intention of this paper is to provide some organization for my varied

and at times conflicting impressions concerning the soviet intellectual based on
three trips to the soviet union in 1963 1969 and 1973 the last two trips were
for six months each in 1969 1I was a guide for a united states information agency
exhibition education in the USA during which time my function was to exchange
views with soviet citizens for eight hours a day in moscow leningrad and kiev
my most recent trip was for doctoral dissertation research primarily in moscow
and leningrad in the course of my research I1 emerged from archives and manuscript
divisions of libraries sufficiently to interview over thirty prominent soviet intellec-
tuals primarily they were specialists in the fields of languages and literatures and
included a significant number of soviet authors in some cases the official interviews
led eventually to nonofficial meetings more personal acquaintanceshipsacquaintanceships and even
friendships and from these encounters have come the impressions for this paper
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several of my fellow graduate students of soviet literature at mos-
cow state university

one of these students was from a caucasian mountain tribe
the chechenschecheosChechens his name was alek and when I1 arrived in the USSR
with my family he was assigned to meet us at the airport and to at-
tend to our needs he was eager to answer questions and to pro-
vide assistance and became a genuine dependable friend of our
family alek was born on a train as his family and tribe were being
exiled en masse to siberia by stalin stalin a georgian shared the
ancient animosity of his people for their caucasian neighbors the
chechenschecheosChechens but alek has studied communism and at least some al-
ternativester has joined the party and is fully dedicated to the estab-
lishmentlishment and the maintenance of its ideals as he views them

I1 visited another intellectual of this type jakov elsberg a
much older established literary scholar known formerly as a hard
liner stalinist during the 1930s when stalin succeeded in con-
vincing the population that a genuine threat existed from the al-
leged tens of thousands of spies in foreign employ operating within
the soviet union elsberg was particularly resourceful in exposing
and hence destroying numerous writers following the secret
khrushchev speech in 1956 which signaled the beginning of what
proved to be the short lived de stalinization campaign elsberg
was expelled from the union of soviet writers he has since been
officially readmitted but is now an old man sick and it seemed
to me heavyhearted although I1 would say that he is a man with an
uneasy conscience still he remains firmly convinced that com-
munism is right regardless of individual or even institutional ex-
cesses

THE disingenuous intellectual
it is most difficult for an observer from abroad to accurately

determine whether a given individual is of this devoted type
that is genuinely dedicated or whether hebe is really disingenuous
there is no doubt that many intellectuals adopt a pose of con-
formity out of a desire to avoid the adverse consequences of loss
of social status professional rank or other opportunities for ma-
terial advancement the largest group of disingenuous intellectuals
with whom I1 was personally acquainted were university professors
from moscow and leningrad these men and women know a great
deal about communist ideology and governments and frequently
are skeptical or even cynical about them in private but some reg
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ularly compromise their real convictions because of a desire to
maintain a more than adequate standard of living they are ma-
teriallyterially comfortable in a real sense they have been bought by the
system and they do not want to jeopardize their positions I1 met
with professors who were relatively frank in conversations with me
but who refused to allow me to quote them with attribution in my
dissertation I1 attended conferences in honor of individual writers
and heard those scholars eloquently expound views opposed to those
privately expressed to me

consider for a moment the material rewards for a compliant
intellectual as for example a member of the union of soviet
writers critics prose authors poets dramatists besides being
able to work in pleasant surroundings as an associate of an institute
or research facility he has access to far more information than
does the ordinary student or citizen this information is both about
his specialty and about the world in general it is available to him
through otherwise closed archives or special restricted library funds
containing newspapers journals and books from around the world
including the works of nonpersonsnonpersons in the soviet union from
trotsky to solzhenitsyn he not only can regularly obtain without
major difficulty the best tickets for the theater ballet ananddoperaopera
of which the ordinary citizen would not even dream but he is also
invited to exclusive showings of movies from the west experi-
mental art avant garde theater and innovative ballet and opera
these performances are never given for the public but only for
small select audiences in a country where almost everything is
in short supply the compliant intellectual of professional stature
can through the party organization at his institute get airline
tickets without waiting or enduring the inevitable frustration of
red tape have access to private resort facilities for example on
the black sea and can arrange state sponsored creative trips to
interesting parts of the USSR ostensibly to collect research material
for future publication

and try to find these people in the summertime they are
either at resorts or at their very impressive summer homes
bachasdachas somewhere in the beautiful russian councountrysidetrysidetryside I1 visited
several literary scholars and writers at their bachasdachas in 1973 many
of the most prominent writers have summer homes at peredelkino
not far from moscow boris pilniakpieniakPilniak the soviet writer on whom
I1 was working had been given one of the first bachasdachas built there
while I1 was visiting the widow of a soviet writer who had been
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especially close to pilniakpieniakPilniak a truck drove up and two men brought
in several pots of food my hostess nonchalantly informed me that
each day cooked food is delivered to her home and she receives the
full pots in trade for the previous day s empty ones which are
returned the next day full that day I1 had been invited to dinner
and can certify that the food was delicious and much of it was
made from produce then unobtainable on the open russian market
even if the food hadbad been available to the public it would have
taken the average housewife hours and hours of time to battle the
familiar lines for every item As the widow told me the literary
fund feeds us well the soviet system does feed very well those
who achieve professional prominence and who declare sincerely
or disingenuously their allegiance to socialism

another literary scholar with whom I1 met in another region
lived in a magnificent summer home surrounded by a dense pine
forest he called it my personal taiga I1 was told that stalin had
built these bachasdachas for his generals after world war II11 and that
the home had been inherited by my host expulsion from the
writer s union would mean forfeiting not only the most important
benefit which is simply the possibility of publishing but also
many of the fringe benefits mentioned above it would be difficult
to give up such a comfortable life

THE DISSIDENT intellectual
the third category which I1 am suggesting is that of the dis-

sident intellectual he is acutely aware of hypocrisy ineptitude
and illegality in his government as is the disingenuous intellectual
but instead of living for the fringe benefits from not speaking out
he voices his opinion on occasion against these offenses he is
burning with dissatisfaction although he is largely impotent to
effect major change he is likely to be a younger man or woman
of genuine ability but as yet without a worldwide reputation in
his or her profession he is respected by a relatively small group
of peers as a real comer but has not yet arrived his material
position is considerably inferior to that of most members of the two
previous groups but hebe is on the verge of broad recognition and
hence of substantial reward it is at this point that many dissi-
dents gradually slip into the more secure category of the disin-
genuousgenuous one of the children of a prominent soviet author whom I1
met was a student at the state institute of cinematography in the
late 1950s and was then an energetic participant in liberal causes
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he almost singlehandedly won an official civil rehabilitation for
his father who had been falsely accused of spying for japan and
had been arrested and executed in 1937 As of late the son s ardor
has cooled he now has a family and has been given a fine apart-
ment inin a beautiful housing complex in a scenic area on the out-
skirts of moscow he is currently interested in publishing his own
fiction and has become engaged in making a career for himself
thus leaving behind the cooling embers of an earlier dissident fire

another young scholar prominent in literary criticism published
a significant book on socialist realism in 1969 in that book among
other things he accused soviet scholarship of professional stagna-
tion for not recognizing pilniakpieniak as a major artist largely because
of false political charges against him shortly after this book ap-
peared and quickly sold out he went before a committee to
defend his doctoral dissertation and was rejected primarily because
of his liberal attitudes in relation to proscribed writers for three
years he wrote and lectured on noncontroversial theoretical ma-
terial in an ideologically irreproachable manner I1 visited him in
leningrad and found a former dissident greatly subdued while
I1 was still in the soviet union liehelleile was again allowed to defend his
revised much more moderate dissertation and this time was suc-
cessfulcessful men like him can still move either way but not a few are
bought or if necessary intimidated by the system and quietly
withdraw into the comfortable cabin of the boat which they once
rocked

I1 met other dissidents who were too firmly committed to their
convictions to consider major compromise and they must be among
the most dissatisfied and bitterly frustrated people in the world I1
cite the example of one family with whom I1 became particularly
close in which both the husband and wife are literary scholars
who have published widely in their specialties we spent long
hours together while they bemoaned their fate and I1 commiserated
rather uneasily knowing that I1 was virtually helpless to aid but
I1 did fill the role of a sympathetic listener and thus provided
moments of rather tortured pleasure for them as they recreated
tales of the indignities and injustices they had experienced personal-
ly or had heard about

these dissidents derive a certain satisfaction from stories of
the meanness and moral and economic failure of the system to
which they are opposed since each story further substantiates their
own painful convictions As with most oral stories these tend to
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become more and more sensational upon retelling and provide not
only intellectual confirmation but also a form of entertainment
the dissident intellectuals spend many evenings drinking and talk-
ing in small groups of fellow believers

another form of entertainment is the joke typically directed at
the system which is brutalizing them it is a way of preserving one s

sanity and at the same time of taking armchair revenge an
intellectual activity of belittling the opponent thus making a su-
perior force appear stupid and hence inferior one of the many
jokes told to me concerned the 1973 visit of president nixon to
secretary brezhnev in the USSR it suffers in translation but the
following is an attempt

nixon approaches red square asks a passerby whether this is
the kremlin and receives the answer uh huh nixon consults
his dictionary but is unable to locate the word so he asks a second
person and receives the reply yep which again he is unable to
find finally he sees a policeman and poses the same question and
this time is told yes which is in the dictionary soon therefore
he is able to locate his host secretary brezhnev puzzled nixon
asks brezhnev what these other words mean brezhnev replies
that only a person with no education would answer uh huh
and that a slightly educated man might say yep but that a
man of real education would respond yes astonished nixon
asks are all the policemen in russia men of high education
to which brezhnev emphatically replies uh huh

one final example from this group of dissidents is a jewish
couple the husband is a particularly astute scholar of the fine
russian poet osip mandelstam and the wife is a granddaughter
of the writer aleksei tolstoy over the years they had become pro-
gressivelygressively more disgruntled and finally made application to emigrate
to israel immediately both were dismissed from their excellent
jobs because neither institute for which they worked could tolerate
association with disloyal antipatriotic pro israeli and by implica-
tion anti soviet employees for months dima and lena awaited
a reply to their request to emigrate which was finally refused they
were in a sense excommunicated from the church but not allowed
to leave the building and were just barely able to subsist by oc-
casionalcasional free lance translating and tutoring jobs who knows how
long this would have gone on had not secretary brezhnev visited
the united states in 1973 A friend at the U S embassy in moscow
managed to get articles about these two intellectuals published in
the new york times and the chicago tribune just as brezhnev
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arrived in america because the soviet government like any other
actively proselyting body is most anxious to avoid adverse publicity
it gave dima and lena permission to emigrate just a few days
after the newspaper stories appeared

THE DEFIANT intellectual
the last group the defiant intellectuals is the smallest but the

most visible group to westerners these men and women are
typically although not always at the top of their professional
fields often with worldwide reputations these are men like the
physicist andrei sakharovsacharovSakharov the historian roy medvedev and of
course the novelist aleksander solzhenitsyn they are articulate in
their expression of dissatisfaction and are fearless in their criti-
cism they are protected by their international reputations from
inhumane treatment only until their behavior becomes intolerable
to the regime

these defiant men and women suffer ostracism from many of
their soviet professional peers but are sustained both by their con-
sciencessciences and frequently by a firm base of support from second
level professionals the less well known dissidents it is not un-
common for the dissidents to demonstrate solidarity with these
defiant intellectuals as did well over a thousand in the 1966 trial
of the literary defiantsdeviantsdefiants yuli daniel and andrei siniavsky but
they were later disciplined by threats of reprisal or actually pun-
ished with loss of job or at least rank or with a term in an insane
asylum in a prison or with exile the dissidents are left particular-
ly vulnerable when a protecting defiant figure like solzhenitsynsohhenitsyn
is gone

my only extended personal contact with a defiant intellectual
of this caliber was with nadezhda mandelstam the widow of the
poet osip and the author of one of the most significant russian
books of this century a volume of brutally frank but beautifully
written memoirs of the stalin years entitled in english hope against
hope she is fearless and aggressive in her attacks on the system
which literally destroyed her husband most likely she has been
spared arrest thus far because of her age and rapidly failing health
as well as her international reputation

SUMMARY

the picture of the soviet intellectual is complex while cate-
gories are rigid the people within them often are not there are
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dedicated intellectuals who are on occasion dissident in general
however the dedicated and the disingenuous intellectuals are rela-
tively firm in their positions and are secure in the support of their
powerful benefactor the dissident and defiant intellectuals are
under what I1 consider to be an increasingly menacing assault from
a certain neo stalinism which is generally not characterized by
mass terror arrest torture exile or firing squads but by a selective
use of personal and especially professional sanctions As one ob-
server remarked it is a crushing of good lives by administrative
measures which leaves a man physically unharmed but professional-
ly paralyzed only a comparative handful of willing martyrs are
courageous enough to protest at full voice the rest either com-
plain in whispers in small private groups of fellow disbelievers
or simply accommodate themselves to the system for as one rus-
sian proverb explains volkami zhitchit volkami vit when you
live among wolves it is best to howl like them
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joseph knights recollection
of early mormon history

dean jessee

on 22 august 1842 while reflecting upon the faithful few
who had stood by him in every hour of peril joseph smith re-
corded the following sentiments about joseph knight

he was among the number of the first to administer to my ne-
cessities while I1 was laboring in the commencement of the bring-
ing forth of the work of the lord and of laying the foundation
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints for fifteen
years he has been faithful and true and evenhandedeven handed and ex-
emplaryemplary and virtuous and kind never deviating to the right hand
or to the left behold he is a righteous man may god almighty
lengthen out the old man s days and may his trembling tortured
and broken body be renewed and in the vigor of health turn upon
him if it be thy will consistently 0 god and it shall be said of
him by the sons of zion while there is one of them remaining
that this was a faithful man in israel therefore his name shall
never be forgotten 1

joseph knight sr was bomborn 3 november 1772 at oakham
worcester massachusetts in 1809 he moved to bainbridge che
nango county new york and two years later to Colesville broome
county new york where he remained for nineteen years he owned
a farm a gristmill and carding machine and according to his son
newel was not rich yet possessed enough of this world s goods
to secure to himself and family the necessaries and comforts of life
his family consisted of three sons and four daughters 2

while joseph smith was living in harmony pennsylvania he
was occasionally employed by joseph knight such was the friend-
ship that developed between these two men that the younger joseph
confided in his employer the circumstances of the coming forth of

dean jessee is an historical associate at the church historical department
joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

ed B H roberts 7 vols 2ndand ed rev salt lake city deseret book 1964 4124-
125 hereinafter cited HC

newelewel knight journal p 1 MS in church archives
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the book of mormon and the elder sent provisions from time to
time for the sustenance of his friend during the translation work
when joseph smith obtained the book of mormon plates in sep-
tember 1827 knight was visiting in the smith home in manchester
according to lucy smith her son used knights horse and carriage
as his means of conveyance on that occasion 3

although not numbered among those present at the organization
of the church in april 1830 joseph knight was baptized in june
of that year his family formed the nucleus of a small branch of
the church in colesvillelesvilleCo new york in 1831 he moved with the
colesvillelesvilleCo saints to kirtland ohio and a few months later con-
tinued with them to independence missouri where he helped
pioneer the latter day saint settlement of that state 4 joseph knight
died on 3 february 1847 at mt pisgah iowa during the mormon
exodus from illinois

joseph knights account reproduced below although undated
and unsigned appears to be a holograph penned sometime be-
tween the author s departure from jackson county missouri in 1833
and his death in 1847 located in the church archives the docu-
ment is written in ink on both sides of five 8 x 10 inch pages the
manuscript is incomplete missing at least one beginning page alt-
hough written in pencil from one to ten the page numbers were
obviously added by a later writer to designate the sequence of sur-
viving pages A clerk s filing inscription on the document reads 22
sept 1827 manuscript of the early history of joseph smith finding
of plates &cac &cac the words 22 sept 1827 early and find-
ing of plates &cac &cac were inserted by thomas bullock a church
clerk from 1843 to 1857 minimal punctuation has been added here
to facilitate reading

manuscript OF THE EARLY HISTORY
OF JOSEPH SMITH

from thence he went to the hill where he was informed the record was
and found no trouble for it appeardappears plain as tho he was acquainted with the

acylucyucy smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet liverpool
published for orson pratt by S W richards 1853 ppap 9910199 101

A comprehensive source of information not only on the Colesville branch but
the entire early period of mormon history is larry porter A study of the origins
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in the states of new york and
pennsylvania 181618311816 1831 phd dissertation brigham young university 1971
see also porters the colesvilleCo lesville branch and the coming forth of the book of
mormon BYU studies 10spring10 Spring 197036538519703651970 365585565585565365385365 385585
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place it was so plain in the vision that he had of the place he went and
found the place and opened it and found a plane box he oncovered it and
found the book and took it out and laid atlitlit down by his side and thot
he would cover the place over again thinkinkingthink inking there might be something
else here but he was told to take the book and go right away and after
he had covered the place he turned round to take the book and it was not
there and he was astonished that the book was gone 5 he thot he would
look in the place again and see if it had not got back again he had heard
people tell of such things and he opened the box and behold the book was
there he took hold of it to take it out again and behold he could not stur
the book any more then he could the mountin he exclaimed why cant
I1 stur this book and he was answerd you have not done rite you
should have took the book and a gone right away youcantyou cant have it now
joseph says when can I1 have it the answer was the 22nt day of sep-
tember next if you bring the right person with you joseph says who is
the right person the answer was your oldest brother

but before september came his oldest brother died 6 then he was dis
apintedapinter and did not know what to do but when the 22nt day of sep-
tember came he went to the place and the personage appeardappears and told him
he could not have it now but the 22nt day of september nex he mite
have the book if he brot with him the right person joseph says who is
the right person the answer was you will know then he looked in his
glass and found it was emma hale daughter of old mr hail of pensylvanyPensylvany
a girl that he had seen before for he had bin down there before with me

lucy smith biographical sketches ppap 858685 86 contains this account of joseph
smiths first attempt to obtain the plates having arrived at the place he put
forth his hand and took them up but as he was taking them hence the unhappy
thought darted through his mind that probably there was something else in the box
besides the plates which would be of some pecuniary advantage to him so in the
moment of excitement he laid them down very carefully for the purpose of covering
the box lest some one might happen to pass that way and get whatever there might
be remaining in it after covering it he turned round to take the record again but
behold it was gone and where he knew not neither did he know the means by which
it had been taken from him

at this as a natural consequence he was much alarmed he kneeled down
and asked the lord why the record had been taken from him upon which the
angel of the lord appeared to him and told him that he had not done as he had
been commanded for in a former revelation he had been commanded not to lay the
plates down or put them for a moment out of his hands until he got into the house
and deposdepositeditedcited them in a chest or trunk having a good lock and key and contrary
to this he had laid them down with the view of securing some fancied or imaginary
treasure that remained

in the moment of excitement joseph was overcome by the powers of darkness
and forgot the injunction that was laid upon him

having some further conversation with the angel on this occasion joseph
was permitted to raise the stone again when he beheld the plates as he had done
before he immediately reached forth his hand to take them but instead of getting
them as he anticipated he was hurled back upon the ground with great violence
when he recovered the angel was gone and he arose and returned to the house
weeping for grief and disappointment joseph smiths more commonly known ac-
count of events recorded here is found in HC 116

joseph smiths oldest brother alvin died 19 november 1825
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joseph then went to mr stowelsstowell stowellsstowell7stowell17whare7 whare he had lived some-
time before but mr stowel could not pay him money for his work very
well and he came to me perhaps in november and worked for me until
about the time that he was married which I1 think was in february 8 and
I1 paid him the money and I1 furnished him with a horse and cutter to go
and see his girl down to mr hails and soon after this he was married and
mr stowel moved him and his wife to his fathers in palmyra ontario
county 9

nothing material took place untill toardboard fall the forepart of sep-
tember I1 went to rochester on buisnessguisnessBuisness and returndreturns by palmyra to be there
about the 22nt of september I1 was there several days I1 will say there

was a man near by by the name samuel lawrance he was a seear
seerlkeerlseer and he had bin to the hill and knew about the things in the hill and

he was trying to obtain them he joseph smith had talked with me and
told me the conversation he had with the personage which told him if
he would do right according to the will of god he mite obtain the platespiates
the 22nt day of septemerseptimerSeptemer next and if not he never would have them
now joseph was some affraidalfraid of him samuel lawrencellawrence that he mite be
a trouble to him he therefore sint his father up to sams10sams as he called

josiah stowell born in winchester new hampshire 22march22 march 1770 had ex-
tensive property holdings on the susquehanna river near south bainbridge new
york the stowells moved to the area from southeastern vermont where because of
their new york allegiance during the revolutionary war they had been deprived
of their property and forced to leave the state

the spelling of stowells name follows a 7 february 1843 josiah stowell letter
written by a son to john S fullmer the letter is in the church archives

joseph smith married emma hale on 18 january 18271927 at south bainbridge
new york

joseph smith records that at the time of his marriage he was employed by josiah
stowell HC 117

lucy smith records this incident as follows my husband soon learned that
ten or twelve men were clubbed together with one willard chase a methodist class
leader at their head and what was still more ridiculous they had sent sixty or
seventy miles for a certain conjuror to come and divine the place where the plates
were secreted

we supposed that joseph had taken the plates and hid them somewhere and
we were apprehensive that our enemies might discover their place of deposit ac-
cordingly i the next morning after hearing of their plans my husband concluded
to go among the neighbours to see what he could learn with regard to the plans of
the adverse party the first house he came to he found the conjuror and willard
chase together with the rest of the clan making an errand he went in and sat
down near the door leaving it a little ajar in order to overhear their conversation
they stood in the yard near the door and were devising plans to find joe smiths
gold bible as they expressed themselves the conjuror seemed much animated al-
though he had travelled sixty miles the day and night previous

presently the woman of the house becoming uneasy at the exposures they
were making stepped through a back door into the yard and called to her husband
in a suppressed tone but loud enough to be heard distinctly by mr smith sam
sam you are cutting your own throat at this the conjuror bawled out at the top of
his voice 1 I am not afraid of any body we will have them plates in spite of joe
smith or all the devils in hell

when the woman came in again mr smith laid aside a newspaper which he
had been holding in his hand and remarked J1 I believe I1 have not time to finish
reading the paper now he then left the house and returned home

mr smith on returning home asked emma if she knew whether joseph had
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him near night to see if there was any signs of his going away that night
he told his father to stay till near dark and if he saw any signs of his
going you till him if I1 find him there I1 will thrash the stumps with him
so the old man came a way and saw no thing like it this is to shoe show
the troubles he had from time to time to obtain the plates 11

so that night we all went to bed and in the morning I1 got up and
my horse and carriage was gone but after a while he came home and
he turned out the horse all come into the house to brackfirstBrack first breakfast
but no thing said about where they had bin after brackfirstBrack first joseph cald
me into the other room and he set his foot on the bed and leaned his
head on his hand and says well I1 am dissopinted well say I1 1I am
sorreyborrey well says he 1 I am grateleygraveleygrateley dissopinted it is ten times better
then I1 expected then he went on to tell the length and width and thick-
ness of the plates and said he they appear to be gold but he seamed to
think more of the glasses or the urimarim and thummemthummer then than he did
of the plates for says he 1I can see any thing they are marvelusmarcelusMarvelus now
they are writenbriten in caracterscharactersCaracters and I1 want them translated

now he was commanded not to let no any one see those things
but a few for witness at a givin time now it soon got about that joseph
smith had found the plates and peopelpempel come in to see them but he told
them that they could not for he must not shoe show them but many
insisted and oferd money and property to see them but for keeping them
from the peopelpempel they persecuted and abused them him and they the
smiths ware obliged to hide them the plates and they hid them under
a brick harth in the west room about this time came this samuel lawr-
ance and one Beemanbeeman1212 a grate rodsmanrodsman1313 and wanted to talk with him

taken the plates from their place of deposit or if she was able to tell him where
they were she said she could not tell where they were or whether they were removed
from their place my husband then related what he had both seen and heard lucy
smith biographical sketches ppap 102103102 103

on the trouble that attended his obtaining of the plates joseph smith re-
corded 1I soon found out the reason why I1 had received such strict charges to keep
them safe and why it was that the messenger had said that when I1 had done what
was required at my hand he would call for them for no sooner was it known that
I1 had them than the most strenuous exertions were used to get them from me
every stratagem that could be invented was resorted to for that purpose the perse-
cution became more bitter and severe than before and multitudes were on the alert
continually to get them from me if possible joseph smith HC 118

knight may have been confused on this point according to lucy smith alvah
beaman helped joseph smith conceal the plates biographical sketches p 108 this
work spells the name braman of livonia however the manuscript at p
115 reads beaman of livonia

brigham young probably had the rodsman in mind when he said 1I well knew
a man who to get the plates rode over sixty miles three times the same season
they were obtained by joseph smith about the time of their being delivered to
joseph by the angel the friends of this man sent for him and informed him that
they were going to lose that treasure though they did not know what it was the
man I1 refer to was a fortunetellerfortune teller a necromancer an astrologer a soothsayer and
possessed as much talent as any man that walked on the american soil and was one
of the wickedestwick edest men I1 ever saw the last time he went to obtain the treasure he
knew where it was and told where it was but did not know its value allow me to
tell you that a baptist deacon and others of josephs neighbors were the very men
who sent for this necromancer the last time he went for the treasure I1 never heard
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and he went into the west room and they proposed to go shares with him
and tried every way to bargain with him but could not then beeman took
out his rods and hild heidheldlheidlheld them up and they pointed downadownjdown to the
harth whare they ware hid there says beeman it is under that harth
so they had to garde the house until some time in november he obtaindobtains
fifty dollars in money and hired a man to move him and his wife to
pensylvanyPensyl vany to hir fathers his wife being onwellbonwell and wanted to go to her
fathers he bout bought a piece of land of hir father with a house and
barn on it here the people began to tease him to see the book and to
offer him money and property and they croudedclouded so harde that he had to
hide it in the mountin

he now began to be anxious to git them translated he therefore
with his wife drew off the carictersCaricters exactleyexactley like the ancient and sent
martin harris14Harris14 to see if he could git them translated he went to albeaibealbenyny
and to philadelphaladelphaphiladelphyPhi and to new york and he found men that could transl-
ate some of the carictorsCaric tors in all those places mitchel samuel L mitchill
and anthony charles anthonaanthonjanthon of new yorki5york15yorkie ware the most larded
learnedllearnelllearlearnednedlnedi but there were some carictersCaricters they could not well understand

therefore anthony told him that he thot if he had the original he culdauld
translate it and he rote a very good piece to joseph and said if he would
send the original he would translate it but at last martin harris told
him that he could not have the original for it was commanded not to be
shone and he was mad and said what does this mean and he tore the

a man who could swear like that astrologer he swore scientifically by rule by note
to those who love swearing it was musical to hear him but not so to me for I1
would leave his presence he would call joseph everything that was bad and say J1I
believe he will get the treasure after all he did get it and the war commenced
directly

when joseph obtained the treasure the priests the deacons and religionists
of every grade went hand in hand with the fortunetellerfortune teller and with every wicked
person to get it out of his hands and to accomplish this a part of them came out
and persecuted him journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book
depot 1854861854 86 21801812180 181 see also 555 where in another reference to the same
individual brigham young stated that he had forgotten the man s name

barnes frisbie describes the activity of rodsmenrodsmanrodsmen in the area of middletomiddletownwn
vermont in the early 19th century the rods were fashioned from witch hazel
bushes that grew abundantly in the vicinity A branch was cut with two prongs
in the form of a fork and the person using it would take the two prongs one in each
hand and the other end pointing away from the body the rodsman would
lead his followers over the countryside until the rod fell or made some motion
this was taken as evidence that precious metal was buried there and the signal for
the rodsman and his followers to commence digging others used the rod as a
medium of revelation claiming to divine the thoughts and intentions of men

frisbie notes that some people became so caught up in the craft that they devoted
their whole time to it barnes frisbie the history of middletown vermont rutl-
and vermont tuttleturtletunnietuttie & co 1867 ppap 475447 54

14on the obscure matter of thethlthu motivation for martin harriss trip to new
york joseph smith in his 1832 autobiography p 5 says that harris had stated
that the lord had shown him that he must go to new york city with some of the
characters so we proceeded to coppy some of them and he took his journy to the
eastern cittys and to the learned

stanley B kimball deals with harriss trip to new york and identifies the
men involved in the anthon transcript people primary sources and problems
BYU studies 10spring10 Spring 197032535219703251970525352197052555219705251970 325552525552525325352325 352552
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paper that he wrote all to pieces and stampidstamped it under his feet and says
bring me the original or I1 will not translate it mr harris seeing he was
in a passion he said well I1 will go home and see and if they can be had
I1 will wright to you immeditelyimmediatelyimmedi tely so he came home and told how it was
and they went to him no more then was fulfildfulfill the 29th chapter of isiah
now he joseph smith bing being an unlearned man did not know
what to do then the lord gave him power to translate himself then
ware the lamedlarned men confounded for he by the means he found with
the plates he could translate those carictersCaricters better than the larnedlamed

now the way he translated was he put the urimarim and thummim into
his hat and darkneddarkened his eyes then he would take a sentance and it would
apper in brite roman letters then he would tell the writer and he would
write it then that would go away the next sentance would come and so on
but if it was not spelt rite it would not go away till it was rite so we see
it was marvelous thus was the hoihol whole translated 166

now when he began to translate he was poor and was put to it for
provisions and had no one to write for him but his wife and his wifescifes
brother would sometimes write a little for him through the winter 17 the
next spring oliver cowdry a young man from palmyra came to see old
mr smith josephs father about this work and he sent him down to
pensylvenypensylveny to see joseph and satisfy him self so he came down and was
soon convinced of the truth of the work the next spring came martin
harris down to pennsylvanypennsylvany to write for him and he wrote 116 pages of
the first part of the book of mormon and about this time martin wanted
to go home a bout some buisnessguisnessBuisness and he wanted to take the writings with
him but joseph put him ofofff but he urged him by fair promises that
he would be careful and he would return it again but he being free with
it some person got hold of it and ceptcapt kept it so that he never could
obtain it again there fore joseph lost his privilegepriviligeprivi lige for a while but after
repenting he again received the privelageprivelage of translating again as in book
of covenants page 163 1811

now he could not translate but little being poor and nobody to write
for him but his wife and she could not do much and take care of her
house and he being poor and no means to live but work his wifescifes father
and famileycamiley ware all against him and would not help him he and his
wife came up to see me the first of the winter 1828 and told me his case

joseph smiths explanation was that he translated the book of mormon
through the medium of the urimarim and thummim by the gift and power of

god HC 4537 the issue has been discussed by B H roberts translation
of the book of mormon improvement era gaprilgApdapril9 aprilrilrii may july 1906 and james
E lancaster by the gift and power of god the method of translation of the
book of mormon the saints herald 109 15 november 19621433 33

in his 1832 autobiography p 6 joseph smith in addition to his wife emma
lists his brother samuel H smith as having written for him during the book of
mormon translation in response to a question in 1879 regarding those who were
scribes for joseph during the translation emma smith named herself oliver cow-
dery martin harris and her brother reuben hale joseph smith last testimony
of sister emma the saints herald 26 1 october 18792901879 290

doctrine and covenants 103 in stating that cowdery came to see joseph smith
prior to harriss loss of the 116 pages of the book of mormon manuscript joseph
knight is clearly in error see HC 12022120 22 32
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but I1 was not in easy circumstances and I1 did not know what it mite
amount to and my wife and famileycamiley all against me about helping him
but I1 let him have some little provisions and some few things out of the
store apairabair of shoes and three dollars in money to help him a litle in
january his father and samuel smith came from manchester to my house
when I1 was buiseybaisey a drawing lumber I1 told him they had traviledtravileetraviled far
enough I1 would go with my sley and take them down to morrow I1 went
down and found them well and they were glad to see us we conversed
about many things in the morning I1 gave the old man a half a dollar and
joseph a little money to buoy paper to translate I1 having but little
with me the old gengentimangentlmanfentimangentlgeniltImanman told me to come and see him once in a while
as I1 could I1 went home followed teaming till the last of march the slaying

sleighing being good I1 told my wife I1 must go downjdowndowna and see joseph
again why do you go so soon for said she says 1I come go and see
and she went with me next morning we went down and found them
well and ware glad to see us joseph talked with us about his translating
and some revelations he had received and from that time my wife began
to beleve and continuwed a full believer untill she died and that was the
7 day of august 1831 19

in the spring of 1829 oliver cowdry a young man from palmrypalmary went
to see old mr smith about the book that joseph had found and he told
him about it and advised him to go down to pensylvanyPensylvany and see for him
self and to write for joseph he went down and received a revelation
concerning the work and he was convinced of the truth of the work and
he agreed to write for him till it was done now joseph and oliver came
up to see me if I1 could help him to some provisonsprovisionsprovi sons they having no
way to buy any but I1 was to cattskill but when I1 came home my folks
told me what joseph wanted but I1 had ingagedungaged to go to catskill again the
next day and I1 went again and I1 bought a barral of mackrel and some
lined paper for writing and when I1 came home I1 bought some nine or ten
bushels of grain and five or six bushels tatersbaters potatoes and a pound of
tea and I1 went down to see him and they ware in want joseph and oliver
ware gone to see if they could ffindind a place to work for provisions but
found none they returned home and found me there with provisions and
they ware glad for they ware out their famileycamiley consisted of four joseph
and wife oliver and his josephs brother samuel then they went to
work and had provisions enough to last till the translation was done then
he agreed with martin harris to print they therefore agreed with E gran-
din to print five thousand coppies which was printed and bound at palmirypalmary
in the spring of 1830

now in the spring of 1830 1I went with my team and took joseph
out to manchester to his father when we was on our way he told me that
there must be a church formed but did not tell when now when we got
near to his fathers we saw a man some eighty rods before us run acrosaaros

joseph smiths history records the death of polly knight and the prophets
attendance at the funeral on the 7thath I1 attended the funeral of sister polly knight
the wife of joseph knight sen this was the first death in the church in this land
missouriMissourij and I1 can say a worthy member sleeps in jesus till the resurrection

HC 11199199
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the street with a bundle in his hand there says joseph there is martin
going a cros the road with some thing in his hand says 1I how could
you know him so far says he 1I believe it is him and when we came
up it was martin with a bunch of morman books he came to us and
after compliments he says the books will not sell for no body wants
them joseph says 1I think they will sell well says he 1 I want a com-
mandmentman dment why says joseph fullfillfullfill what you have got but says
he 1I must have a commandment joseph put him off but he insisted
three or four times he must have a commandment

we went home to his fathers and martin with us martin stayed at
his fathers and slept in a bed on the flor with me martin awoke me in the
nite and asked me if I1 felt any thing on the bed I1 told him no says 1I
did you yes I1 felt some thing as big as a grat dog sprang upon my

brest says I1 was you not mistekenedmistekened no says he it was so
I1 sprang up and felt but I1 could see nor feal nothing in the morning he
got up and said he must have a commandment to joseph and went home
and along in the after part of the day joseph and oliver received a com
mandmantmandmant which is in book of covenants page 174 20 1I staydsnayd a few days
watingbating for some books to be bound joseph said there must be a church
biltupbaltup I1 had ben there several days old mr smith and martin harris
come forrodcorrod forward to be babtisedBabtised for the first they found a place
in a lot a small stream ran thro and they ware babtizedbaptized in the evening
because of persecution they went forward and was babtizedbaptized being the
first I1 saw babtizedbaptized in the new and everlasting covenant I1 had some thotsshots
to go forrodcorrod but I1 had not read the book of morman and I1 wanted to
oxemanaxeman examine a little more I1 being a restorationarRestorationrestorationerar and had not ex-
amined so much as I1 wanted to but I1 should a felt better if I1 had a gone
forward but I1 went home and was babtisedBabtised in june with my wife and
familey

there was one thing I1 will mention that evening that old brother
smith and martin harris was babtisedBabtised joseph was fild with the spirrit to
a grate degree to see his father and mr harris that he had bin with so
much he bast burst out with greafgreat and joy and seamed as tho the
world could not hold him he went out into the lot and appeardappears to want
to git out of site of every body and would sob and crie and seamed to be
so full that he could not live oliver and I1 went after him and came to him
and after a while he came in but he was the most wrob upon that I1 ever
saw any man but his joy seemed to be full I1 think he saw the grate work
he had begun and was desirus to carry it out on the sixth day of april
1830 he begun the church with sixsix members and received the following
revelation book of covenants page 177 21 they all kneeldkneela down and prayed
and joseph gave them instructions how to bild up the church and exertedexorted
them to be faithfull in all things for this is the work of god

now after he had set things in order and got a number of mormon
books we returndreturns home then inin june as I1 before said I1 and my farfamileyfarnileyfadileyniley
and a number more ware babtisedBabtised joseph being present and confirmed
them and through that season there ware many babtisedBabtised in many places

doctrine and covenants 19
doctrine and covenants 21
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and the church grew and multiplied but soon after the church began to
gro the people began to be angry and to persecute and cald them fools and
said they ware deciveddeceivedDecived but along toardsboards fall joseph and oliver cowdray
and david whitmore whitmerlwhitmereWhitwhitmermerl and john whitmore came from harmony
in pennsylvanyPennsylvany to my house on some buisnessguisnessBuisness and some of the vagabonds
found they ware there and they made a catspaw of a young fellow by the
name of docter benton in chenengochenenkoChenengo county to sware out a warrent against
joseph for as they said perportendingtending to see under ground A little clause they
found in the york laws against such things the oficerofficer came to my house
near knite night and took him I1 harnesedharnessedharnesed my horses and we all went
up to the villigehillige but it was so late they could not try him that nite and it
was put off till morning I1 asked joseph if helhe wanted counsell he said
he thot he should I1 went that nite and saw mr james davison davidsonjrdavidsonjdavidson
a man I1 was acquainted with the next morning ther gatherdeatherd a multitude
of peopelpempel that ware against him mr davison said it looked like a squaleysquarey
squally day he thot we had better have john read reidreid22J 22 a prety good

speaker near by I1 told him we would so I1 imployedimploredimp loyed them both so after
a trial all day jest at nite he was dismissed then there was a nother oficerofficer
was ridy ready and took him on the same case down to broom county
below forth with I1 hired boath these lawyers and took them down home
with me that nite the next day it continued all day till midnite but
they could find no thing against him therefore he was dismistdismissDismist 23

soon after this joseph left the susquhannah river and went to man-
chester to his fathers then about the first thing sidney rigdinrigden came from
ohio to see joseph and they boath cainecamecalne down to broom county and
joseph and sidney went down to harmoney to settle some buisnessguisnessBuisness and
the mob found they ware gone and they found when they ware expected
back and we found they had a plan laid to take joseph and sidney and me
now sidney had ben at my house several days and had preached there
several times and he was too smart for them therefore they wanted to
trouble him and the day we expected them I1 sent my son down to meat
them and told them of their plan and they turned acrostaccost to chenangoChenango point
and so went to the lakes and I1 loaded up what I1 could cary and went
away that nite for the lakes I1 also took my wife and daughter for we
ware calcalatingcalculatingcalca lating to go soon for we a litle before had a revelation to go to
ohio so the mob watched all nite at the bridge but behold we all came
upmissingup missing and the poor mob lost all their truble now joseph and I1 went
rite on to kirtland ohio but did not stay long there for in march we went
to the town of thompson a bout twenty miles and in the spring the coles
vill church all came on but joseph remaindremaina in kirtland and sidney soon
came to kirtland

now this spring joseph received anumber of revelations one was to pur-
chase a thousand acres of land which was claimed by leman copley24copley24 and

james davidson and john reid were neighbors of joseph knight respect-
able farmers men renowned for their integrity and well versed in the laws of their
country HC 189

joseph smiths account of this trial is found in HC 18896188 96
further references to the situation in ohio involving leman copley is found

in HC 11671691167 169 180181180 181
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not paid for he had a little before come into the church and apeardafeard to be
zelausbelaus and faithful we all went to work and made fence and planted and
sowedbowed the fields about this time we ware cald upon to consecrate our
properties but brother copley would not consecrate his property there-
fore he was cut ofofff from the church then we was commanded to take
up our jorney to the regions westward to the boarders of the lamanitesLamanites and
we sold out what we could but copley took the advantegeadvantageadvantege of us and we
could not git any thing for what we had done so we left copleyscolleys in june
and moved our things to wellsvillwellsvillewellsvill on the ohio river which was about ninety
miles then we went on board the steamer the third day of july and we
landed in uperaper misouria the 26th of the same month we found our
selves among strangers but the people seamed to be frindley with us and
we found the country to be butifuldutiful rich and plesent and we made our
selves as comfortable as we could and in a few day joseph and sidney
and a number of brotherinbrotherenBrotherin came and they looked out and enterdenferd a
considribleConsi drible of land for the people to settle on 2521 we found it a new
country with some settlrssetters on it

there was one joshua lewilewis26s26 that had come into the church the
winter before he and his wife and they ware faithful and good to us
and took us in to their house my wife being sick as beforbedfor stated she
died the seventh day of august and joseph and sidney attended
her funeral on the eighth she was burriedberried in the woods a spot chosen
out by our selves I1 was along by where she was buried a few days after
and I1 found the hogs had began to root whare she was buried I1 being
verry unwell but I1 took my ax the nex day and went and bilt a pen round
it it was the last I1 done for her

joseph at this time looked out the country and found the place for
the city and temple and set a mark and after giving all other nesesarynesesary
instructions he returned back for kirtland 27 but as time came along we
often heard from him and receviedRecevied revelations the next year in 1832 he
came again to missouri28missouri28 and set things in order and cald the colesvillColesvill
church to gather and sealdbeald them up to eternal life and this made some
little feeling among others but I1 think he knew best so that passed ofofffI1
and he returned to kirtland again and I1 think he did not come to missouri
the next year for the mob began to sho their black heads in 1833 but
joseph sent and counsledcounseledCounsled during our troubles in jackson county and
after the worst came to theworstthethe worst thot we had better leve the county

2theathehe arrival of joseph smith in jackson county missouri on this occasion is
nonotedted in HC 1188

joseph knight jr states that when he and his father arrived in independence
missouri we found one family named joshua lewis living there oliver cowdery
parley P pratt and one or two others had come before us preaching as we came
by water we had no tents and my father and I1 slept in a hen coop two weeks
till we got a shelter joseph knight jr autobiography p 3

joseph smith left kirtland ohio on august 9 and arrived in independence
missouri on august 27 1831 HC 1202 206

21joseph21joseph left kirtland on april 1 1832 and arrived in independence on april
24 HC 12652661265 266
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the paradox of mormon folklore

william A wilson

As I1 began work on this paper I1 asked a number of friends
what they would like to know about mormon folklore the re-
sponses were at such cross purposes the task ahead seemed hope-
less finally a colleague solved my problem by confessing that he
knew next to nothing about the subject 1 I would like to know
he said what mormon folklore is and what you fellows do with
it tonight I1 should like to answer these questions I1 shall tell
you what I1 at least consider mormon folklore to be I1 shall try
to demonstrate what those of us who study it do with it and I1
shall try to persuade you that what we do is worth doing providing
significant insight into our culture that we cannot always get in
other ways

in the 130 years since the word folklore was coined 1 folk
loristsflorists have been trying unsuccessfully to decide what the word
means I1 shall not solve the problem here yet if we are to do busi-
ness with each other we must come to some common understanding
of terms briefly I1 consider folklore to be the unofficial part of
our culture when a sunday school teacher reads to his class from
an approved lesson manual he is giving them what the correlation
committee at least would call official religion but when he illus-
trates the lesson with an account of the three nephitesNephites which he

A lecture delivered for the charles redd center for western studies at brigham
young university 27 march 1975 first published in thomas G alexander ed
essays on the american west 197419751974 1975 charles redd monographs in western
history no 6 provo utah brigham young university press 1976 and reprinted
by permission
william A wilson is associate professor of english at brigham young university
and past president of the folklore society of utah

thehe term folklore was coined by william john thomsthornsthomms in a letter to the
athenaeum no 982 22 august 1846 ppap 86263862 63 thomsthornsthomms writing under the name
ambrose merton suggested that this good saxon compound replace the term
popular antiquities then in vogue for definitions of folklore given by twenty one
twentieth century scholars see funk & wagnallsWagnalls standard dictionary of folklore
mythology and legend ed maria leach 2 vols new york funk & wagnallsWagnalls
1949 13984031398 403 for a recent appraisal of folklore study see toward new per-
spectivesspec tives in folklore ed richard bauman special issue of journal of american
folklore 84 1971
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learned from his mother he is giving them unofficial religion folk-
lore then is that part of our culture that is passed through time and
space by the process of oral transmission by hearing and repeating
rather than by institutionalized means of learning or by the mass
media

not everything of course that we transmit orally is folklore
we distinguish folklore from other forms of verbal communica-
tion by clearly discernablediscerniblediscernable structure we are all familiar with the
once upon a time that signals the beginning of a fairy tale and

the and they lived happily ever after that marks its end the
markers that set off other forms of folklore are often more subtle
but they are nevertheless there and when we hear the initial signal
most of us know immediately that conversation is going to be in-
terrupted by the telling of a tale further not only is folklore in
general set off from regular conversation by its structure but the
different forms of folklore for example ballad folktale legend
are also separated from each other by the distinctive ordering of
their parts thus a nephite story reduced to its basic elements is
quite a different creature structurally from a story about J golden
kimball it is because of this structural patterning among other
things that we are justified in considering folklore to be literature
another reason as we shall see is that through these narrative pat-
terns we come to terms with some of our most significant mormon
experience

to suggest that folklore is literature is to suggest that it is
fiction to suggest that it is fiction is to suggest also that it is not
true that it does not recount history accurately this suggestion will
not trouble many when we apply it to folksongs or to humorous
anecdotes which we really don t consider factual but when we ap-
ply it to stories of the three nephitesNephites or to accounts of visits to or
from the spirit world ortoor to divine help in genealogical research then
eyebrows arch all over the place and this brings me once again to
my colleague s question if we have three oral accounts of some-
thing joseph smith did does that mean its folklore

the answer to that question depends on the antecedent of the
pronoun it if the pronoun refers to the actual event that started
the stories the answer is clearly no the event is whatever the
event was and the folklorist will leave to the historian the task
of deciphering it but if the pronoun refers not to the event but
to the account of it circulating orally the answer is yes the ac-
count is or is on the way to becoming folklore
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folklore comes into being through a process we call communal
creationrecreationre in general the materials of mormon folklore come from
three places they are borrowed from others and then adapted to
fit the contours of our culture they sometimes originate as joseph
fielding smith said speaking of nephite stories from the vivid
imaginations of some of our people2peoplepeopled2 and they develop from actual
happenings but whatever the source the stories become folklore
when they are taken over by the people and are reshaped as they
are passed from person to person

this communal creationrecreationre occurs in two ways first the stories
are reshaped to fit the structural patterns available to the narrators
my mother a devout mormon not easily given to criticism com-
plained the other day that all the talks of returned missionaries
sounded the same what she had perceived was that the return
home address is a traditional form into which the missionary must
fit his personal experiences altering them or at least carefully se-
lecting them to fit the pattern the process is similar to the one
followed when a writer attempts to develop his personal experience
into a short story to be successful he must alter the experience to
make it fit the structural requirements of the form

consider for example the stories of the three nephitesNephites the
basic structure of these stories seems to be this someone has a prob-
lem a stranger appears the stranger solves the problem the stranger
miraculously disappears A story may have more to it than this but
it must have these features any account that is taken into the
nephite cycle will be adjusted probably unconsciously to fit the
pattern the remarkable disappearance is particularly interesting I1
see no compelling reasons why the nephitesNephites must disappear in
book of mormon times they were thrown into prison into dens of
wild beasts and into furnaces and in none of these instances did
they solve their problems by disappearing but in the modern stories
they vanish from the back seats of speeding cars they vaporize
before one s eyes or they walk away and someone later tracing their
footsteps in the snow finds that they abruptly end the nephitesNephites
disappear I1 believe because the story requires it the disappearance
is the climax toward which the narrative builds overshadowing in
many instances the kindly deeds the nephitesNephites came to perform in the
first place

the second way in which communal creationrecreationre occurs is that the

joseph fielding smith to hector lee 15 december 1941 as cited in lee
the three nephitesNephites the substance and significance of the legend in folklore
phd diss university of new mexico 1947 p 217
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stories are reshaped again probably unconsciously to reflect the
attitudes values and concerns of the people telling the stories in
1962 a student in an anthropology class at BYU collected the fol-
lowing item from one of her teachers

brother james rencher was a very devout man who in all of his
spare time read and rereadre read the book of mormon however no
matter how many times he pored over the book there remained ten
questions concerning it which he could not answer every year during
the fall the renchersranchersRenchers moved down into town to escape the harsh
winter one day in october 1898 brother rencher was moving some
furniture and provisions down the mountain when it began to snowsnow
all of a sudden a strange man appeared several yards in front of
him and asked for a ride the stranger climbed into the wagon
and immediately began talking about the book of mormon during
the next few minutes he answered all of brother renchersranchersRenchers ques-
tions about the book then he jumped out of the wagon and started
to walk away being concerned that the stranger would freeze in the
cold snow brother rencher went after him he traced the mans foot-
prints to the top of the mountain there they suddenly disappeared 3

I1 have several accounts of this story quite similar to this one ex-
cept that in some not even the general authorities could answer
rencher s questions and in some rencher was from pine valley
while in others he was from heber city or from idaho in two ver-
sions of the story published by austin fife in 1940040 rencher picked
up an old hitchhiker who explained political and religious matters
to his satisfaction just perfectly 4 these accounts suggest that

the story once had a double theme politics and religion A story
collected just last year emphasizes the politics

brother rencher was closing up a campground and left to go home
after he had been driving in the mountains for a way he came
across a man who seemed to appear from nowhere they were out in
an area where there was no one living and very few people passed
that way brother rencher in order to start conversation asked the
man what he thought of the political parties the man who turned
out to be one of the three nephitesNephites answered they are both as
corrupt as hell

what we see here then is that different people or groups of people
perceive the important message of an item differently and that

unless otherwise noted all items of mormon folklore discussed in this paper
as well as comments of informants are located in the brigham young university
folklore archives co english department

austin E fife the legend of the three nephitesNephites among the mormonscormonsMormons
journal of american folklore 53 194027291940271940 272927 29
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as they continue to tell the story they drop or add details to strength-
en what they consider to be important inin the story 5

another example of the shifting shape of folklore lies closer to
home most of us will remember the turbulent period in late 1969
and early 1970 when BYU athletic teams and the marching cougar
ettes met violent demonstrations in neighboring schools when a
spate of stories was circulating about bus loads of black panthers
making their way to the state to blow up mountain dell reservoir
and to invade temple square and when some people feared to
travel beyond the state s boundaries because they had heard gory
stories of people with utah license plates being stopped and beaten
up by blacks emotions were intensified by the revival and rapid
circulation of the apocryphal horse shoe prophecy attributed to
john taylor this prophecy was first written down in 1951 by
edward lunt who said that in 1903 or 1904 he had learned it
from his mother who said that she had received it from president
taylor in 18851885.188561885.6 in lunt s account president taylor supposedly
saw a day of great trouble and warfare striking the saints with
blood running down the gutters of salt lake city as though it

were water As versions of the prophecy began to multiply dur-
ing the violence of 1969 and 1970 a new motif was added to it
the notion that the blood would run in the gutters because of
racial warfare for example an employee of seminaries and in-
stitutesstitutes stated

that it was common knowledge among teachers in the church educa-
tional system that a confrontation with black panthers was going to
take place in the streets of salt lake city and that this would be a
fulfillment of the prophecy that blacks would wreak havoc in the
streets of zion he said that this prophecy was given to president
taylor it was common knowledge from reliable sources he saidlsaidsald
that blacks and hippies were arming themselves in the canyons east
of the city and that the FBI had uncovered plans by revolutionaries
to hit salt lake city with a violence campaign

another individual a stockbroker who claimed he did not believe
the part about negroes stated

john taylor isis supposed to have said that the negroes will march

the same individual will often tell the same story quite differently depending
on his reasons for telling it and upon his audience for example I1 have two versions
of the james rencher story told by the same informant one with the political theme
and one without it in the first instance the informant focuses on politics because
he wants to persuade the students in his religion class that the general authorities
have the right to speak out on political issues

brigham young university harold B lee library special collections manu-
script collection m884
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to the west and that they will tear down the gates to the temple rav-
age the women therein and destroy and desecrate the temple then
the mormon boys will pick up their deer rifles and destroy the
negroes and thats when the blood will run down the street

on 30 march 1970 the first presidency concerned by the grow-
ing emotionalism released a statement in which they denounced
the horse shoe prophecy and urged members to school their feel-
ings 7 in their statement the first presidency quoted a memoran-
dum from the church historian s office which pointed out that of
the five copies of the prophecy on file in that office no two were
identical in wording and that the statement about negroes was in
one of the copies but not in the others particularly not in the
version signed by lunt what the first presidency actually did was
conduct a small scale folklore study they discovered as we have
discovered with the james rencher stories that as stories are passed
from person to person they are adjusted to reflect the concerns
and to fit the predispositions of the people

what I1 am saying then is that while folklore may be factually
false it isis psychologically true students of mormon culture turn
to it not to discover the ledger book truths of history but to fathom
the truths of the human heart and mind the truths that we find
may not always please us but if we really want to understand
ourselves I1 know of no better place to turn than to folklore

I1 say this with some hesitation because I1 am well aware that
mormon literature belles lettres gives us good insight into the
mormon ethos but I1 am convinced that mormon folklore gives
us a still clearer view my reason for believing this is simple
the works of mormon belles lettres are the creative products of in-
dividualsdividuals the works of mormon folk literature are the creative
products of the people constantly being reshaped as we have seen
above to mirrormirror contemporary values anxieties and social practices
the mormon poet or short story writer however much he draws on
his mormon background and however much he discusses his works
in process with his mormon friends still gives us his own individual
interpretation of our culture an interpretation I1 might add that is
elitist in approach on the other hand an item of mormon folk-
lore to have become folklore must have moved from the individual
expression of its originator to the communal expression of those who
preserve it losing through the process of communal creationrecreationre

the first presidency first addressed the issue in a letter 5030 march 1970
mailed to stake presidents mission presidents and bishops the letter was reprinted
inia the church news 4 april 1970
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described above the marks of individual invention and assuming in
time a form that reflects the consensus of the group

in a recent BYU address N scott momaday made this point
far more eloquently than I1 when speaking of a kiowa indian tale
he said As many times as that story has been told it was always
but one generation removed from extinction 8 As soon as any story
kiowa or not ceases to appeal to its hearers then it dies or it is

changed to reflect a new reality no two tellers of course will ever
relate the same story the same way but if that story is to live they
cannot in the telling of it depart too far from the value center of
the audience whose approval they seek

I1 have been dealing thus far with the revelatory nature of mor-
mon folklore and have ignored its functional role that is I1 have
been discussing what folk stories mean to the student of mormon
culture but I1 have said nothing yet about what they mean to the
people who tell them and listen to them nothing about the force
of folklore in the lives of human beings in the remainder of this
paper I1 should like to discuss the influence of mormon folklore on
church members as it functions to reinforce church dogma and
practice to sanction approved forms of behavior and to give people
a sense of stability in an unstable world

in 1694 the puritan divines increase and cotton mather and
the fellows of harvard college instructed the new england clergy
to record the remarkable providencesprovi dences that would show the hand
of god in their lives the things to be esteemed memorable they
said are especially all unusual accidents in the heaven or earth
or water all wonderful deliverancesdeliver ances of the distressed mercies to
the godly judgments on the wicked and more glorious fulfillment
of either the promises or the threateningsthreaten ings in the scriptures of truth
with apparitions possessions inchantments and all extraordinary
things wherein the existence and agency of the invisible world
is more sensibly demonstrated 0 this passage seems not unlike in-
structions on how to keep a book of remembrance and indeed we
mormonscormonsMormons like the puritans seem eager to seek evidence of the inin-
visible world not simply because we like sensational stories but be-
cause as richard cracroft and neal lambert point out the mor-
mon world is a god made man centered world and because 11 each

an8nN scott momaday the man made of words brigham young university
forum address 14 january 1975

cotton mather magnaliamagnolia christi americana or the ecclesiastical history of
new england 170211702 2 vols hartford conn S andrus & son 1853 2362
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latter day saint in his personal life is challenged to bring forth evi-
dence that supports this belief 10 but in the stories we tell we are
seeking not just evidence that god lives but also that his programs
are inspired and that he expects us to follow them stories about
genealogical research and temple work illustrate this point well

we are all familiar with the plethora of stories genealogy work-
ers tell to encourage others to keep up the pursuit of their dead
ancestors for example two LIDSLDS men driving to a conference pick
up a wanmanman later thought to be a nephite who urges them to do
their genealogy work and then disappears from the back seat of
the car on another occasion a lady who has trouble tracing her
genealogical line prays for help while she is out of the room where
her typewriter is located she hears its keys clicking investigating
she finds the missing information typed in the proper places on her
pedigree chart and so the stories go A stranger appears to a
man in the temple and warns him to get busy on his genealogy be-
cause the time is short A nephite brings to the temple genealogical
sheets that a couple had left home on the table A man is instructed
by a stranger to visit a graveyard where he finds his missing family
names A man is instructed to go to a pawnshop where he finds
his genealogical data in a bible in exchange for a meal a nephite
gives a lady a book containing information which she needs to ex-
tend her family genealogy and a woman finds the missing names
she has been searching for in a newspaper left mysteriously in her
car all of these stories make two main points first genealogical
research must be important because thefordthelordthe lord helps people complete
it and second if one keeps struggling faithfully ahead not getting
discouraged he will eventually succeed

if genealogical research is important so of course is temple
work both forr oneself and for one s ancestors and once again
circulating oral narratives stress the importance of this work for
example couples who have not been sealed in the temple are visited
by mysterious strangers usually nephitesNephites who warn them to make
haste in getting their work done couples who have been to the
temple pick up old men along the highways who urge them to at-
tend the temple often because time is short warn them that other-
wise they will not be ready when the savior comes and then dis-
appear stories are legion about temple workers missing one of
the names on a list and then having this mistake made known in

richard H cracroft and neal E lambert A believing people literature of
the latter day saints provo brigham young university press 1974 p 3
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a miraculous way but the most widely circulated story today is

probably the following

A lady inin salt lake city utah was desirous of going to the temple
but was afraid to leave her children at home alone she hadnt been
able to locate a suitable babysitterbaby sitter but finally she did she went to
the temple a little apprehensive and about halfway through the session
she felt so uneasy that she got up to leave As she got to the back
of the room a temple worker stopped her to find out what the
matter was she the lady said she felt like she was urgently needed
at home the temple worker promised her that if she would return
to her seat and finish the session everything would be fine so she
did after the session was over she hurried home and sure enough
there were fire engines and police cars all around her house As she
was running to her house a neighbor lady stopped her and ex-
plained that her daughter had fallen into the ditch and couldnt be
found As the lady came to the house there was her daughter soaking
wet and crying her mother grabbed her and hugged her after the
little girl gave her mother a note and explained that the lady whod
pulled her out of the ditch had given it to her there on the note
was the name of the lady for whom this woman had gone through
the temple that day

in some versions of this story it isis the new babysitterbaby sitter herself who
pulls the child from the water in these instances the sitter then dis-
appears and the mother later recalls that the person whose work
she had done in the temple that day had the same name as the
babysitterbaby sitter 11 in one version the mother and her husband though
faithful in other duties have not been attending the temple and
finally decide to go only after their bishop makes a personal request
in another version the couple actually call home learn that their
child is missing but after praying and getting a feeling that all
will be well remain and complete the session but whatever form
the story takes it serves always as one informant said as a testi-
mony tothe truthfulness of temple work

these stories then not only mirror our concern with genealogi-
cal research and temple work they also reinforce our belief that
these pursuits are of god and thus persuade us to participate more
eagerly inin them

in one of the most common stories of the three nephitesNephites one
of the old men visits a home asks for nourishment isis given it and
then blesses the home with health and prosperity but inin one instance

for a brief discussion of this version of the story see jan harold brunvand
modern legends of mormondom or supernaturalism is alive and well in salt

lake city in american folk legend A symposium ed wayland D hand
berkeley los angeles and london university of california press 1971 p 200
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the lady of the house hasnchasn t time to bother with her visitor as a
result she loses some of her children to the flu in another a lady
who turns a beggar away has her lawn overrun with bermuda grass
stories like these are what cotton mather called judgments on the
wicked they teach us to do right by showing us what happens to
us when we don t many of them have to do with blasphemy and
graphically demonstrate in the words of one informant that the
lord will not be mocked for example in 1962 two priests from
california decided to baptize a goat they were struck dumb and
haven t talked yet in idaho the wayward son of a stake president
consecrated a glass of beer he passed out immediately fell into a
coma and died a few days later two boys were in a chapel on
saturday without permission they put bread on the sacrament trays
and were running up and down the aisles one of them looked down
and discovered the bread had turned black in 1860 brigham young
dedicated salem pond a new irrigation project and promised
that no one would die in the pond if the people refrained from
swimming on sunday the eight people who have since drowned
there were all swimming on sunday in southern utah a young
man refused a mission call about a month later he died in an auto-
mobile crash in SpringspringvillespringyilleSpringyilleville not long ago three boys took a ouija
boardtoboard to the cemetery on halloween night and asked it when they
would die within three years in accordance with the ouija boards
answer all three were dead one from suicide and the other two
from accidents

in no place do these stories flourish as abundantly as they
do in the mission field they are told over and over again to im-
press on the missionaries the sacredness of their callings and to
demonstrate that the power of the priesthood is not to be tampered
with according to one story a photograph taken of an elder in
swimming against mission rulesrufesrufis showed an evil looking form hover-
ing over his head A story from brazil tells of a missionary who re-
fused to sleep in his garments at night because of the hot humid
weather when his companion woke in the morning he found the
errant elder pressed into the wall so hard that he could hardlypullhardly pullpuli
him off the elder was obviously dead from being thus mashed
into the wall one of the most widely known stories recounted in
practically every mission tells of elders who as in the follow-
ing account are struck dead for testing their priesthood power by
attempting to ordain a post or a coke bottle or an animal two
missionaries were messing around and they decided to confer the
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priesthood on a dog which they saw on the street before they
could complete the ordinance a bolt of lightning came and struck
the dog and the two elders and it zapped them

one of the most frightening cycles of stories is that which tells
of missionaries who seek a testimony by going through the back
door that is by seeking first a testimony of the devil the follow-
ing story is typical

I1 heard from one of my companions about a particular individual
that decided that he would gain his testimony by finding out about
the adversary and so he decided that he would pray to the devil
and pray for a manifestation or a vision of some type As he pro-
ceeded to pray hour after hour his companion had gone to bed and
left him in the middle of the room on his knees praying for a mani-
festationfe or waiting to see the devil in person and so as the story
goes he finally reached the point where he woke or he made enough
noise so his companion woke and went to the window and saw a
black figure on a black horse coming down the road towards their
apartment and they were up at least two stories and this particular
individual as the story goes jumped out of the window

another version of the same story ends a little differently

he the companioncompanionj looks over to the bed where his companion
has gone to bed finally and hes completely white and obviously
dead from his appearance and there s a black figure on a white horse
in the room who is laughing and then it just kind of fades away
until there s nothing and the companions dead

in many versions the nonprayingnonpraying companion summons the mission
president for help usually when they enter the room by breaking
down the door they find the praying elder suspended in the air
his hair sometimes as white as an oldmanoldoid man s in one account when
they opened the door the suspended elder s body is slammed against
the wall instant death the result in another they find the bed
pinned to the ceiling with the missionary dead between bed and
ceiling in still another the elder is in bed burned from one end
to the other

these stories do not make pleasant reading nor telling any-
one who doubts their evocative power need only sit in his office
late at night as I1 have done listening to them on tape I1 think I1
can say with some assurance that a group of missionaries sitting up
telling the stories would not lightly dishonor their priesthood for
some time to come from them unpleasant though they may be we
find a good example of how folklore controls behavior moulding
it in this instance through tales of horror to fit the accepted norms
of the group
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most mormon folklore is not so dark and gloomy as these devil
stories much of it indeed suggests that god is in his heaven and
that all is right with the world or at least that all will be right
with the world committed to a messianic view of life most of us
are convinced that if we will only endure to the end we will win
in the end yet as turmoil and unrest swirl around us it is difficult
at times not to feel with matthew arnold that

we are here as on a darkling plain
swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight
where ignorant armies clash by night 12

but our folklore persuades us otherwise it teaches us that there is

after all order in the universe and that if things get too much out
of hand god will step in and set them right

consider for example the following story

there was war between the arabs and the jews and the jews werewere
numberedoutnumberedout by hundreds thousands they had one cannon and they
had like about ten men and the arabs had stuff from russia ar-
tillery and all sorts of stuff and the jews were banging on cans
and moving the cannon over here and they d shoot it and then theyd
move it back and shoot it so the arabs would think they had lots of
men and they were only fooled for a little while

and then when the jews had just aboutrunababoutoutrunrun out of all their ammo
and they were ready to surrender then the arabs they all threw
down their weapons and came walking and waving the white flag
and everything surrendering to these jews and the jews walk out
and theres ten of them and the arab guy who was spokesman for
the group said where are those thousands of troops that were just
across the hill with the man in white leading them this man was
dressed in white and he was leading all these thousands of men
and he had a long beard

in some accounts three men with white flowing beards appear to
the arab generals and warn them to surrender or to face annihila-
tion the story one of the most popular nephite accounts to de-
velop in recent years 13 has been attached to all the arab israeli wars
the 1948 war the 1956 war the 1967 war and the recent war

matthew arnold dover beach in the poems of matthew arnold 1840-
1867 london oxford university press 1926 p 402

thishis story seems to have entered the nephite tradition from printed sources
A somewhat different version from the one given here was cited by joseph fielding
smith in the signs of the times salt lake city deseret news press 1952 ppap
22729227 29 two years later legrand richards printed the same story in israel do you
know salt lake city deseret book 1954 ppap 22933229 33 both president smith
and elder richards cited as their source an article in the jewish hope by arthur
U michelson neither of them argued that the men in the story were nephitesNephites but
merely suggested that they might have been
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that brought about the oil crisis it persuades those who believe it
that god s plans for the jews will not be thwarted and that he
will not allow the wrong side to win in the middle east

on a less grand but no less significant scale we hear stories
which convince us that the missionary system will succeed in taking
the gospel to the world for example a recent story tells of a mis-
sionary in the language training mission who had gotten up one
hot night to take a shower

he took his shower and returned or began to return to his room
halfway down the hall he stopped because he heard a noise and
wheeled around upon doing so he saw before each door an armed
guard each one was a full six feet six inches tall and regally dressed
as one might expect a nephite army to be dressed one sees many
such pictures of moroni each one was standing at attention and the
ones at the end of the hall behind him were changing guard there-
fore the noise

from the mission fields come numerous accounts of these guardian
warriorswarriors being put to good service missionaries are saved from
storms rescued from violent mobs and pulled from flaming wrecks
on the freeway in one instance two lady missionaries who run out
of gasoline in the middle of a new mexico desert fortuitously dis-
cover a service station fill up and proceed on their journey on
their next trip over the same road they learn that no station has
ever existed at the place where they filled their car with gas after
being badly treated on one street in taiwan the missionaries shake
dust from their feet and the entire street burns down in south
america the elders dust their feet and a town is destroyed by wind
two elders leave their garments at a laundry and when the pro-
prietor holds them up for ridicule both he and the laundry burn the
fire so hot in one instance that it melts the bricks

with the monstrous texas murders fresh in our minds and with
other stories of opposition to the missionary program familiar to us
all we take comfort in stories that testify that the missionary sys-
tem and with it the gospel will prevail and that our righteous sons
and daughters will be protected from harm the stories thus provide
their listeners a sense of security and equilibrium in an unsure world

in discussing the contribution of myth and ritual to the stability
of a society the anthropologist A R radcliffe brown has argued
that members of society share a system of sentiments about right
and wrong and about the order of the universe and that it is the
continuance of these collective sentiments that makes the survival
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of society possible the function of folklore he says is through
11 regular and adequate expression to keep these sentiments alive
in the minds of the people 14 all the examples I1 have given above
fit radcliffe brown s formula rather neatly they reinforce our be-
lief in church dogma and practice they persuade us to followwr ac-
cepted standards of behavior by showing what will happen to us if
we do and particularly what will happen to us if we don t and
they give rest to our souls by showing that there is order and pur-
pose in the universe but in all the examples I1 have given I1 have
left out one very important person J golden kimball

how do we deal with J golden kimball more important how
do we deal with the fact that thirty seven years after his death
mormonscormons still tell more anecdotes about him than about any other
figure in church history at first brush the stories told about
him certainly seem not to fit radcliffe brown s model they often
make fun of church practice they do not give one a particularly
strong feeling for the cosmic order of things and they inspire
correct behavior only in the sense that those who tell the stories
fear they may be struck dead for doing so

to answer this question about the J golden kimball stories
let us look briefly at a missionary tale by far the best known and
most popular story my colleague john B harris and I1 have collected
in our study of missionary lore tells of a pair of enterprising elders
who deciding to take an unauthorized trip make their weekly ac-
tivity reports out three months in advance leave them with their
landlady with instructions to send one in each week to the mission
office and then leave on an unearned vacation A few weeks before
their return the landlady mixes up the reports sends one in out of
sequence and they are caught the place of the unauthorized trip
new york the riviera cairo moscow the easter islands the

bush country of australia varies greatly otherwise the details of
the story known in virtually every mission are the same one could
argue that since the wayward elders are always caught the story
serves as a warning to obey mission rules perhaps it does but most
missionaries enjoy the story because they find it amusing one re-
turned missionary who had served as assistant to the mission presi-
dent told me you would always like to do something like that
yourself and you kinda admire someone who has the guts to do it
in other words the hero in this story does for the missionary what

A R radcliffe brown the interpretation of andamanese customs and
beliefs myths and legends in the andaman islanderslandeisIs cambridge oxford
university press 1922 ppap 376405376 405
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he is not allowed to do himself travel five kilometers beyond the
boundaries of his assigned city

folklorists have long been intrigued by the problem we face
here why do characters in traditional narratives commit acts that
the tellers of the tales cannot or would not commit themselves
the answer seems to be as the comment of my returned missionary
friend suggests that folklore as a mirror for culture reveals not only
outward behavior but also inner desires not only what we can do
but also what we might like to do if society did not decree other-
wisewise

speaking to this issue roger abrahams has argued that hero
stories project cultural values in two ways as a guide for future ac-
tion in real life and as an expression of dream life of wish
fulfillment of this second kind of projection he says

in many groups there is a trickster hero who expends much of his
energy in antisocialanti social or anti authoritarian activity even when this re-
sults in benefits to the group his actions cannot be interpreted as
providing a model for future conduct he is a projection of desires
generally thwarted by society his celebrated deeds function as an
approved steam valve for the group he is allowed to perform in
this basically childish way so that the group may vicariously live his
adventures without actually acting on his impulses to encourage
such action would be to place the existence of the group in jeop-
ardy 15

applied to the J golden kimball cycle abrahams dictum means
that the stories provide us the pleasure of sin without the need
of suffering its consequences more seriously they contribute to the
social cohesion radcliffe brown talks about by making it easier for
us to live with societal pressures that inhibit our natural inclinations
and might otherwise be the undoing of both ourselves and our so-
ciety

in this connection we should remember that the J golden kim-
ball stories are in the final analysis no longer about J golden
kimball at all they are about us we are the ones who keep them
alive by continual retelling and by continual reshaping we should
be concerned I1 believe not so much with trying to characterize kim-
ball but rather with trying to understand ourselves trying to under-
stand why we have created the kind of character who lives in the
legend and trying to discover what need the telling of the stories
fills in our own lives

roger D abrahams some varieties of heroes in america journal of the
folklore institute 3 19663414219663411966 34142341 42
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I1 believe it is a need to assert one s own personality and to re-
sist or at least to deflate those who exercise authority over us one
of my friends for instance says he takes delight in the J golden
kimball stories because he believes reverence for people is absurd
and because J golden is always putting down the revered those
who would like to censor the stories because of their colorful lan-
guage have really missed their best argument if the stories are dan-
gerous they are so not because of their language but because of
their expressed disrespect for authority in joke after joke J golden
is juxtaposed alongside a higher more sour and dour authority in
almost every instance he lets the air out of this authority and gets
away with it for example J golden was talking with one of the
quorum members one time and the brother said to him brother
kimball I1 don t see how you can swear so much why id rather
commit adultery than swear so much J golden answered
wouldnwouldnt t we all brother wouldnwouldnt t we all another story

states this happened in st george J golden was down there
with an apostle for stake conference J golden fell asleep while
the apostle was taking and fell off his chair right at the feet of
the apostle the apostle looked rather strongly at brother kim-
ball who responded well you shouldnshouldna t be so damn boring
most of us know the story of how president grant insisted on writ-
ing J golden s conference address because hebe hadbad lost confidence in
the crusty old man s ability to speak without swearing J golden
took the talk as he walked toward the podium stared at president
grants handwriting then screeched over the microphone good
hell hebe I1 can t read a damn word of this there is humor of
course in the swearing and in the thwarting of president grants
plan but the real laughter is evoked by the word hebe prophet
seer and revelator yes but never hebe therein lies the sacrilege

though the J golden kimball accounts are the best known they
are by no means the only stories that put down authority figures
A large number of mormon bishop jokes also serve this end the
following story which has also been told for years about protestant
ministers catholic priests and jewish rabbis is typical

thisthithl bishop lost his bicycle and suspected that it was stolen so he
talked with his counselors about it and asked them to help him
find out who stole it the bishop decided to give a little talk in
church about the ten commandments and when he came to the
commandment about thou shalt not steal he would slow down
and pause so that his counselors could see who squirmed and find
out who it was that stole his bicycle well the bishop got up in
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church and started preaching about the ten commandments but
when hebe came to the commandment about stealing he didnt even
slow down he just rattled right on and didnt even pause at all
afterwards his counselors asked him why he didnt slow down so
they could see who squirmed when he talked about stealing the
bishop said well when I1 came to the commandment thou shalt
not commit adultery I1 remembered where I1 left my bicycle 16

it is interesting to note that not only is the bishop in this joke
made to look ridiculous he is made so by violation of the very law
that bishops are usually most diligent to enforce among their
charges even among our children the tendency to rebel against
authority by using folklore is sometimes evident fed a diet of sac
charine sweet songs by solicitous primary and sunday school teach-
ers youngsters often respond with parodies like the following

I1 have five little fingers on one little hand
I1 have six little fingers on my other hand
during all the long hours till daylight is through
I1 have one little finger with nothing to do

some of the jokes project not just a resistance to authority but
also a concern with certain church practices for example

one day saint peter was repairing the gates of heaven and a
catholic priest who had just died came to get in

itll be a few minutes before you can enter saint peter said
the gates are broken you can go over there and have a cup of

coffee while you wait
the priest calmly began drinking his coffee and saint peter re-

turned to his work not long after a protestant minister who had
just died approached saint peter to enter heaven

you 11ll have to wait while I1 fix these gates saint peter said
just go over there and have some coffee
the minister joined the priest soon a mormon bishop who had

just died came up to saint peter and wanted to get into heaven
saint peter said youll have to go to hell I1 dont have time to

make hot chocolate

A joke which made the rounds a few months ago tells that
president kimball sent out messages for all members of the church
to meet on temple square for an important message the taber-
nacle the assembly hall and the salt palace were full and people

many stories like this one are mormon not by birth but by adoption they
come originally from the large body of anticlerical stories known throughout the
world the central character in the above instance a mormon bishop is a rabbi a
priest or a minister depending upon the religious affiliation of the people telling
the jokes the popularity of such stories throughout the judeofudeo christian world sug-
gests that religious subjects everywhere have enjoyed deflating those who exercise
authority over them
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were all over president kimball got up and said saints ive got
some good news and some bad news first the good news we have
just received a telegram from western union the millennium is here
christ arrives in two days now for the bad news we re all sup-
posed to meet at the vatican 17

some mormonscormons are offended by this story because we haven t the
necessary psychic distance to tell jokes about a living head of the
church the way we can tell them for instance about brigham
young but the story itself is relatively innocent spoofingspooningspoofing the be-
lief that only mormonscormons will make it to heaven other jokes are
more serious for example an anecdote collected recently but first
heard by the informant in the 1930s tells that when heber J grant
was president of the church andrudgerdRudgeran clawson who was a year
younger than brother grant was president of the quorum of the
twelve brother clawson was trying with all his strength to
11 outlive heber at a later date the same story was attached to
david 0 mckay and joseph fielding smith who also were close
in age and were presidents of the church and the quorum of the
twelve respectively

before president mckay died jessie evans smith used to get her
husband out of bed each morning and say all right joseph its
time for our exercises ready one two three outlive david 00.
outlive david 0

I1 am quite sure that neither of these anecdotes has any basis in
actual fact but they both have a basis in the psychological fact dis-
cussed earlier that is both reflect a real concern of some mormonscormons
that ascendancy to the presidency seems to result from longevity
rather than from revelation and that we are forever destined to
be led by men long past their prime I1 personally cannot hear the
anecdotes with pleasure I1 have been taught too long and too well
to honor the prophet but they exist and if we wish really to
understand varying mormon attitudes they cannot be ignored

the stories we have been considering here suggest that however
willingly we live under our authoritarian system we do not always
do so easily if the jokes trouble us we should remember the point
made by abrahams jokes like these do not provide models for con

this is a widely traveled story told by catholics mormonscormonsMormons and reorganized
mormonscormons alike the pope in the catholic version and the church president in the
RLDS version both advise their people that the gathering place is to be salt lake
city occasionally mormonscormons tell of the pope sending his followers to salt lake city
the geographical setting varying according to whether the teller is making fun of
his own religion or someone elsesalses
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duct they provide instead a means of easing the pressures developed
by the system we live under and no matter what system we live
under there will be pressures we should also remember that the
people who tell these jokes are not out to overthrow the system
they are simply finding release from their frustrations through
laughter next sunday will find most of them in church faithfully
attending their duties the fact that they arare etherethere may indeed be
a result of their saving sense of humor these stories then like
the stories of divine intervention in the affairs of man contribute
to the stability of both the church and its members and herein
lies the paradox of mormon folklore on the one hand it persuades
members to accept and support church dogma and practice on the
other hand it provides them with the means of coming to terms
with the tensions such support at times imposes upon them

in conclusion and in answer again to the introductory questions
mormon folklore is mormon literature folk literature the ma-
terials of this literature are not some sort of fossilized artifacts sur-
viving from an earlier period and valuable only to the curio
collecting antiquarian they are instead a body of living traditions
constantly renewed and constantly createdrecreatedre as mormonscormons react to
the circumstances of their contemporary environment this ma-
terial is valuable to the student of mormon culture because it gives
him keen insight into the mormon mind and a better understand-
ing of mormon behavior it is valuable to the people themselves
because it reaffirms their conviction in the truthfulness of the gos-
pel it inspires them to conform to accepted patterns of behavior
it persuades them that god is on their side and in times of trouble
will come to their aid and finally when the burdens of their re-
ligion at times weigh too heavily upon them it provides them with
the means to ease the pressure by laughing at both themselves and
the system and thus to face the new day with equanimity
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hagothharoth and the polynesian tradition

jerry K loveland

in what amounts to an aside in the story of the book of mormon
peoples there is in the 63rd chapter of alma a brief reference to
a curious man named hagothharoth

and it came to pass that hagothharoth he being an exceedingly curious
man therefore he went forth and built him an exceedingly large
ship on the borders of the land bountiful by the land desolation
and launched it into the west sea by the narrow neck which led into
the land northward

and behold there were many of the nephitesNephites who did enter
therein and did sail forth with much provisions and also many
women and children and they took their course northward and
thus ended the thirty and seventh year

and in the thirty and eighth year this man built other ships
and the first ship did also return and many more people did enter
into it and they also took much provisions and set out again to the
land northward

and it came to pass that they were never heard of more and we
suppose that they were drowned in the depths of the sea and it came
to pass that one other ship also did sail forth and whither she went
we know not alma 35835 8

what we have here is an account of a colonizing movement
of men women and children who went out in ships presumably
into the pacific ocean sometime between 53 and 57 BC and they
were never heard of again

according to tacit mormon belief hagothharoth sailed into the pacific
where he and his shipload or shiploadsshiploads of people became at
least part of the progenitors of the polynesian people the pri-
mary question we will deal with in this essay then is whether there
is any evidence from polynesia itself to support the latter day
saint contention that hagothharoth and his people were among the
ancestors of the present day polynesiansPolynesians

the question of polynesian origins has been debated for nearly

jerry K loveland is professor of history and political science at brigham young
university hawaii campus
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200 years but it has been only in the last generation that the great-
est efforts have been made to determine the possibility of the
entrance of cultural influences and people from the americas into
the pacific thor heyerdahl has been the leading scholarly ex-
ponent of the theory that there were significant migrations of
peoples from the western hemisphere into polynesia 2 in most schol-

arly circles now the argument is not whether there was american
influence in the pacific but upon how it got there and how signifi-
cant it was As roy simmons notes

there is no polynesian origoriginsinsl problem other than that
created by ourselves for it would seem that a handful of men and
women from the east and west and not racial groups as we know
them today produced the polynesian people as a distinct entity
among the races of man 3

most students of the subject think american influences were
minimal preferring to believe that the bulk of the peoples and cul-
ture originated to the west the islands of melanesia western poly-
nesia ie fiji samoa tonga rotumarothma the tokelausTokelaus and the
wallis islands being settled before eastern polynesia which in-
cludes the hawaiian marquesasMarquemarquesansas tuamotu and society islands as
well as new zealand and easter island which are the areas most
likely to have been visited first by voyages from america

just when polynesia came into being as a distinct cultural area
has yet to be determined roger green one of the leading students
in this field has said that it is not until about the ist century BC
that one is able to draw a distinct boundary between polynesia and
melanesia at an earlier period this boundary simply did not
exist and polynesia as a cultural area had yet to come into being 4

foror a review of polynesian origin theories see alan howard polynesian
origins and migrations A review of two centuries of speculation and theory
in polynesian culture history essays presented in honor of kenneth P emory
ed genevieve highland et al honolulu bishop museum press 1967 edwin N
ferdon jr polynesian origins science 141 9 august 196349950519634991963 499505499 505 donald
stanley marshall the settlement of polynesia scientific american 195 august
1959597219595972

see thor heyerdahl american indians in the pacific london george alienallenailen
and unwin 1952 and thor heyerdahl sea routes to polynesia chicago rand
mcnally 1968

roy T simmons the blood group genetics of easter islanders Pascupascuensespascueaseseases
and other polynesiansPolyne sians in reports of the norwegian archaeological expedition to
easter island and the east pacific monographs of the school of american research
and the kontiki museum no 24 pt 2 ed thor heyerdahl and edwin N ferdon
jr chicago rand mcnally 1965 p 343

roger C green west polynesian prehistory in prehistoric culture in
oceania ed 1I yawata and Y H sinoto honolulu bishop museum press 1968
ppap 10607106 07
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archaeological AND CULTURAL EVIDENCES

archaeologists who have only in the last generation begun do-
ing stratigraphic or subsurface work in the pacific islands have es-
tablished some carbon 14 C 14 dates for different island areas 5

the earliest of these are

fiji 11290290 BC 6

tonga 820 L 100 BC 7

samoa 200 BC 8

the marquesasMarquemarquesansas 150 BC 09

easter island AD 400 A date which has been challenged1challenged10challenged1 10

society islands A burial site on maupiti island AD 860
1090 L 85 BP 11

new zealand AD 100012

hawaiian radiocarbon dates have been notoriously unstable 13 the
most ancient C 14 date for hawaii however is from a molokai
site and is about AD 600 14

the earliest settlement in eastern polynesia therefore appears
to have been in the marquesasMarquemarquesansas islands interestingly enough the
marquesasMarquemarquesansas and tuamotu islands are the areas most easily reached
from the south american coast by navigators dependent upon winds
and currents 15

richard shutler jr pacific island radiocarbonradio carbon dates an overview in
studies in oceanic culture history ed R C green and marion kelly pacific
anthropological records vol 2 no 12 honolulu department of anthropology
bernice P bishop museum 1971

ibid p 18
ibid p 20
ibidbid

ibid
ibid101bid p 21
ibid
ibid these dates can only be approximate of course but they are all that

are available at this point
there are several major problems in utilizing radiocarbon dating in the south

pacific these problems are significant enough to leave open to question the relia-
bility of many of these dates see shushutlertier pacific island radiocarbonradio carbon dates
22327223 27

patrick vinton kirch halawa dune site hawaiian islands A preliminary
report journal of the polynesian society 80 june 19712283619712281971 2285622836228 36

V 1I boitovboimov and D D tumarkin navigational conditions of sea routes to
polynesia in archaeology at the elihllthilih pacific science congress papers presented
at the XI pacific science congress tokyo august september 1966 edtd wilhelm
solheim university of hawaii asian and pacific archaeology series vol 1 hono-
lulu social research institute 1966 ppap 8810088 100 edward P lanning south
america as a source for aspects of oceanic culture in studies in oceanic cultuieculture
history ed R C green and marion kelly pacific anthropological records vol 1

no 11 honolulu department of anthropology bernice P bishop museum 1970
ppap 17582175 82
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but archaeological investigation is just beginning in polynesia
and other than the C 14 data which supports the possibility of
early settlement from the west no archaeological evidence has yet
been found which specifically substantiates the hagothharoth story be-
cause of the warm humid tropical climate of most of the area
anything but bone shell or stone disintegrates quickly and it is un-
likely that many artifacts will be found

cultural similarities between polynesian practices and any cus-
toms and traditions book of mormon people might have brought
into the pacific are also virtually impossible to trace we do not
know enough about the culture of the people of hagothharoth nor of the
earliest polynesiansPolyne sians to make any comparisons or to cite any parallels

THE EVIDENCE OF TRADITION

it would seem then that if there is any evidence of book of
mormon people entering the south pacific it must come from the
oral traditions histories and genealogies of the polynesiansPolynesians until
such archaeological evidence as there may be comes to the fore
what we know today of ancient polynesian traditions is what was
recorded by literate aliens at the very time that polynesian culture
was undergoing radical moral intellectual and social change be-
tween 1775 and 1800 when these traditions were being written down
any hagothharoth carried traditions would have been about 1850 years
old how reliable oral accounts could be expected to be after that
long a period of time of being transmitted from generation to
generation by word of mouth is a serious question if the oral tra-
ditions had been common property they might have been preserved
more accurately but they were kept by the genealogists and the
keepers of traditions the tohungas who were often closemouthed
about what they knew either because they considered the knowl-
edge too sacred to share or because some types of information
genealogies in particular were sometimes politically sensitive and
needed to be safely guarded in this connection it should be noted
that some genealogists were not above faking genealogies to suit
the political purposes of their chiefs as sir peter buck notes

the longer genealogies have been studied by european scholars
whose faith in these feats of memory has led them to overlook
certain flaws which exist inin the alleged human sequences in some
the names of various lands at which the ancestors sojournedsojournsojourneyed have
been included perhaps accidentally as human beings various quali-
fying terms as long short large small have been added in a se
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quence to the same name but each is treated as a generation the
method is a convenient technique for lengthening a lineage in
others again personifications of natural phenomena that belong to
a mythical period have been interpolated into the human succes-
sion individuals have falsified records in order to give prestige to
families newly risen to power or to hide the bar sinister that some-
how cannot be avoided in long descent the hawaiian historian
david malo truly said that the expert genealogist was the washbowlwash bowl
of the high chief 16

much of the polynesian culture and tradition was gone within a
generation after the coming of the europeans A good deal of his-
tory undoubtedly went into the graves with the sages who had known
it and often less well informed individuals were left to repeat the
traditions of their fathers to those literate aliens who came asking
for their history As we look to the recording of the oral traditions
we must also note the frequent disposition of polynesian informants
to distort their traditions to give them more standing with the
european foreigners of which more will be said later

among the collection of traditional evidence from polynesia
which we have today we will look at two categories which might
suggest a contact between hagothharoth s adventurers and the peoples of
the eastern pacific these are theparallelsthe parallels between old testament
stories and polynesian traditions and the tradition of migration ac-
counts

PARALLELS BETWEEN RELIGIOUS traditions
some students of polynesian american indian relationships point

out certain parallels in their respective religious traditions as proof
of their common ancestry such parallels do exist and they are sig-
nificantnificant but there are some problems for those anxious to assume
a common source there is a profusion of religious parallels be-
tween polynesian religious beliefs and practices and practically
every other major religion of the world both ancient and modern
critics have claimed there are elements of medieval christianity
greek and roman mythology ancient indian vedic brahmanic be-
liefs hindu traditions and chinese buddhism and chinese folk
religion in polynesian religion as well as traits from southeast
asia indonesia melanesia and the americas 17 this is not neces-
sarily to suggest that the polynesiansPolynesians actually borrowed from these

sir peter buck vikings of the sunrisesunrise christchurchChristchurch new zealand whitc-
ombe and tombs ltd 1958 p 25

ae7eE S craighill handy polynesian religion bernice P bishop museum bulle-
tin 34 honolulu 1927 p 30
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various sources polynesian religious practices may have been in-
vented independently of any other source as a means of answering
questions fundamental to all human beings or they may have dif-
fused from an original source one cannot say for certain

then too there are differences in polynesian religion from
area to area and even within a given island group for example
there are many traditions about how man came to be created man
was created in his creator s image hawaii the wind impregnated
the earth and a girl was born ontongantong java a woman and a clam
mated and man came into being rapa man came from eggs

marquesasMarquemarquesansas man came from dirt which was mixed with his cre-
ator s blood new zealand man was begotten in a union between
a plant and some red clay also new zealand man descended
from maggots on a rotting vine samoa and tonga man was first
born from a ti plant niue or from a rock tonga pukapukaPukapuka
samoa the tokelausTokelaus or even from a blood clot chatham islands

but parallels between old testament and polynesian traditions
have been recorded in fact the similarities are sometimes so close
that the initial recorders of them refused to believe they were
authentically polynesian A good example of this comes from ta-
hiti where the missionary scholar william ellis arrived in 1816
fifty years after its discovery by european explorers but only a
couple of years after the first converts to christianity were made
ellis wrote this interesting account

A very generally received tahitian tradition is that the first
human pair was made by taaroatamaroa the principal deity acknowledged
by the tahitian nation on more than one occasionoccasion I1 have listened
to the details of the people respecting his work of creation they
say that after taaroatamaroa had formed the world he created man out of
alareaaraveaararea red earth some relate that taaroatamaroa one day called for the
man by name when he came he caused him to fall asleep and that
while he slept he took out one of his ivi or bones and with it made
a woman whom he gave to the man as his wife and they became
the progenitors of mankind is18

but ellis discounted the authenticity of the traditionn

this always appeared to me to be a mere recital of the mosaic
account of creation which they had heard from some european
and I1 never placed any reliance on it although they have repeatedly
told me it was a tradition among them before any foreigner arrived
some have also stated that the woman s name was ivi which would

william ellis polynesian researches polynesia 1831 reprint ed rutland vt
and tokyo charles E tuttleturtletuttie 1969 p iio110ilo
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be by them pronounced as if written eve ivi is an aboriginal word
and not only signifies a bone but also a widow and a victim slain
in war 19

eve of course is an english word derived via several languages
from the hebrew hawwah

sheldon dibble a congregational missionary who arrived in
hawaii in 1831 was less skeptical than ellis noting the same re-
semblance between hawaiian traditions and biblical accounts he
said that the hawaiian oral traditions

were told to the missionaries before the bible was translated into
the hawaiian tongue and before the people knew much of sacred
history the native who acted as assistant in translating the history
of joseph was forcibly struck with its similarity to their ancient tra-
dition neither is there the least room for supposing that the songs
referred to are recent inventions they can all be traced back for
generations and are known by various persons residing on different
islands who have had no communications with each other some of
them have their dates in the reign of some ancient king and others
have existed time out of mind it may also be added that both their
narrations and songs are known the best by the very oldest of people
and those who never learned to read whose education and training
were under the ancient system of heathenism 20

the story of joseph is comparable to the story of waikelenuiaiku
one of ten brothers and one daughter the children of waikuhaiku
waikelenuiaiku was the favorite of his father but was despised by
his brothers who threw him into a pit the oldest brother drew
him out of the pit and gave him to another man with instructions
to care for him waikelenuiaiku fled to a country governed by a
king named kamahoalii where he was again imprisoned while in
this prison waikelenuiaiku told his prison companions to dream
dreams and report them to him four of the prisoners dreamed
dreamswbichdreams which waikelenuiaiku interpreted he told the dreamers of
the first three dreams that they would die to the fourth dreamer
he promised deliverance and life the dreams were fulfilled as
waikelenuiaiku had foretold the fourth dreamer told the king of
waikelenuiaiku s power to interpret dreams the king sent for him
and made him chief in his kingdom 21

while it is not in the scope of this essay to list and comment on
all of the apparent parallels between polynesian and old testament

ibid
sheldon dibble A history of the sandwich islands honolulu thomas G

thrum 1909 p 18
ibid p 17 dibble collected these and other traditions during the 1830s
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traditions we may list several a creation account that resembles the
genesis story a story of a worldwide deluge a story of the creation
of woman from the first man s body an account of a war in the
heavens a paradise lost a forbidden fruit a confusion of tongues
and the joshua like stopping of the sun for a period of time there
are also adam- and eve like figures and noah like characters along
withwith others who resemble the biblical patriarchs in hawaiian tradi-
tion there is a story in the jonah tradition of a man who is swal-
lowed by a large fish and later cast upon the shore there is also a
story of kanaloa and kaneapuakane apua which resembles the moses and
aaron relationship 22

but these stories are not without disbelievers while john white
a collector of maori traditions referred to a deluge tradition among
the maorislaoris elsdon best who was the most prolific producer of ma-
terials on the maorislaoris and is a generation later than white disputes
that tradition it was he says most likely infected with christian
teachings 223 anticipating such a criticism of some of his recordings
of hawaiian traditions kepelino after describing a tree of life
and death on the road to the underworld says

this is not a variant of a sacred biblical story this is a real
hawaiian legend it is not a version taken from the stories of the

thishis is a partial listing of sources of polynesian traditions which bear a striking
similarity to old testament accounts

hawaiian creation martha beckwith ed kepelinosKep elinos traditions of hawaii
bernice P bishop museum bulletin 95 honolulu 1932 ppap 14 17 243424 34
abraham fornander fornanderpomander collection of hawaiian antiquities and folklorefolk lore
memoirs of the bernice P bishop museum vol 6 honolulu 1919201919 20 ppap 26768267 68
335 hereafter cited as fornanderpomander collection kamakau and westervelt as cited in
martha beckwith hawaiian mythology honolulu university of hawaii press
1970 ppap 454645 46

hawaiian war in heaven abraham fornander an account of the polynesian
race its origins and migrations 12 vols 1878 reprint ed rutland vt and
toykoboyko charles E tuttleturtletuttie 1969 183 beckwith kepelinosKep elinos traditions ppap 48
50 54

tuamotuan war in heaven teuirateuila henry ancient tahiti bernice P bishop
museum bulletin 48 honolulu 1928 p 349

forbidden fruit and a paradise lost fornanderpomander collection ppap 27376273 76 beckwith
kepelinosKep elinos traditions ppap 323432 34

deluge traditions society islands henry ancient tahiti ppap 44852448 52 and
ellis polynesian researches ppap 38693386 93 new zealand john white the ancient
history of the maori 4 vols wellington new zealand george disbury govern-
ment printer 1887 1172811172 81 hawaii beckwith kepellnoskepelinoskeoKep elinos traditions ppap
353835 38 and fornander polynesian race 19196191 96 the marquesasMarquemarquesansas islands E S
craighill handy marquesan legends bernice P bishop museum bulletin 69 hono-
lulu 1930 ppap 10910109 10 fiji lorimer fison tales from old fiji london A
moring 1904 ppap 303130 31 and A M hocart lau islands fiji bernice P bishop
museum bulletin 62 honolulu 1929 p 201

moses and aaron like figures beckwith kepelinosKep elinos traditions ppap 687068 70
elsdon best the maori 2 vols wellington new zealand harry H tombs

192421924 1149511149 51
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holy bible it is a strange thing taught by the spirit perhaps the
hawaiiansHawaiians were mistaken perhaps a tree is not the roadway down into
po the underworld perhaps these were words handed down from
our first ancestors but lost because of the length of time gone by 24

david malo a native hawaiian scholar of the early nineteenth
century described a deluge in hawaii sent by a personage named
kahinafahina iiiui 25 malo concludes his story with these words

this is the story of the deluge which has been handed down by
tradition from the ancients traditions are not as reliable as geneal-
ogies genealogies can be trusted to some extent the ancients were
misinformed this we know because we have heard the story of
noah and this does not tally with our tradition of the kalakakalikakai a ka
hina liilililiill for this reason this tradition of the kaikal a kakahinafahinahina liiiiiilllil cannot
be of hawaiian origin it was heard by the ancients and finally
came to be accepted by them as belonging to hawaii neinetnel 26213

will mariner recorded a cain and abel like story from tonga
which he learned when he was there in the early 1800s just after the
christian missionaries came in 1797 in his account toobotolbo was elder
brother to vaca acowabow ooliboli the older brother becoming enviousenvious of
the younger brother who was wise and hardworking killed him
the father of the two young men tangaloa the chief tongan god
found out about this and sent the families of both brothers away
addressing the family of vaca acoacowaboww ooliboli the murdered brother
tangaloa said

put your canoes to sea and sail to the east to the great land
which is there and take up your abode there be your skins white
like your minds for your minds are pure you shall be wise
making axes and all riches whatsoever and shall have large canoes
I1 will go myself and command the wind to blow from your land
to tonga but they the tonga people shall not be able to go with
you with their bad canoes

tangaloa then spoke to the others you shall be black be-
cause your minds are bad and shall be destitute you shall not be
wise inin useful things neither shall you go to the great land of
your brothers how can you go with your bad canoes but your
brothers shall come to tonga and trade with you as they please 27

john martin mariner s compiler says of this story
mr mariner took particular pains to make inquiries respecting

beckwith kepelinosKep elinos traditions p 52
david malo hawaiian antiquities bernice P bishop museum special pub-

licationslicati ons no 2 honolulu 1951 ppap 23437254372345725457254234 37
261211ibid211bidbid p 237
will mariner an account of the natives of the tonga islands com-

piled from the communications of W mariner by john martin 2 vols london
constablconstableConstabl 1827 2112132112 13
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the above extraordinary story with a view to discover whether it
was only a corrupted relation of the mosaic account and he found
that it was not universally known to the tonga people most of the
chiefs and mataboolesmatabooles lesser chiefs often learned men were ac-
quaintedquain ted with it but the bulk of the people seemed totally ignorant
of it this led him at first to suspect that the chiefs had obtained
the leading facts from some of our modern missionaries and had
interwoven it with their own notionsbutnotions but the oldest men affirmed
their positive belief that it was an ancient traditionary record and
that it was founded in truth 28

martin goes on to say that mariner then told them of the cain
and abel story in the bible and told them he believed their account
had come from some european who had been among them at an
earlier period tonga was first discovered by europeans in 1616
though european visits were few and far between before the early
nineteenth century but he says

some still persisted that it was an original tradition of their
own whilst owned there was so great a similarity between the two
accounts that they were disposed to believe they had received theirs
from us perhaps two or three or four generations back 29

A strong attack on the authenticity of hawaiian legends and
traditions with old testament overtones has been made in connec-
tion with the kumuhonua legends describing the creation of the
earth and of hawaii and of the origins of the hawaiiansHawaii ans which
were published by abraham fornanderpomander inin 1878 in an account of
the polynesian race the kumuhonua account was published again
from fornander s notes inin 191919201919 1920 as hawaiian antiquities and
folklorefolk lore in the later volume he noted that his account was com-
piled from kepelino and S M kamakau 30 contemporary scholars
of hawaiian customs and history and acknowledged his debt to
them for furnishing him with some valuable chants and the
groundwork of the kumuhonua legends most of which was con-
firmed by the late mr kamakau 31

recently dorothy barrere has argued that the kumuhonua
legends were fabrications of the latter nineteenth century and not
traditions of pre christian days 32 claiming that kamakau and
kepelino deliberately distorted the kumuhonua account adding to

281211ibid211bidbid p 113
ibid p 114
fornander collection p 266
fornander polynesian race iviivlevilvi1vi

32dorothy barerrabarerreBarerre the kumuhonua legends A study of late nineteenth
century hawaiian stories of cibationcieationcreation and originsOiigins pacific anthropological records
number 3 honolulu department of anthropology bernice P bishop museum
1969 p 1
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an ancient authentic tradition certain concepts compatible with their
own ardent christianity they were she says part of an ongoingon going
attempt among some hawaiiansHawaii ans of that time to introduce tradi-
tions compatible with christian teachings 33 add to this the capa-
city of the polynesiansPolyne sians to adapt themselves and their culture very
quickly to new influences andtheand the problem of determining the exact
tradition is compounded A statement from alfred metraux in his
study of easter island illustrates this latter problem

the natives who are still acquainted with their folk literature have
no scruples about introducing new details gained from visitors with
whom they have discussed their islands past lavachertyLavacherty and I1 gave
our easter island friends an account of their ancestors behavior
towards the first voyagers who landed on the island I1 was greatly
surprised to find later that details the easter islanders had learned
from us or from other travellerstravellers had slipped into the modern versions
of these tales 34

in summary we must conclude that while there are chargeschargesthatthat
many of the later striking parallels between the old testament and
the polynesian oral tradition result from mere fabrications there are
some other interesting traditions in prehistoric polynesian culture
which bear striking resemblances to the old testament chronicle
the similarities are so close as to suggest the polynesiansPolyne sians ancestors
brought these oral accounts with them into polynesia at the same
time we must be aware of the influence of time error and dis-
tortion which have either deleted from or added to the oral record

MIGRATION ACCOUNTS

we might also expect to find accounts in polynesian traditions
dealing with migrations of polynesian peoples from other places
such a tradition is fairly well stated in maori oral history which has
the early maorislaoris leaving a homeland hawaiikiHawaiiki and sailing for
new zealand the term hawaii or its variations turns up in
several places in polynesia hawaii in the present day hawaii and
savaiisavau in samoa the ancient name for raiatea in french polynesia
was according to some hadan the name also shows up in one
marquesan story in which the people of hivaoahivala sailed to havaiihavaiki
and back in a bamboo raft which had five levels two below the
water and three above 335

ibid p 2

alfred metraux easter island new york oxford university press 1957
p 229

handy marquesan legends p 137
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ththereere are then traditions of the movement of people from
place to place hardly surprising considering the island character
of polynesia migration accounts are more frequently found in
eastern polynesia than in western polynesia where autocthonousautochthonous
theories are the rule our question here though is whether we
can find any tradition that suggests an affinity with the hagothharoth ac-
count in the book of mormon any event that occurred 1600 years
before the first europeans entered the pacific to note and record
any polynesian traditions the answer here is yes but in 1920
handy recorded a marquesan tradition of a great double canoe the
kaaheakaahua which sailed from hivaoahivala east to tafiti the polynesian
word tafiti or tahiti designates a foreign place some explorers
left the vessel there while others returned handy s informant in-
sisted that the voyage was inin the direction of the rising sun that
is toward south america not southwest toward the island of
tahiti 36

the most striking polynesian account of a hagothharoth like voyage is
that of hawaii loa or hawaii nui he is called hawaii loa or
ke kowa i hawaii in the fornander story and hawaii nui in the
kepelino version mormon tradition has it that hawaii loa and
hagothharoth are the same person and LDS temple records show them
as being the same the hawaii loa story is a part of the kumufumu
honuafonua legends referred to above A portion of fornander s account

which he got from samuel kamakau and kepelino follows

hawaii loa or ke kowa i hawaii he was one of the four
children of ainaniainali ka lani hawaii loa and his brothers were
born on the east coast of a country called ka aina kaikal melemeleMelemele
a kane the land of the yellow or handsome sea hawaii loa was
a distinguished man and noted for his fishing excursions which
would occupy sometimes months sometimes the whole year during
which time he would roam about the ocean in his big vessel waa
called also a ship he moku with his people his crew and his
officers and navigators

one time when they had thus been long out on the ocean makalii
the principal navigator said to hawaii loa let us steer the vessel
in the direction of iaolao the eastern star the discoverer of land
there is land to the eastward and here isis a red star hoku ula

aldebaran to guide us and the land is there inin the direction
of those big stars which resemble a bird

so they steered straight onward and arrived at the easternmost
island they went ashore and found the country fertile and
pleasant filled with awa coconut trees etc and hawaii loa the

ibid p 131
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chief called that land after his own name here they dwelt a long
time and when their vessel was filled with food and with fish
they returned to their native country with the firm intention to come
back to hawaii neinetnel ie here in hawaii which they preferred to their
own country they had left their wives and children at home there-
fore they returned to fetch them

and when they arrived at their own country and among their re-
lations they were detained a long time before they set out again
for hawaii

at last hawaii loa started again accompanied by his wife and
children and dwelt in hawaii and gave up all thought of ever return-
ing to his native land he was accompanied also in this voyage by
a great multitude of people steersmansteersmensteersmen navigators shipbuildersshipbuilders
and this and that sort of people hawaii loa was chief of all this
people and he alone brought his wife and children all the others
came singly without women hence hawaii loa is called the special
progenitor of this nation 37

the rest of the story of hawaii loa tells of his further travels
to tahiti where he had a brother and to other islands the is-
land of maulmaui was named after his eldest son and oahubahu after his
eldest daughter kauai was named after his younger son on one of
hawaii loa s journeys westward he landed on the eastern coast of
lahui maka lilio the people with the turned up eyes oblique he
traveled over it to the northward and to the westward to the land of
kuahewahewa a kane and thence he returned to hawaii neinetnel
bringing with him some white men and married them to native

38138women

the descendants of hawaii loa were also travellerstravellers and ac-
cording to the fornander account they settled the rest of polynesia
and fiji

the descendants of hawaii loa and also of ki which are one
for they were brothers peopled nearly all the polynesian islands
from ki came the tahiti borabora huahinehuakineHuahine tahaabahaa raiatea and
moorea people all in french polynesia 1

from kanaloa were peopled nukuhiwa uapoucapou tahuataTahuata hiwaoahiwana
and these other islands these are in the marquesasMarquemarquesansas group kanaloa
married a woman from the man eating people taeohae a valley in
the Marquemarquesasmarquesansas on nuuhiwa fiji taraparatarapataTarapara paumotuPaumotu and the
islands in western polynesia 39

kepelino s account is similar to the one published by fornander but
briefer 40

fornander collection p 278
381311ibid311bidbid p 280

ibid p 281
beckwith kepelinosKep elinos traditions ppap 767876 78
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the hawaii loa story is certainly suggestive of the hagothharoth
reference in the book of alma but its authenticity has fallen under
suspicion because it is part of the discredited portion of the kumufumu
honuafonua story published by fornander from the notes he took from
kepelino and kamakau the most serious difficulty however is

the fact that no other hawaiian tradition or legend refers to the
hawaii loa account 41 barrere accuses kepelino and kamakau of
creating the hawaii loa legend saying

in the hawaii loa legendlegends s fornandersfurnandersFornanders informants departed
from biblically inspired tales and entered the realm of pure inven-
tion inin their attempts to account for the peopling of the hawaiian
islands kepelinosKepelinos story as written in 1868 is a plausibly told leg-
end but the embellishments and biographical material found in
Fomanderfornander s notes reveal the extent of the invention they also
disclose a knowledge of pacific geography and of an ethnic rela-
tionshiptionship among polynesian peoples that were unknown to the ha
wallans before western contact and so could hardly have been in-
corporatedcorporated in an authentic tradition 42

one possible explanation would be that kepelino and kamakau
had read the hagothharoth reference in the book of mormon and postu-
lated the hawaii loa legend from it mormonism was established in
hawaii and the book of mormon was available by the time the al-
leged fabrication of kamakau and kepelino took place but there
is no evidence that they borrowed from mormon sources or even
knew about mormonism kepelino was a devout catholic as a mat-
ter of fact which makes less plausible the claim that he would pick
up an idea from the book of mormon on whichwhi ciliclil to base a story of
the origins of his ancestors

barrere says that for kepelino the problem of accounting for
the peopling of hawaii had been a topic of discussion among those
who wished to replace the older mythological traditions with a more
I1 modern and credible account 43 kepelino s and kamakau s motives
are so impugned by barrere who accuses them of intellectual dis-
honestyli and outright fabrication her supposition that the geo-
graphical details in the hawaii loa story could not have been known
to the prehistoric hawaiiansHawaii ans isis a telling criticism this explanation
is not entirely satisfactory however because it is supported primarily
by the unprovable inference that kamakau and kepelino were so
desperate to have an account of the peopling of hawaii that they
invented a migration myth

barerrebarerraBarerre the kumuhonua legends p 38
ibid p 37
ibid
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cartwright suggests that we not throw the baby out with the
bathwaterbathwater he accepts the proposition that kamakau and kepe-
lino doctored up the kumukonua account with biblical tales but
he believes that hawaii loa was still a real character who figured
prominently in hawaiian history 44

conclusion
this study has been an effort to determine whether any evidence

from polynesian oral tradition supports mormon interpretations of
the account of hagothharoth given in the book of mormon that a colon-
izing expedition left the west coast of south or central america
and found its way into the pacific the people in it becoming part
of the polynesian cultural heritage we have accepted the theory
that people from the americas did become part of that heritage we
have not however found irrefutable evidence in the histories andor
genealogies of the polynesiansPolyne sians to suggest that they had a tradition
of hagothharoth s voyages the biblical parallels and the hawaii loa ac-
count certainly suggest a remote ancestry with the book of mormon
people but we have seen that they are somewhat suspect it seems
unlikely that we shall be able to learn anything more from poly-
nesian traditions because the old wise men the learned tohungas
the chanterschanberschanters of the genealogies are long in their graves and present
day traditions although purporting to be of ancient things are gen-
erally considered unreliable by the critics

if the hagothharoth account is to be verified scientifically it must come
from other means stratigraphic archaeology and other more so-
phisticated scientific techniques have only just begun to be applied
to polynesia the great age of polynesian discovery may lie just
ahead of us and here tradition may become a guide for the investi-
gator

bruce cartwright the legend of hawaiiloahawaii loa journal of the polynesian
society 38 1959193919391051191939105105119105 119ilg
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missionaries to the saints

A glen humpherys

preaching the good word of repentance has characterized the
mormon missionary message since the church was founded mis-
sionariession aries started traveling shortly after the publication of the book
of mormon and invited everyone to accept the restored gospel in
addition to the missionaries called to take the new message to non
mormonscormonsMormons some missionaries were called to repeat the doctrinal
teachings to members of the church these specially called mis-
sionariessionaries set the pattern of church meetings dominated the speak-
ing style and established the tradition of traveling speakers

auxiliary missionaries and home missionaries are callings which
have ceased to function in the mormon church as independent as-
signmentssignments gone is the horseback missionary riding wintry trails to
preach fiery reformation sermons to the saints however remnants
of these once vital callings continue in the traditional duties of
many leadership offices in the church A high councilor speaking
in a ward sacrament meeting a general authority visiting a stake
conference and an auxiliary board member conducting a regional
workshop are examples inin our day of the home missionary form

from the organization of the church until the exodus from
nauvoo in 1846 mormon communities were located in partially
settled regions of the american frontier missionaries traveling from
kirtland ohio independence missouri or nauvoo illinois visited
church members scattered along their routes of travel these mem-
bers not only opened their homes to the missionaries for meetings
with local residents but also provided lodging financial aid and
traveling assistance when the church became centralized in salt
lake city the relationship of members to missionaries changed
the saints living on the farms of isolated settlements were no longer
hosts to traveling elders missionaries left the great basin to preach
their message to the world but the settlers left behind did not
directly participate in the cottage meeting neighbor conversionconversion pro-
cess which had been the common experience of the previous decades

A glen humpherys is curatorcuratordirectordirector of the wheeler historic farm salt lake
city utah
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during the 1850s 1870s brigham young called missionaries to
travel among the saints preaching the need for repentance home
missionary work borrowed the forms and procedures of full time
missionary work holding public meetings preaching traveling in
pairs and relying on those who received the message to support the
missionary but the method most widely used by home missionaries
was preaching to the saints in a regular meeting

in focusing on home missionary activities it is evident that many
special missionaries were called to do other work besides preaching
to the saints these calls included sending special missionaries to
mine gold in california smelt iron in parowancarowanParowan process lead ore
near las vegas transport mail for the brigham young express and
carrying company study at eastern universities colonize various
settlements in the west or build chapels schools and temples

included among the home missionaries were forty six elders called
in january 1845 to act as agents inin recereceivingiving tithing and donations
for building the nauvoo temple these men went on short missions
contacting the scattered members of the church between illinois and
the atlantic coast returning to nauvoo in the early spring of 1845
with the money they had collected 1 at the october 1852 con-
ference twentyfivetwenty five elders were called to preach the gospel to is-
rael in the valleys of the mountains these missionaries were both
general officers of the church and prominent elders such as david
pettigrew a well known veteran of the mormon battalion 2 brig-
ham young asked cyrus H wheelock in january 1854 to preach in
all the salt lake valley wards but did not give him detailed instruc-
tions concerning his calling brother wheelock worked out the de-
tails with the local bishops 3 in the fall of 1854 elders wilford W
woodruff and ezra T benson visited several settlements under the
direction of the quorum of the twelve apostles these missionary
experiences were antecedents of the 1855 organization of utah into
six missionary districts and the appointment of home missionaries
for each of these areas 4

representative members of the quorum of the twelve and the
presidents of the first council of the seventy met at the home of

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1902 7368697368 69

deseret news 16 october 1852 p 2

bishops meeting withvith presiding bishopric minutes 1858 to 1862 31 january
1854 church archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah

deseret news 28 december 1854 p 157
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parley P pratt 15 october 1855 and organized the mission districts
of utah territory as authorized by the recent general conference

utah county comprised the first district juab sanpeteSanpete and millard
counties were the second iron and washington counties the third
davis county the fourth weber county the fifth and salt lake and
tooelethoele counties formed the sixth missionary district six to twelve
home missionaries were assigned to attend quarterly conference in
each area these missionaries were recently returned proselyting
missionaries general authorities and other prominent members of
the church in addition to the conference speaking assignments
they scheduled other conferences and preaching meetings throughout
the fields of labor assigned to them brigham young felt strongly
about this home missionary effort preaching in the bowery at great
salt lake city 8 october 1855 he stressed that not in any other
place on god s earth is there a people who now need preaching to
more than do the latter day saints in this territory and that too
by faithful elders faithful ministers of the gospel messengers of
life and salvation from the ardent sincere preaching of these
home missionaries grew a reformation that had a lifelong impact on
many church members

in the three decades following the 1855 call of home mission-
aries three kinds of home missionaries developed and functioned
concurrently first the general authorities continued to call mis-
sionariessionaries as they had in 1855 to travel to and work in various
stakes second the relief society the retrenchment societies young
men s mutual improvement association sunday school and the
primary each called missionaries to represent their cause like the
missionaries called by the general authorities the third type of
home missionary which emerged in 1877 was the home missionary
called by the stake presidents and high councils and sustained in
the stake conferences to labor within the boundaries of the stake
by the middle of the twentieth century the duties of the home mis-
sionariession aries had been divided into the duties of stake missionaries
home teachers visiting high councilorscouncillorscounci lors and speaking companions to
high councilorscouncillorscounci lors

CHURCH WIDE HOME missionaries
the church wide home missionaries created the style and tra-

ditionalditional procedures which were used inin subsequent missionary

deseret news 17 october 1855 p 156 Brigbrighamhainharn young in journal of dis-
courses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1854861854 86 3 51153115
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work to the saints and which persisted after the cause of home
missionary work had withered in 1855 a widespread vigorous mis-
sionary work was conducted both by regular officers of the church
and special missionaries the need for reform was preached from
the pulpit and taught in the homes repentance and rebaptism
were the results of this concerted effort to bring the mormonscormons to a
more spiritual style of living james S brown described his labors
as a missionary during the reformation by indicating that from
1856 to 1859 he baptized or rebaptizedbaptizedrebaptizerre 400 persons and visited with
the catechism from house to house 6

in 1861 brigham young called the prominent salt lake business-
man george goddard on a special mission to preach the cause of
rags to the saints A new paper mill erected in 1860 following
the utah war needed rags to manufacture paper newsprint was
in short supply and local resources were required to relieve the
shortage without dependence on either overland wagon transporta-
tion or the united states civil war economy goddard was charged
to gather rags for the operation of this church paper mill he
preached the cause of rags in local meetings from the pulpit in
the salt lake tabernacle and in door to door campaigns despite
the initial blow to his native english pride goddard attempted to
fill the assignment to goop to every town and settlement he usually
carried a basket on one arm and an empty sack on the other gath-
ering rags that could be used in the manufacture of paper he gar-
nered in his three year mission 100000 pounds of rags as well
as the goodwill of many church members and leaders 7

the first presidency brigham young heber C kimball and
daniel H wells sent letters calling twenty three elders as home
missionaries in november 1863 they were appointed to labor
in the midst of the saints preaching in all humility and meek-
ness the spiritual things of the kingdom of god stirring up the
people to repentance and remenremembranceibrancevibrance of their first love without
finding fault with the saints and the blessings of the lord will at-
tend your ministry therein 8 five of these brethren were asked to
devote the principal part of their labors working with the scandi-
navian menmembersibers of the church who had settled in utah 9

diary of james stephens brown 1859 holograph special collections harold
B lee library brigham young university cited hereafter as BYU

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the
latter day saints 183019001830 1900 cambridge mass harvard university press 1958
ppap 11516115 16

brigham young to john V long 2 november 1862 brigham young collection
church archives
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the latter day saints millennial star of january 1873 reported
that the home missionaries were active in several parts of the terri-
tory holding two day meetings to increase interest in the work of
god in salt lake city they held special ward meetings on sunday
afternoons instead of requiring saints to attend the usual meetings in
the tabernacle this was especially advantageous to those who lived
a long distance from the tabernacle 10 and allowed the members to
partake of the sacrament at a local meeting

james S brown was called again as a missionary to the saints
in 1876 he had served as a home missionary during the reforma-
tion of the late 1850s and again in 1863 he was apparently an
amputee because he purchased a new artificial leg while on a mis-
sion to the eastern states inin 1872 despite this handicap brigham
young called him to work with the indians in arizona with the
view of preparing the way for mormon settlements there while
involved in this activity brown brought a delegation of navajo
chiefs to visit brigham young in the fall of 1876 following this
meeting in salt lake brown was sent to visit the settlements and
seek volunteers to move to arizona after another spring and sum-
mer in arizona brown traveled as a missionary during the fall of
1877 visivlsivisitingvisitincvisitingtinotinc wards in southern idaho and northern utah his
home missionary assignment was to recruit colonists for the grow-
ing settlements in arizona 11

representatives of church education institutions were also called
as missionaries and commissioned to visit local wards speak in sac-
rament meetings and hold special meetings to promote student en-
rollmentrollment karl G maeser along with other faculty members of the
brigham young academy such as james E talmage made several
education missionary trips in central and southern utah each of
these trips occurred after a letter of introduction was sent by the
president of the church to the local bishops and stake presidents in
the visiting area 12 in 1901 ezra dalby accompanied by the stake
president went on a recruiting circuit of local idaho communities
preaching the cause of education and student attendance at the fre-
mont stake academy later ricks college 13 this practice of send-
ing agents from church institutions to local members has since be-
come routine in the operation of church schools though no longer
for recruitment purposes

utah news millennial star 35 7 january 1873141518731415187314187514 15
diary of james stephens brown 1876
diary of james edward talmage 2 june to 30 july 1880 BYU
diary of ezra G dalby august 1901 microfilm of holograph BYU
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As a missionary during 1889901889 90 andrew jenson traveled
throughout the settlements speaking in church meetings and study-
ing historical records he preached the responsibility of priesthood
holders to keep a journal and gathered histories of the wards and
stakes of the mountain west he was also a regular home mission-
ary in the salt lake stake but continued his history missionary ac-
tivitiestivi ties after his appointment as assistant church historian inin 18911- 4

during the 1890s the serious financial needs of the church were
partially solved by calling heber J grant and matthias F cowley
as fundraisingfund raising missionaries in 1898 they went to the pocatello
stake idaho to raise funds to aid church institutions such as the
oneida stake academy this special assignment is an example of
combined educational and fundraisingfund raising missionary work 15

AUXILIARY missionaries
concurrently functioning with the specially designated mission-

aries were missionaries representing various auxiliaries which were
being organized the relief society retrenchment society young
men s mutual improvement association sunday school and primary
each sent missionaries to wards and stakes to preach in sacrament
meetings hold special meetings and work with members and non
members the mobile ministry of the auxiliary organizations stems
from the relief society reorganization of 1866

perhaps the greatest auxiliary missionary was eliza R snow
president of the relief society sister snow had a long history of
relief society service beginning with her call as secretary to the first
relief society organized in nauvoo illinois 17 march 1842 later
in 1855 she was placed in charge of the sisters work in the endow-
ment house in salt lake city from this close association with
spiritual ordinance work and a long association with women s or-
ganization activities she developed a spiritual approach to teaching
and missionary work As president of the relief society eliza R
snow traveled throughout the stakes assisting in the organization of
relief societies primaries and retrenchment associations in her
two decades of travel and meetings she emphasized the need for
repentance and demonstrated the influence of spiritual gifts in her
own life her great work resulted not only in the spread of the

andrew jenson autobiography of andrew jenson salt lake city deseret
news press 1938 ppap 18695186 95

james R clarkdarkoark messages of the first presidency of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints 183319641833 1964 5 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1965 3305
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auxiliary organizations but also in the wide use of auxiliary mis-
sionariessionaries who followed her example 10

in the fall of 1869 mary isabella homehorne was called by brigham
young on a mission to teach retrenchment among the wives and
daughters of mormondom with eliza R snow and margaret T
smoot sister homehorne met with brigham young and received his
instructions concerning the teaching of spiritual values to mormon
women brigham young had organized his own daughters into a
retrenchment society and sister hornehome invited some of the salt
lake relief society presidents into her home to organize the cause
of retrenchment during the winter of 1869701869 70 the individuals
who were invited to the retrenchment meetings were encouraged to
organize the women of their own ward areas into retrenchment
associations each of these units was independent and not directly
connected with the others the visits of sisters homehorne and snow
were responsible for the creation of many of the local organizations
especially in the salt lake valley wards other women followed
the strong example set by sister snow and not only carried the re-
sponsibility for their local ward but also visited the meetings of
sister organizations often preaching at the meetings and occasionally
speaking in tongues 17

retrenchment meetings were held in the homes of local officers
or in the relief society buildings minutes of many of the retrench-
ment meetings were published in the whomanswomanswlomansdomansWl omans exponent these re-
ports reveal that visiting sisters were encouraged to speak in the
meetings not only to express their feelings about the role of women
but also to relay information about the meetings of similar societies
an example of this missionary visiting was the 20 april 1875 meet-
ing in bountiful where four sisters from salt lake were in atten-
dance mrs zina young a wife of brigham young spoke on home
industry and the raising of silkworms as one manufacturing en-
deavor which could produce silk dresses and ribbons of local origin 18s

in june 1875 brigham young and some other brethren were
touring the southern utah settlements accompanied by sister E S

barney eliza R snow mary 1I thorne and elizabeth howard on
21 june 1875 at a meeting of the women at moroni sanpete coun-
ty brigham young spoke regarding these four sisters and said he

susa young gates history of the young ladies mutual improvement associ-
ation of the church of jesus christ of larterlatterlattes fardayvay saints from Novemnovemberherleyfey 1869 to
june 1910 salt lake city deseret news press 1911 p 19

gates history of YLMIA p 31
comanswomansWomans exponent 15 may 1875 p 186
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11 would appoint them a mission to visit every settlement in sanpete
county and see that they were properly organized and set to work 19

other published letters detailed some of the messages delivered
in the meetings held at ephraim gunnison spring city cedar fort
farmington and willard utah sister snow spoke at these meet-
ings advocating a return to spiritual principles which included liv-
ing polygamy closing saloons marrying in the church and home
manufacturing especially the culturing of mulberry trees and silk-
worms education for women was also a topic strongly preached
in the sermons of retrenchment sisters education though not from
gentiles was the duty of a retrenched girl eliza snow preached
that the sisters in zion are required to form the characters of the
sons who are to be rulers and bishops in the kingdom of god then
women must be educated intelligent and holy 20

in 1877 when the stakes of the church were being reorganized
the stake relief society organizations were also visited and reorgan-
ized by officers of the relief society phoebe woodruff and mary I1
hornehome referred to themselves as home missionaries in recounting
the relief society meetings and the organization of the bear lake
stake at paris idaho 21

mary ann freeze followed the example of eliza R snow in
actively preaching the cause of women s retrenchment sister freeze
was the president in 1875 of the salt lake eleventh ward young
ladies retrenchment association she visited other wards in city
and country to assist in the local organization of societies by 1877
she was traveling to spanish fork and alta utalutahutai as a representa-
tive of a successful organization and in 1878 she was appointed
as the first stake president of the young ladies association of the
salt lake stake she continued active preaching to young ladies
organizations in salt lake ogden and logan during the 1880s
and in 1898 was appointed to the general board of the young
ladies mutual improvement association 22

in 1878 aurelia S rogers disturbed by the ruffian attitude of
the young boys she had observed obtained the help of eliza R
snow and the approval of john taylor in organizing a primary ass-

ociation in farmington utah under the direction of her bishop
eliza R snow and mary I1 homehorne visited the primary organization

ibid 1 july 1875 p 21
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at farmington on several occasionsoccasions in 1878 and early 1879 they
observed the primary members making carpets and cultivating beans
for a storage program to match the wheat stored by the relief so-
ciety however the major purpose of the primary was to teach gos-
pel ideals by lessons and songs the successful programs of pri-
mary units were exchanged among communities by organization
leaders such as eliza R snow 23

both the primary and the sunday school sent missionaries from
house to house to enlist the youth in the instruction work of these
organizations this work was continued nearly three decades with
formally called sunday school and primary missionaries all of
these auxiliary missionaries followed the pattern set by the home
missionaries of the 1860s and 70s the method was traveling the
purpose was to organize auxiliaries and preach repentance and the
mode was calling a special meeting

the young men s mutual improvement association combined
both the experience of foreign missionaries and the concept of home
missionaries in organizing and calling MIA missionaries junius F
wells had just returned from a mission to england when he was
called to preach missionary preparation to the young men of the salt
lake area and his missionary experience shaped the nature of the
young men s organization and their missionary work he related his
mission introduction experience as follows

I1 found myself upon a mission before I1 was eighteen years old
standing for the first time in my life before an audience to speak
I1 was in liverpool six thousand miles away from home I1 was
introduced by the president and being a son of president wells
there was much expected of me it took the president of the branch
several minutes to introduce me but it took me just one and one
quarter minutes to say all that I1 knew I1 desired in my heart that
my brothers should be better prepared than I1 was for such a po-
sition 24

by call of brigham young junius wells organized the young
men s mutual improvement association in the salt lake thirteenth
ward on 10 june 1875 the purpose of the association was to give
young men speaking experience in preparation for missionary work
following the organization of the first group wells traveled on a
preaching tour with his father daniel H wells to the communities
of southern utah in september 1875 his visiting took him as far

aurelia spencer rogers life sketches of orson spencer ind others salt lake
city george Q cannon & sons 1898 ppap 21224212 24
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south as st george where he organized a YMMIA at the oc-
tober conference wells was called on another mission to the eastern
states beginning with iowa missouri and illinois and continuing
to the new england coast area before he left wells organized
associations in brigham city mantua and in several salt lake
wards by 1 november 1875 wells had reported the results of his
missionary labors in utah and had left on his mission to the east 25

brigham young had a strong feeling for the work with the young
men and on 6 november 1875 he called his son brigham morris
young to serve with john henry smith and milton hardy in con-
tinuing the missionary work in the YMMIA while junius wells was
on his mission while visiting the territorial settlements they were
to confer with the bishops and local authorities organize associations
and attend to the election of officers the stated purpose of these
organizations was to provide opportunities for bearing testimonies
and speaking the truths of the religion beginning their tour in
december 1875 B morris young and milton hardy held organiza-
tional meetings throughout the communities they visited the first
circuit of their travels was to cache and box elder counties in
northern utah in march they canvassed utah juab and sanpete
counties holding twenty eight meetings in twenty six days visiting
twenty four settlements four sunday schools and eleven day schools
following the april conference in 1876 these same two brethren
traveled from april to june organizing the young men in millard
beaver iron kane washington and sevier counties in july they
toured oneida and bear lake counties in idaho and rich county
utah brother young and brother hardy organized associations
distributed tracts visited previously organized societies and preached
in public meetings their circuit was a forerunner of the general
reorganization of the stakes conducted by the apostles in 1877 ag2g2

returning from the eastern states mission in november 1876
junius wells again became very active and interested in YMMIA
work and visited local meetings of the associations he went on
another organizing and preaching tour with milton hardy and john
craner during july and august 1878 to box elder cache bear
lake rich morgan summit and wasatch counties where they
created stake organizations of the YMMIA during this tour they
held sixty meetings stressing home manufacturing the establish

junius wells historical sketch of the Y M M 1I A improvement era
28 june 192571823192571823
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ment of libraries and personal improvement they also advocated
a monthly conjoint meeting between the young men s mutual im-
provementprovement associations and the young ladies mutual improvement
associations retrenchment associations hadbad taken on these new
namesnames2727

in 1878 local members began visiting the young men s organiza-
tions of the salt lake wards on a formal basis A rotating system
of monthly visits by representatives of each of the city wards pro-
vided preaching experience for the representatives the circuit
functioned by having each association send two members to visit
the meeting in the next numbered ward of thetwentythe twenty one wards in
the city the twenty first ward sent visitors to the first ward the
following week representatives were sent to the next ward in the
numerical sequence and thus the system continued until each ward
had been visited by representatives of all other wards the complete
circuit required five months the representatives not only attended
the meetings of other wards to observe the procedures and functions
but also briefly addressed the associations theywerethey were visiting in the
weekly meeting following their visits the representatives reported
to their home wards the topics and procedures observed at the meet-
ings last visited from the meeting schedule which was published
along with the visiting appointments it is interesting to note that
one ward met on monday evenings eleven met on tuesday five on
wednesday and two on thursday evenings 28

after the initial organizing visits and the subsequent visits to
elect stake officers the YMMIA conducted membership drives by
meetings and personal visits in the style of home missionaries these
1870 activities of the young men s mutual improvement associa-
tions set the precedent for later missionary action in the 1890s but
during the 1880s auxiliary missionary work was not pushed as a
vitally needed force in rescuing the young current organizations
and newly organized stakes involved many of the young men who
were stirred into leadership roles by the association s activities in
addition stake called home missionaries were actively preaching in
sacrament meetings because of these forces together with the legal
difficulties many members faced by enforcement of the antipoly-
gamy laws the focus of church attention was turned away from
traveling missionary work by 1896 the political status of utah was
settled when statehood was granted however the young men born

277comanswomansWomans exponent 1 september 1878 p 52
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since the organization of the YMMIA in 1875 were only partially
involved in the activities of the association A new wave of mis-
sionary work splashed across the stakes of the church under the
sponsorship of the YMMIA

be not satisfied rest not content until every young man pro-
fessing the name of saint in zion is enrolled in the cause of mutual
improvement 29 this 1880 call to do missionary work was used as
the basis of a new thrust of MIA missionary activity following the
MIA general conference in july 1897 B H roberts and J golden
kimball organized the MIA missionary work in a manner which en-
abled newly called missionaries to labor for a three month mission
during the winter of 1897981897 98 originally elders roberts and
kimball hoped to call men they knewpersonallyknew personally to travel out to
the stakes of the church as missionaries however they did not
know a sufficient number of elders who were free to donate their
time thus letters were sent to all stake superintendents asking
them to consult with the president of the stake and supply a list of
about eight names of young men suited to do this kind of mission-
ary labor 30

president wilford woodruff issued calls to the MIA mission-
aries similar to the calls he issued to traveling missionaries one
hundred and fifty six elders responded to the call eighty eight of
whom labored in stakes other than their own and sixty eight of
whom worked within their own stake areas 331 among those who
labored in their own areas were missionaries called from eight
stakes st joseph st johns and snowflake in arizona san luis
in colorado alberta in canada and san juan wayne and uintah
in utah in twenty three stakes missionaries from outside the stake
were used to press the work this system was adopted in an attempt
to avoid local jealousies and preconceived attitudes toward individ-
uals who needed missionary help

traveling without purse or scrip these missionaries depended on
local members for food lodging and transportation during the mis-
sionary effort which started in american fork 2 december 1897
and lasted until the following february local association leaders
were helpful in supplying lists naming enrolled young men and also
lists of those who were indifferent to both church and association
work

our missionary work improvement era 1 december 18971383918971381897 138391583915859138158 39
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three kinds of meetings were held in an effort to stir men into
activity first public meetings were scheduled with local bishops
and held in ward houses as a means of introducing the program to
a large number of individuals second conversational meetings
were held in the church vestry or inin the sitting room of a house that
was centrally located the individual who volunteered his home also
invited his friends to attend these small informal gatherings the
missionaries usually spoke at the meeting preaching the gospel of
jesus christ in general and the cause of mutual improvement in par-
ticularti following the remarks of the missionaries questions were
encouraged from the men and boys inin attendance elder A H snow
of brigham city working with the logan fourth ward reported
that one conversational meeting had nine boys in attendance ranging
in age from fourteen to twenty one seven of these nine had not
been associated with the work of MIA after getting the boys to
feel at home and talking to them about an hour the question and
answer period started among the questions asked at the meeting
was how did joseph smith bgetoetbet authority to baptize and organize
the church other questions on infant baptism and changes in
ordinances touched on many basic beliefs of the mormonscormons and were
not confined to the narrower scope of association work 32

in addition to the conversation meetings the MIA missionaries
did a great deal of visiting in the homes of the young men these
home visits were used both to enroll men in the MIA and to invite
them to attend the public and conversational meetings after visiting
and meeting with most of the young men in a ward the elders
moved to another ward inin the stake by such means these serious
preaching missionaries covered most of the stakes contacting and
enlisting the majority of the young men who were not previously
closely associated with the church programs

As a result of this three month missionary campaign 13035
were added to the membership rolls of the association this work
had been pursued not only with wayward and indifferent church
members but also with non mormonscormons living in utah in addition
to enlarging the list of names on the association roles the general
influence of the missionary work was favorable quite a general
awakening of interest has been effected in the great work of the
lord many hundreds have been converted to the faith of their
fathers and have been started well along the path of duty 3313 bishops

1211mM LI1 A missionary work improvement era 1 ifebruaryfebruary 18982959918982951898 29599295 99
report of M I1 A missionary labor p 539
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and stake presidents noted a general improvement in the activities
of members of their units they reported that attendance had in-
creased at sunday schools theotheologylogytogy classes quorum meetings and
general meetings of the church this MIA missionary work also
increased the payment of tithes and offerings as well as spreading
the observance of the word of wisdom parents and local officers
gave enthusiastic support to this movement as local positive benefits
were observed

the missionary effort was repeated from december 1898 to
february 1899 with about 150 missionary elders visiting the stakes
in the cause of improvement association enrollment the purpose of
their work was to bring about the reformation and perpetual progress
of the youth of the church new names were added to the mem-
bership rolls of the MIA but in much smaller numbers than the
previous year since this second effort was largely a followupfollow up type
of recruiting A significant difference in the 1897991897 99 MIA mission-
ary campaign was the number of baptisms reported as a result of
the missionary work twenty six in one stake and eighty five in
another the first year 1897981897 98 resulted in a great number of young
men becoming members of the improvement association the ef-
fort in the following year was to convert those enrolled to a strong
standing in the faith and stalwart permanently reformed mem-
bership in the church 34 this was a dedicated preaching missionary
work which conducted nearly 17000 personal visits and held more
than 904 public meetings 35

A change in the MIA missionary procedure was proposed by
president joseph F smith and B H roberts at the MIA conference
of july 1899 the form of the missionary work was changed and
new functions were assigned to the missionaries forty elders from
many stakes of the church responded to the missionary call this
represented a drastic reduction in the number of missionaries used
in the two previous winters when nearly 150 elders were serving on
missions to the saints the forty missionaries met in salt lake city
for five days of training during october 1899 these MIA mission-
aries were to take the information received in the training sessions
to the local association officers of the wards and stakes their mis-
sion was to work with the leadership of the auxiliary organizations
in the stakes and let the local leaders be responsible for the mission-
ary work with the wayward and indifferent in their local areas this

report of M 1I A missionary work improvement era 2 warchmarch 1899
39597395 97 A word to missionaries improvement era 2 december 18981561898 156

our work improvement era 2 may 18995531899 555553
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precedent making change created the basis for visits training work-
shops and leadership meetings of auxiliary general boards and even
regional representatives of the twelve apostles 30

through these training missionaries local officers were given a
clear outline of the functions of the officers of the organization
because this was a leadership training movement however it lacked
some of the zeal that had accompanied the preaching work of the
two previous years the reports indicated that the problems of of-
ficer turnover and the overburdening of local officials delayed the
progress of the organizational work in 1900 local leaders did not
like the idea of a person from the local area being called to go to
salt lake receiving special training and then coming back home
with instructions for running the program but having no responsi-
bility to carry out the instructions the idea was adapted further
for the next session held in 190019011900 1901 the stake leaders came to
training sessions and then returned to lead the local work of visiting
directly with the association members as a local missionary of the
MIA 37

from 1901 to 1904 the responsibility of local missionary work
wasvasmas left with the young men s mutual improvement association of
each ward the work hadbad begun to falter on the local level as some
of the same persons were repeatedly contacted by various mission-
aries also the reform zeal was waning without the input of travel-
ing elders new calls were issued for traveling elders to assist the
local missionaries but dramatic success was not forthcoming the
forms of missionary work were being perpetuated by an organization
after the effective function had dissipated 3811

HOME missionaries WITHIN THE STAKES

the third branch of missionary work to the saints was the call-
ing of home missionaries within the stakes these home missionaries
comprised the largest group of missionaries in the church within
this large missionary corps considerable variety existed among stakes
in the functions calls duties and terms of serviceservice each stake presi-
dent was able to regulate the home missionaries to meet local needs

our work improvement era 2 august 18997921899 792 the missionaries
their preparation and labor improvement era 3 november 189975

missionary labor improvement era 3 july 19007151619007151900 3715671516715 16
missionary work improvement era 4 may 1901igol1901554554 local missionary

work improvement era 3 october 19009525419009521900 95254.9525495295254 54 A call for missionaries
improvement era 4 june 1901 63233632 33 responsibilities of officers in mis-
sionary work improvement era 5 december 19011551901 155
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the reorganization of stakes in 1877 created many new local
leadership positions this reordering of the local organizations came
during the active work of home and auxiliary missionaries and
temple building in salt lake logan manti and st george the
territorial economy had been permanently altered by the joining of
the transcontinental railroad lines at promontory point in 1869 the
railroad facilitated the travel of emigrants from europe to salt
lake city and enabled utah agricultural products and metal ores
to be sold on a national market conversely manufactured goods
from eastern factories came to utah in exchange for cash brigham
young proposed home manufacturing to curtail the outflow of
gold and silver from the great basin into the national economy
the reorganization of the local units of the church was an at-
tempt to solve many of the problems of the time the creation
of new stakes and wards put new men in positions of leadership
and changed the roles of continuing leaders spiritual awakening
home manufacturing cooperative marketing of farm commodities
and promotion of education were all discussed in the circular letter
of the first presidency dated 11 july 1877 this letter also detailed
the duties of the newly appointed stake leaders and became the
basis for calling home missionaries to promote temple building re-
pentancepentance and economic stability

the final duty of the presidents of the different stakes listed in
the 1877 circular letter was to visit wards

the presidents of the different stakes should make arrangements
to travel and visit as frequently as possible in the various wards
under their jurisdiction and elders sound in doctrine and full of
the spirit of the lord should be appointed to preach from time to
time that our meetings may be more interesting and instructive 39

home missionaries were the elders called to visit the wards how-
ever there was considerable doubt about their abilities to make the
meetings more interesting and instructive therefore a theme con-
tinually repeated in the instructions to the home missionaries for
the next half century was to improve their speaking abilities and
make their remarks interesting despite these often repeated in-
structions almost no formal program developed to achieve this re-
sult A few of the men called as home missionaries had been trained
to preach polished missionary sermons as the major method of gain-
ing converts however starting in the 1850s and becoming more
predominant toward the end of the century was the distribution or

clarkdarkoark messages of the first presidency 329352933295
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sale of tracts and books as the primary missionary activity making
foreign missions less effective training experiences for polished
public speaking mutual improvement associations did attempt to
promote good public speaking during the first few years of their
organization however this program trained young people creating
an unfortunate situation as the older less skilled men were the major
part of the membership of the home missionary and high council
groups an undercurrent of boredom with home missionary and high
councilor sermons was a contributing factor in low attendance rates
and the almost total absence of youth from sacrament meeting es-
peciallypeci ally on dry council sunday

A description of the formulation operations successes and fail-
ures of home missionary work throughout the church may be ob-
tained from the analysis of two representative stakes home mission-
ary activities have been pieced together from an examination of the
records of the salt lake stake and the cache stake logan utah
salt lake stake represented a populous urban area and cache
stake a scattered rural one both stakes had been visited by home
missionaries during the 1860s and 1870s so the style and function
of home missionary work was part of the local mode of worship

the salt lake stake while not always the first in establishing
new programs had a strong well organized home missionary group
and provides a basis of comparison and contrast following the
intent of the 1877 circular letter a corps of home missionaries was
called by the stake president angus M cannon in october 1877
the earlier calling of home missionaries by general authorities
could be confused with this selection of twenty eight elders called
to serve in the salt lake stake because charles C rich and lorenzo
snow both apostles assisted the stake president in setting the mis-
sionariessionaries apart 40

the first of a long series of home missionary monthly meetings
was held on 11 october 1877 at the council house in salt lake city
at that meeting it was decided to meet inin the council house regu-
larly at seven 0 clock on the last wednesday evening of each month
for instruction and prayer A special appointment book containing
the elders ward visiting schedule was placed in the office of john
taylor president of the quorum of the twelve and presiding head
of the church in the period following the death of brigham young 41

salt lake stake SLS historical record minutes 1876801876 80 8 october 1877
p 88 church archives

ibid 10 october 1877 p 89
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the visiting system of the salt lake stake was organized by

dividing the wards into two groups the city wards and the country
wards home missionaries were assigned in a rotating basis to visit
the city wards on the first and third sundays and the country wards
on the second and fourth sundays of each month this meant that
each ward was visited twice a month by home missionaries but the
home missionaries were often assigned to make a speaking visit
every sunday 4212 the country wards held their meetings starting
about 1100 AM with starting times ranging to 200 PM the city
wards held evening meetings most of which began at 600 PM
and some at 630 PM 43 travel to these settlements was often by
horseback or railroad edward stevenson who had been called as a
missionary in the salt lake area inin 1867 and served until 1873 re-
lated that he was dependent upon his missionary horse to get him
to all of his appointments brother stevenson was called again in
1880 to serve as a home missionary in the salt lake stake this is

an example of missionary service as a direct continuation of the
methods forms and procedures of earlier missionary work 44

in june 1879 the appointment book was moved from the office
of president taylor and placed inin the office of the gatekeeper at
the east gate of the temple block that summer home missionaries
enthusiastically preached in reformation style two day meetings
were held in mill creek ward and west jordan these meetings
were designed to teach in some depth and to motivate the local
members of west jordan south jordan herriman north jordan
and mill creek to repent reform and retrench their lives the
custom of holding two day ward meetings did not flourish although
two day stake conferences were standard the regular twice a month
visits to local wards became a sustaining feature of the home mission-
ary assignment 45

several policies and procedures in the call and operation of a
home missionary program were worked out and formalized in the
1880s george goddard protested as the salt lake stake sunday
school superintendent that conflict existed in the call of home mis-
sionariessionaries who were also sunday school officers and teachers in their
own wards because the starting time in the country wards for sacra-
ment meeting was late morning or early afternoon the home mission

SLS home missionaries appointments 1877 ppap 181 8 church archives
411bidibid
diary of edward stevenson 5 may 1872 microfilm of holograph church

archives
SLS historical record 1876801876 80 14 june 1879
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aries from salt lake city were forced to miss morning sunday school
duties in order to travel to their appointments despite the disrup-
tion of the ward sunday schools the stake president and high coun-
cil were reluctant to release the home missionaries unsure of the
policy regarding their call for twenty years home missionaries had
been called by the first presidency of the church and some doubt
existed in the minds of stake presidency and high council as to
whether or not they were authorized to release this set of mission-
aries they did allow individuals to resign but declined to release
the sunday school workers because these home missionaries were ap-
pointed by the highest authority of the stake approved by the first
presidency of the church and sustained by a vote of the conference 46

the question of personnel changes in the home missionary corps
was decided for the salt lake stake on 12 december 1881 one
plan was to make a complete change of the group and call another
set of home missionaries for a similar term at the end of which the
group would again change completely some stakes such as cache
and utah stake adopted this procedure the feeling of the salt
lake stake high council was that gradual changes should be the
policy of replacement this created a perpetuating missionary group
which had some members serving for nearly twenty years giving
regular sermons almost every week changes were regularly made
at stake conferences when the list of home missionaries was pre-
sented for a sustaining vote however releases did not keep pace
with appointments As some brethren became reluctant to continue
aggressive missionary work they were still retained on the list of
missionaries but not assigned to make visits new men were then
chosen to assist in the active missionary work which resulted in the
home missionary corps growing larger in size while diminishing
in activity

the high council sometimes assumed the role of home mission-
aries at stake conferences both the high council and home mis-
sionariessionaries were presented and sustained by the members the high
council was a judicial advisory body that constituted a regular well
organized perpetual group the home missionary group was also
a perpetuating group the high councilorscouncillorscounci lors and alternate members
of the high council were sustained on the home missionary list how-
ever as the number of home missionaries grew to 150 the high
councilorscouncillorscouncilors represented only a small portion of the group 47

SLS high council minutes 1878821878 82 29 august 1881 p 742 church archives
abidobidibid9bid 12 december 1881 p 780
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the qualifications of the inenmen appointed as home missionaries
were varied and many the list of missionaries includes names of
older men who were prominent in the community businessmen
such as elias morris and james P freeze served as home mission-
aries in the 1880s family names such as wooley young richards
wells cannon and pratt were sprinkled across the home mission-
ary lists some able young men who would later become prominent
also served as home missionaries such as andrew jenson later as-
sistant church historian and matthias F cowley later a member
of the quorum of the twelve

speaking was the primary function of the home missionary on
some occasions topics were suggested by the stake president or other
leaders for the home missionaries to take to all the wards in 1890
home missionaries were enlisted in recruiting members for the
mutual improvement associations church schools was another
topic home missionaries were assigned to discuss but most of the
speaking appointments were left unstructured and the missionary was
free to choose his own topic the talks were often nearly an hour
in length and occasionally longer the following note gives some
insight into the type of preaching being done by the missionaries
especially in the meetings conducted in the scandinavian and ger-
man languages posted in the appointment book was the notice to
the missionaries please do not speak unless in the language over
thirty minutes 49

after fast meeting was moved to the first sunday of the month
from the first thursday the schedule of visiting wards twice a month
was altered the city wards were still visited on the second and
fourth sunday but the country wards were visited only on the third
sunday this eliminated some traveling which was regularly done
by railroad trains on which the home missionaries received half
fare reductions after the division of the salt lake stake from
1901 to 1905 the home missionaries continued twice a month visit-
ing on the second and fourth sunday 50

the home missionaries in the salt lake stake were not only per-
petuatedpetua ted as a group but also honored by special seating at taber-
nacle meetings where seats to the right of the stand were reserved
for them presented as business at the I11 april 1902 missionary meet

ibid 13 january 1882 p 785 SLS high council minutes 1882871882 87 21 july
1882 p 61 church archives SLS high council minutes 1878821878 82 16 july 1880
pp529529
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ing was the proposition that the home missionaries teach members
to sustain themselves and thus reduce the welfare support being
given by the church As part of their regular speaking routine
home missionaries suggested that as many as possible of the people
dependent upon the church for their support sustain themselves 51

in 1904 a major change in missionary work occurred in the salt
lake stake when nephi L morris the stake president announced
at the 18 september 1904 stake conference that the missionary work
previously performed under the direction of the young men s

mutual improvement association was to become the responsibility
of the elders quorumsquorums this started a flurry of local missionary
work for the winter of 1904051904 05 the home missionaries were still
organized and preached on sundays but new elders were called as
local missionaries to visit personally with both members and non
members

the elders quorum presidents and the bishops of the salt lake
stake submitted lists of elders to the high council for consideration
from those recommended the high council approved thirty seven
elders for the work eventually thirty nine elders accepted the call as
local missionaries this was a dedicated and well organized pro-
gram to visit the population residing within the boundaries of the
salt lake stake record and report books were printed and mis-
sionary tracts were purchased by the elders quorums of the stake
the local missionaries worked in four districts with two or three
wards comprising each district they were regularly employed in
various jobs and worked as missionaries on their own time traveling
in pairs within the district assigned to them by the missionary com-
mittee of the high council the home missionaries reported from
their november visits that the local missionary work was underway
in each of the wards 3252

the work of the local missionaries was to visit the homes of all
members of the church and to hold cottage meetings for members
and nonmembersnonmembers their purpose being to preach the basic principles
of the gospel of christ and bring about conversions and a renewed
dedication the local missionaries also spoke in regular meetings
of the wards and called door to door throughout the stake A young
high councilor joseph fielding smith jr reported that in the first
month of work the local missionaries visited 176 families of church

SLS historical record 189919041899 1904 april 1902 p 100 church archives
SLS2sls historical record 1904 18 september 1904 p 86 12 october 1904 ppap
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members 5737 families of nonmembersmembersnon held 200 gospel conversations
with church members 43 gospel conversations with nonmembersnonmembers
73 prayers with families of members 5 prayers with families of
nonmembersnonmembers and held 11 cottage meetings 553

the local missionaries home missionaries high council and
stake presidency met jointly inin a regular monthly meeting from dec-
ember 1904 to april 1905 to discuss the total missionary work of
the stake the local missionaries were making impressive accom-
plishmentsplishments and the high council not only visited the local sacrament
meetings as home missionaries but also visited the local priesthood
quorumsquorums the attendance of the home missionaries at the monthly
meeting declined rapidly as they felt others assuming their respon-
sibilitiessibili ties by contrast the activity and attendance of the local mis-
sionariessionaries was high and a spirit of dedication surrounded their
labors elder willard H farnesfames president of the second missionary
district expressed the urgency of the local missionary work by ex-
horting all to throw their energies into works of righteousness be-
cause if they did not abide with christ touching the hembernhern of his gar-
ment they might find themselves like peter sitting at the fire-
place with the enemies of the master 54

cottage meetings were a source of rivalry between the local
missionaries and the acting teachers who were elders called to act
as teachers an attempt to healbeatbeaiheat the rivalry created a change of focus
for the local missionaries they had started with a general mission-
ary approach to all after the acting teachers and the local mis-
sionariessionaries found that they were both attempting to hold cottage
meetings the local missionaries were asassignedsloped to build the aaronic
priesthood offices and lessen the load of the acting teachers 55

on 2 may 1905 the local missionaries were released from their
assignments and their work was celebrated by a reception hosted by
the stake presidency these missionaries had been very enthusiastic
and successful while the home missionaries had missed appoint-
ments and the acting teachers were not able to generate the drive
that had surrounded the work of the local missionaries following
the experience of a successful year of local missionary work the
call of local missionaries was repeated again in the fall of 1905
with the more focused assignment to work in behalf of the causes
of the aaronic priesthood quorums in the wards 56

ibid 18 december 1904 p 129
ibid 2 december 1904 p 122
SLS historical record 1905 22 february 1905 p 21 church archives
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home missionaries continued to preach visit attend the monthly
meeting and be sustained in stake conference after the temporary
program of local missionaries was discontinued however home
missionary work was no longer characterized by a strong spirit of
dedication by the fall of 1907 thirty eight home missionaries were
sustained but only fifteen were present at the 21 october 1907
meeting this apparently was the last separate monthly home mis-
sionary meeting held on the salt lake stake home missionary as-
signmentssignments were still made and the missionaries continued to work
under the complete direction of the high council an attempt was
made to change the nature of the home missionary group by adding
the recently returned foreign missionaries to the list of home mis-
sionariessionaries in 1912 57

in the stake conference of 10 march 1912 a dramatic shift of
home missionary work occurred inin the salt lake stake when all the
home missionaries were released following the example of other
stakes the salt lake stake placed the entire missionary emphasis
under the seventies missionary work approved by the first council
of seventy was aimed at two groups of people within the stake
the first group consisted of nonmembersmembersnon many of whom had vague
or wrong ideas about the mormon church the second included
nominal adherents of the church who neglected their religious duties
the six quorums of seventy in the stake were assigned missionary
conferences with the same boundaries as their quorum boundaries
thus the salt lake stake mission was first organized in march 1912
the presidency of the mission was composed of six presidents of
seventy one from each quorum and the presidency of the stake 58

the duties of the stake missionaries or seventies included making
visitsdistributingvisits distributing tracts loaning religious books holding gospel
conversations and baptizing converts they also addressed the
saints in sacrament meeting sometimes as companions to visiting
members of the high council the stake missionary program under
the direction of the seventies became a regular feature of the stake
organization with a permanent role of visiting the people in their
homes 59

seventies were relieved of the duty of speaking in sacrament
meetings after about a year of serving in that capacity new mis-
sionariession aries were chosen in july 1913 by the high council twenty nine
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elders were called many being recently returned missionaries to
serve as companions to members of the high council in speaking to
the saints these home missionaries lacked the autonomy common
to the first stake called home missionaries of the 1870s recently
returned missionaries were occasionally added to the home mission-
ary list and the missionaries were assigned topics such as tithing boy
scout work or civic beautification church causes on occasion en-
listed these home missionaries inin supportive recruiting roles such
as the 1919 membership drive for 100000 members of the MIA 60

home missionaries continued to be companions to members of
the high council until after 1920 during this period many notices
were made in minutes of the meetings stating that the home mis-
sionariessionaries were performing in an uninterested and unsatisfactory
manner bishops and bishops counselors were assigned to accom-
pany the high council on their preaching visits inin order to give the
bishopricsbishoprickbishoprics a wider experience inin how meetings were being con-
ducted inin other wards of the stake in an attempt to find something
more meaningful for them to do home missionaries were sent
to preach to the ward meetings without high council members for
a period of time before 1925 when it was again decided to have
high councilorscouncillorscounci lors speak with a home missionary companion 01

in contrast to the method of using home missionaries in the
salt lake stake the cache stake at logan utah structured the
role of home missionaries inin different ways after 1871 home mis-
sionariessionaries were called from the high council at logan visits and
two day meetings were held in many wards in the early 1870s in
november 1876 about twenty six missionaries were organized in
logan to preach to the surrounding wards during that winter
later after may 1877 when the cache stake was reorganized and
moses thatcher was sustained as stake president these men were
called to variousvarious leadership positions other home missionaries
were called in cache stake who continued the active tradition of
preaching and personal visiting they were assigned to ward meet-
ings and also spoke at the sunday afternoon tabernacle meetings
in logan gag2
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Cchristianhristian J larsen served as a home missionary in cache and
box elder counties during the late 1860s he also had missionary
duties during the 1870s as a high councilor both with the english
speaking mormonscormons and the scandinavian saints in 1877 he was re-
leased from the high council to become a counselor to bishop mel-
vin J ballard but was not released from his duties as a home mis-
sionarysionary during 1880 elder larsen filled a three month full time
home mission throughout cache stake where he and his companion
visited from house to house and preached in public meetings he
reported at the january 1881 stake conference that inin this missionary
labor he had traveled 500 miles held 143 meetings administered
to 73 sick persons and listened to the testimony of 313 latter day
saints bearing witness to the truth 26316363

home missionaries were called for a definite term of missionary
work in the cache stake as regular procedure six months was the
most common term and missionaries were assigned to work in one
ward for the period of their call this resulted in the same two or
three missionaries speaking in the local ward for the six month
duration of the call the high councilorscouncillorscounci lors did not make regular
visits and preaching tours to the local wards but did do home mis-
sionary service when separately sustained as home missionaries
therefore during the 1880s some periods of time elapsed when the
local wards were left to develop their own preaching programs with-
out missionaries from the stake 04

the home missionaries were instructed in the cache stake to
attend the sunday schools in the wards they visited and use every
opportunity to talk and encourage the young in private 03 the usual
quality of their sermons may be judged from the following instruc-
tion to take time to improve themselves as they may talk intelli-
gently 60 the reports of the home missionary labors in the cache
stake during the months from december 18951893 to march 1896 indi-
cate that the group of missionaries visited 3023 families held 55
meetings visited 22 sunday schools visited 41 outsiders and were
turned away from 10 houses by 1904 the home missionaries were
serving for six month periods on a rotating schedule of preaching in
sacrament meetings and visiting sunday schools 61
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in january 1907 the high council became involved with a dif-
ferent version of missionary work among the saints the high coun
cilorscifors visited a ward and with the cooperation of the bishop called
several acting priests to hold cottage meetings with the members and
do visiting missionary work the measurement of success of this
program was the increased attendance at sacrament meetings which
ranged from nineteen percent to thirty five percent for december
1906 the acting priests missionary program was under the super-
vision of the bishops but was directed by members of the high
council 68

in october 1908 the stake presidency of the cache stake invited
the seventies of the area to perform some missionary work during
the fall and winter of 1908091908 09 their labors were preaching house
to house and holding meetings an action which was approved
by the high council and the bishops there began in that area a
missionary movement under the direction of the seventies which
grew into the stake missionary movement common to most stakes
of the church since that time however this stake mission included
holding meetings both with members and strangers while the
stake missionary work as currently constituted developed into a
system of work with nonmembersnonmembers only 699

conclusion
by the mid 1920s the home missionary visit which was the lead-

ing form of conversion and reformation in the 1870s had dissi-
pated to monthly high council visits to the saints in sacrament meet-
ing the term home missionary was at times applied to the visiting
companions of the high councilorscouncillorscounci lors and recently returned mission-
aries were at times called to work with the high councilorscouncillorscounci lors in preach-
ing to the wards 70 however inin many rural stakes the returned
missionaries soon left to attend school or seek employment in the
urban centers in these areas stake missionaries presidents of quor
umsams of seventy stake clerks and priesthood quorum leaders are still
enlisted into the preaching corps to tour the wards and bring the
good word to the saints many regular high council visits are sched-
uled on the second sunday of each month other stakes send high
council home missionaries on the third sunday

CS historical record 1904071904 07 5 january 1907 p 307 church archives
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missionary work has been a characteristic of mormonism since
the publication of the book of mormon during the 1830s and
1840s the missionaries frequently used the homes and hospitality of
church members in preaching the gospel message however direct
member involvement changed after the mormon group moved to
the mountain west no longer did missionaries bring unifying mes-
sages to church homes on their way to the mission field because
missionaries left the communities of utah local members became
isolated from church functions depending almost entirely on the
zeal and ability of local officers

isolation inactivity loss of communication and declining devo-
tion to religious duty were situations which needed reform thus
prompting the creation of the home missionary system As previously
mentioned the missionariesmissionaries I1 function was to travel preach reform
and repentance and to open communication between the leaders of
the church and individual members the missionaries travels
crossed organizational boundaries and broke down barriers of iso-
lation traveling missionaries directly contacted church members
with personal and religious messages thus bypassing less than
zealous or inept local officers the missionaries created a sense of
belonging to a larger group either stake or church wide exhorta-
tions to repent and increase religious devotion characterized each
missionary wave each successive home missionary effort met with
initial enthusiasm and success as needs for communication and
identity were met but often continued in form long after the pro-
gram had ceased to function effectively

As television church wide magazines and regional representa-
tives bring direction and exhortation directly totheto the church member-
ship the home missionary program becomes a rarely remembered
though significant part of our past
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A survey of pre 1830 historical sources

relating to the book of mormon

david A palmer

the book of mormon contains an interesting historical and reli-
gious record covering the period from before 2000 BC to 400 AD
internal reconstruction of book of mormon geography shows that
the specific events mentioned in the book probably took place in
those parts of mexico and guatemala known as mesoamerica1 it
was also in mesoamericaMesoamerica that many of the great ancient american
civilizations once flourished records were kept by the people of
those civilizations in addition to the book translated by joseph
smith and certain of the prophet s detractors claim that he had
access to those records and was familiar with the advanced state of
the native civilizations in central and south america as well as the
relics of the early inhabitants of western new york because of the
many books available on these topics12topics 122 further asserting that the
book of mormon is simply a fanciful rewriting of already available
material the question having been raised it is instructive to look
at what substantial authentic information on pre 400 AD meso
american history was available in western new york in 1829

one of the greatest early mexican historians was an indian
noble fernando de alva ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chltl he knew the indian legends
and had many painted books codices which served as a mnemonic
aid in preserving that oral tradition trained in spanish by catholic
priests and aided by the most reliable natives he could find he
attempted to compile the history of mexico from its beginnings to

david A palmer is a research engineer for amoco chemicals corporation
jesseesse N washburn and jesse A washburn an approach to the study of

book of mormon geography provoprovoprove utah new era publishing 1939 see also
more recent unpublished papers by john L sorenson and V garth norman which
give specific correlations of book of mormon geography

2halhaial hougey archaeology and the book of mormon concord calif pacific
publishing n d ppap 898 9

there are so many apparent correspondences between the early eras of this
history and the book of mormon account that an entire book has been devoted to
their documentation see milton R hunter and T S ferguson ancient america
and the book of mormon oakland calif kolobdolob book 1950
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the spanish conquest 3 copies of the original manuscripts were
available to early mexican historians the first publication how-
ever was lord kingsborough s very expensive 1831 london edition 4

As late as 1839 the book was still unavailable to american scholars
another more accessible edition has been published in spanish since
that time 5

SigSigisigusiguenzasigiienzasigdenzaienzadenzalenza y gongora 164517001645 1700 is practically a forgotten fig-
ure among mexican historians despite his great efforts to preserve
mexican history he spent a fortune collecting manuscripts and
ancient codices including those of ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chitl he wrote a great
deal of ancient mexican history including the preaching of the life
god quetzalcoatlquetzalc6atl when he died however his manuscripts were
lost by his heirs before being published 6 the historian mariano
veytia says at his death it seems as if a surprise attack upon his
papers had been sounded and everyone got possession of what he
could 177 A few years later no trace could be found of his quetzal
coati manuscript reportedly titled fenix del occidenteOcci dente

lorenzo boturiniBoturini benaduci 170217501702 1750 was an italian noble-
man who spent eight years in mexico his friendship with the in-
dians allowed him to gather a large collection of codices and other
materials but because he took up a public collection for a corona-
tion ceremony for the lady of guadalupe without permission of the
council of the indies the clerics impounded his museum and put
him in jail later he was put on a ship bound for spain and was
fortunate to arrive alive because the ship was captured by british
ppiratesfrates in about 1746 he was itgiven permission to publish but was
never given access to his own materials during the writing of the
book any references to the writings of ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chitl which had been
in his library had to come from memory his book has many errors
and has not attracted much attention it is quite rare now and ap-
parentlyparent ly has not been reprinted in spanish or translated into english 8

francisco javier clavijeroClavij ero 173117871731 1787 was the most successful
of the early mexican historians in terms of publication he was born
in veracruz mexico and as a catholic monk learned nahuatl

edward king viscount kingsborough antiquities of mexico london james
moyes 1831481831 48

alfredo chavero ed obras historicushistoricashist3ricasHisto ricas de don fernandofernanda de alva ixtlilx6chitlixtlilxochitl
mexico oficinaofficina de la secretarialsecretariaSecretaria de fomento 1891

irvingirvingliving A leonard don carioscarlocarloscatlos s de sisigiienzaSigifaenzafienzasienzafenzaienzarenza y gongora berkeley calif
university of california press 1929

mariano veytia historia antigua de mexico mexico juan ojeda 1836
Pp190pigo190igo

lorenzo boturiniBo turini benaduci idea de una nueva historia general de la america
septentrional madrid juan de zuniga 1746
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otomi and mixtecamixtecanMixteca the native mexican languages he had early
access to the library of sigiienzasigfienzaSigiSigfienzalenza y gongora so was well acquainted
with the manuscript of ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chitl he went to italy in 1767 and
did his writing in bologna his works were translated from spanish
for publication in italian and comprise the first comprehensive
history of mexico it has subsequently been printed in many edi-
tions of primary interest are the english editions these were
printed in london in 1887 in richmond virginia in 1806 and in
philadelphia in 1817 9 the book mentions an eclipse in 34 AD
but aside from that clavijeroClavij ero chose to ignore the period covered by
the book of mormon preferring instead to concentrate on descrip-
tions of flora fauna customs and later history even though he
had information on the early history available to him

one of the most important histories of mexico was written by
mariano veytia born in puebla mexico in 1720 he passed the
bar exam at the age of seventeen and was sent to spain where he
successfully settled some business matters in the king s courts
during his stay in spain he made fast friends with boturiniBo turini who
gave him considerable instruction in american history after serv-
ing as mayor ofofiaonofiaof ona for three years he decided to travel through
europe visiting royal courts in all these travels he spent time study-
ing ancient artifacts and history after his parents died he returned
to puebla and served as the primary confidant in america of the
king of spain by virtue of his personal prestige and influence he
had access to practically any manuscript on any subject available in
mexico his most important acquisition was the museum of boturiniBo turini
which contained the writings of ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chitl in manuscript form as
well as many codices old maps and other antiquities some of these
have been lost since that time although clavijeroClavijero and veytia wrote
at about the same time they apparently never met and unfortunately
were never able to compare notes

veytia chose in contrast to clavijeroClavij ero to give substantial empha-
sis to the earliest period of mexican history he relied heavily on
the manuscript of ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chitl correcting errors made by ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chitl
in converting aztec dates to their christian equivalents and used
many other primary sources some of which have since been lost or
destroyed some correspondences between the history of veytia and
the book of mormon include notice of a universal flood the sun
standing still for a full day calamities during thetimetheotimethe time of the jare

francisco javier clavijeroClavij ero ancient history of mexico philadelphia thomas
dobson 1817
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ditesaites a calendar change journeys across seas an eclipse great earth-
quakes in 34 AD and the appearance of a white bearded god
shortly thereafter after the death of veytia in 1788 his manuscript
was ignored for over thirty two years in 1820 a man named orteaga
decided to publish it but unnamed difficulties prevented his doing
so until 1836 10 it was not republished until 1944 11

returning for a moment to the time of the earliest historians
we should mention fray bernardino de sahagun 150015901500 1590
one of the truly great chroniclers of mexico his works are a monu-
ment to a lifetime devoted to study of the natives he was called to
teach he was born in spain studied at the university of sala-
manca and came to mexico in 1529 wherever he went he found
the most learned natives those who knew nahuatl spanish and
latin and worked with them on documentation of their history
culture and general ethnography often matching codices with oral
traditions two codices which were preserved in this way were the
codex matritenseMatritense and florentine codex

sahagun s work was reviewed by fellow priests but although
they considered it excellent they decided that it was contrary to the
vows of poverty for him to hire scribes to copy it notwithstanding
the fact that he was growing old and his hands shook so much he
couldncoulden t do it himself one of his superiors scattered portions of his
only copy around the province but a friend gathered them up and
returned them in about 1573 in 1575 a higher authority gave
sahagun the needed assistance and a copy was made but in 1578
an inquisitional body the council of the indies heard that sahagunsahag6nsahagan
had preserved idolatrous nahuatl traditions so they ordered him
to hand over all the copies of his booktobookwobook to be burned he apparent-
ly had a copy hidden however because in 1585 he reconstructed his
work after his death the manuscript lay hidden until its first pub-
licationli in spanish in 1830 12 the first english edition comprising
only four of the twelve books was published in 1932 13 the text of
the florentine codex has since been translated from the aztec di-
rectly into english 14

veytia historia antigua
mariano veytia historia antigua de mexico mexico D F editorial leyenda

SA 1944
bernardino de Sahaginsahagunhabin historia general de las cosas de nueva espana

bustamente ed mexico A valdes 1829301829 30
bernardino de sahagun A history of ancient mexico trans F R bandelier

nashville fisk university press 1932
bernardino de sahagunsahag6nsahagan general history of the things of new spain

florentine codex translated from the aztec into english by J 0 anderson and C E
dibble santa fe monographs of the school of american research 1952
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the spanish priest juan de torquemada 155716241557 1624 was one
of the few chroniclers to see his history printed a history which
merits our attention because it mentions over water crossings by
different groups of settlers torquemada s work was maligned
because it presented the unpopular view of indians as people of
culture rather than as savages thus it was practically ignored until
this century the first edition 15 published in 1615 suffered an
immediate scarcity when a ship carrying most of the copies sank
at the beginning of the eighteenth century only three copies could
be found in spain another copy has since been found in mexico
and I1 have examined a first edition copy in the newberry library
chicago there was a second edition published in madrid in 1723
which also became a very rare book 16 the only reprintingsreprint ings have
been in this century and it has never been published in english

alexander humboldt was a man of prestige and wealth who
traveled through mexico writing about the physical characteristics
of the countryside he made maps measured altitudes and compiled
ethnographic ddatadaiaata learning the ancient history was for him inci-
dental but he did describe the mexican pyramids at cholula in some
detail and did mention that some forms of theocratic government
were known in south america he was acquainted with the codices
because he saw the remnants of the boturiniBoturini collection his book
was published in english in new york in 1811 concerning the
history he says

the toultecs appeared first in the year 648 AD they intro-
duced the cultivation of maize and cotton they built cities made
roads and constructed those great pyramids which are yet admired
and of which the faces are very accurately laid out they knew the
use of hieroglyphic painting they could cast metals and cut the
hardest stones and they had a solar year more perfect than that of
the greeks and romans 17

this was the earliest history mentioned by humboldt but it
does not even begin until more than two centuries after book of
mormon history ends

the other significant aspect of humboldt s book is his reference
to quetzalcoatlquetzalc6atl the serpent god whom he dates to the period fol-
lowing the appearance of the toltecs mormon writers have linked
quetzalcoatlquetzalc6atl with jesus christ partly because of references in the

juan de torquemada monarquiaMonar quia indiana 53 vols madrid sevilla M clavijo
1615

juan de torquemada Monarmonarquemonarqumonarquiaquisquiaia indiana madrid rodriguez franco 1723
alexander von humboldt political essay on the kingdom of new spain

translated from the french by john black new york riley 1811 p 183
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book of mormon to the use of a serpent as a symbol for the savior
2 nephi 2520 helaman 81315813 15 if humboldt was correct in

placing quetzalcoatlquetzalc6atl late in mexican history then how can the book
of mormon references and even biblical viz numbers 2159215 9 and
john 314 connecting christ with serpent symbols be reconciled
modern research has shown that there were at least two historical
figures called quetzalcoatlquetzalc6atl and humboldt was referring to the one
who lived last 18

the visit of jesus christ to america is the central event in the
book of mormon however historical documents available prior
to 1830 did not speak of this visit at all had the lost work of
sigiienzaSigiienza y gongora or the writings of ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chitl been available
the situation would have been different even if joseph smith had
seen humboldt s book or quotations from it he would have had no
evidence of anything bearing on a visitation by christ nevertheless
it is interesting that modern research gives credence to that event

john L stephens who discovered the mayan ruins in 1839
lamented the dearth of written histories which were needed to under-
stand the cities he had uncovered he said

throughout the country the convents are rich in manuscripts and
documents written by the early fathers caciquesmaciquescaciques and indians who
very soon acquired the knowledge of spanish and the art of writing
these have never been examined with the slightest reference to the
subject and I1 cannot help thinking that some precious memorial is
now mouldering in the library of a neighboring convent which
would determine the history of some one of these ruined cities 19

what led to stephens frustration was the fact that all the afore-
mentioned studies were unavailable even to a man of his stature

the first was the life god whom archaeological evidence has shown to have
been worshippedworshipped since very ancient times in mesoamericaMesoamerica he was an historical
figure who transformed himself into a god by achieving perfection represented by
the serpent symbol in anthropomorphic representations he isis recognized by the cross
cut of a sea shell on his chest see cesarusarosar A saenz quetzalcoatlquetzalc6all mexico institute
nacional de antropologiaantropologfaAntrop ologia e historia 196211962 ppap 202820 28 which symbolized his
primary teaching that man must be spiritually reborn see david A palmer A
study of mesoamericanMesoamerican religious symbolism 5 E H A newsletter no 103
196711967

various priests who pretended adherence to the religion of quetzalcoatlquetzalc6atl called
themselves by his name the most famous of these was ce acatlacael Totopiltzintopfltzinpiltzin quetzal
coati bomborn in michatlauco mexico about 843 AD he learned the cult of the
feathered serpent and later became king priest of tula the toltec capital in the state
of hidalgo according to tradition he was later expelled because of moral turpitude

see laurette sejourne el universouniverse de quetzalcoatlquetzalc6atl mexico fondo de cultura
economicaecon6micaeconomicalEconomica 196211962 ppap 1501 50 it appears that he took his retinue to the yucatan
peninsula where he introduced many elements of toltec culture and religion there
the serpent was worshippedworshipped by the name of Kukulkukuikukulcancin

john L stephens incidents of travel in central america chiapas and yucatan
2 vols new york harper & bros 1841 2456
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furthermore mayan history came close to never being available as
a result of the burning of native records by the spanish priests
however after the inquisitorial spirit subsided there were a num-
ber of documents written by natives in their own languages in euro-
pean script which were discovered in later years none of these
was published prior to 1830 practically all of these documents are
of interest to book of mormon students because of references to
the creation to sacred globes liahona and to migrations across
the sea there is also an extensive treatment of religious customs

the poaulp6pul auhvuh was first published in spanish in 1857 and in
english in 1950 20 memorial de sololasolom and titolotztulotitulo de los Sesenoressefioresseneresfiores de

totonicapantotonicapinTotonicapincapan were published in 1885 and papel del origen de los
Seseneressenoressefioresfiores in 1950 21 there are also a number of the so called books of
chhlamchilam balam 2221 the first of which was published in 1882 the writ-
ings of gaspar antonio chi have only recently been translated and
published 23 and the works of the chronicler diego de landa 1524-
1579 were first published in french in 1864 and in english in
1937 24

although there were a number of romances and other less than
reliable books about the natives of north america available in the
pre 1830 united states north america appears to have no con-
nection with the area described in the book of mormon account
the only authoritative sources available on mesoamericaMesoamerica where
book of mormon history apparently evolved were clavijeroClavijero s

ancient history of mexico and humboldtsHumboldts political essay on the
kingdom of new spain neither deals significantly or at length
with the pre 400 AD period the year 1830 was a turning point in
mesoamericanMesoamerican scholarship however as it saw the publication of
the book of mormon in english and the works of sahagun in
spanish shortly thereafter veytia s historia antigua stephens
report of his explorations of mayan ruins and the writings of
ixtlilxochitlixtlilx6chitl were published

popolpapolpapoi puh the sacred book of the quiche maya trans delia goetz and
sylvanus morley from spanish translation by adrian recinos norman oklahoma
university of oklahoma press 1950

adrian recinos trans and ed memorial de sololasolohisoloai andiesanulet de los cakchiqueles
ditulotitulo de los Seseneressenoressefioresfiores de totonicapanTotoni capan mexico fondo de cultura economicaecon6micaeconomicalEconomica 1963

alfredo B vasquez and silvia rendon el librolibra de los libros de chhlamchilam balam
mexico fondo de cultura economicaecon6micaeconomicalEco nomica 1963

M wells jakeman trans the historical recollections of gasparcaspar antonio
chi provo utah brigham young university department of archaeology 1952

diego de landa yucatan before and after the conquest trans william gates
baltimore the maya society 1937
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the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

some fascinating sidelights to mormon history are often revealed
in correspondence between latter day saint leaders and prominent
non mormonscormons in this issue of the historians comercorner we present
two such sets of correspondence the first edited by dr ronald G
watt of the church historical department concerns lyman wight
a former apostle who led a colony to texas after the death of
joseph smith 1 here we see wight s attitude toward the utah
church perhaps gaining some insight into reasons for it as well
as wilford woodruff s very powerful defense of the church

while preparing a history of mormon indian relations dr larry
C coates of ricks college discovered some interesting corres-
pondencepondence between brigham young and the famous american artist
george catlin catlin is especially well known for his sympathetic
and accurate treatment of american indian culture and his unusual
proposal to brigham young reflects his deep concern for the future
of the indian people it also reflects at least one very interesting
public image the mormonscormons had achieved

A DIALOGUE BETWEEN WILFORD WOODRUFF
AND LYMAN WIGHT

ronald G watt
on 1 july 1857 wilford woodruff apostle and assistant church

historian wrote to lyman wight a former apostle who had gone
to texas shortly after joseph smith was killed taking with him
about 150 mormonscormons who had been working in the timber country
of wisconsin this letter started a fascinating exchange between
wight and woodruff

for a fine treatment of the wight colony see davis bitton mormonscormonsMormons in
texas the ill fated lyman wight colony 184418581844 1858 arizona and the west
2 spring 19695261969526
ronald G watt is supervisor of the archives search room at the church historical
department
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woodruff was writing the history of the twelve apostles and
found he did not have enough material on wight to do justice
to it without your assistance he informed wight that he and
his family were all well and that it was generally a time of peace
for the mormonscormonsMormons he also informed him that parley P pratt had
been killed in arkansas and that thomas B marsh another former
apostle was returning to the church

I1 wish brother wight you could come and pay us a visit we will all
be glad to see you we have built up a beautiful city in the valley
of the mountains our census makes us about 80000 souls and inin-
creasing fast mormonism is as great a trouble to the world as ever
all the twelve are now in this country except 0 pratt E T ben-
son erastus snow and john taylor who are abroad amasa lyman
and C C rich arrived a short time ago from san Bemardino and
geo A smith from washington

he also reminisced mormonism is as good to me to day as it
was when I1 was with you in the old log cabin in clay county and
milking the cows for sister wight and making brick for col arthur s

house 1

wight received the letter about a month and a half later he
sent woodruff a history of his life and also raised the question as
to why the apostles had cut him off from the church

I1 received your favor on the 12th instdinst dated july ist 1857 you may
be assured it was well received it being the first I1 have received from
any of the twelve for the last 12 years I1 had come to the conclu-
sion that they had become so far advanced in the order of the king-
dom and become so popular inin temtemperaperal things that they had entirely
forgotten that such an uncouth old plough goger gouger or codger
as lyman wight had an existanceistanceexistenceex on the face of the earth but I1 yet
live and am bold to say that of the doctrine of joseph smith the
angel of the seventh dispensation there isis not a firmer believer or
defender on the face of the earth and hold every ordination given
me as sacred as I1 did the day they ware given and if the death of
br joseph gave one of the twelve a supremacy over the others I1 have it
yet to learn did brigham young have any authority at joseph death
more than he received from br joseph if you answer no I1 ask
whence did he receivereceive authority to disanuldisannul revelations given by
br joseph see book of doctrine & covenants p 396 par 7thath con-
cerning building the nauvoo house and by careful examination you
will find that I1 have a revelation given to me which is not to end
while I1 live on the earth and no man on the earth has a right to
take that mission from me being given of god the highest of all

wilfordilford woodruff to lyman wight 1 july 1857 historical department
letterbooksLetterbooks church archives
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yet I1 did consider it my duty to counsel with the twelve and the
fifties council of fifty had not circumstances ordered it otherwise
the mission I1 am now on br willford I1 received of the prophet of
god and it was well known by the twelve at that tine that joseph
was striving very hard to come to this very place with 250000 men
he therefore requested me to come and establish a church in this
region and such mission was even talked of while in jail where I1 had
the advantage of six months teaching and received many things that
is yet unknown to the church never having refused to obey the
prophet I1 startededstarteded in all good faith had but just got out of hearing
before I1 was accused from the stand by who would be big of begingbebing
the mission of br joseph who to passify me gave his consent and
that I1 run away from nauvoo to get rid of fighting and that he
could chase me all over nauvoo with a plug of tobacco I1 acknowl-
edge I1 am afraid of tobacco but should have no fear of the person
for I1 believe he was too lazy to have chased me all over nauvoo
he pitched into me largely on many occationsoccasions but I1 care very little
about the whole I1 did not so much wonder at this having been with
him for four weeks after the death of br joseph and I1 do not re
colece of hearing him use the pronoun we when speaking of the
twelve for the first time but got the pronoun I1 so completlycomplexly to per-
fection that I1 considered myself out all together I1 soon learnt that
I1 was cut off from the church but never learnt what it was for after
lerningberning this I1 found I1 had no where to go but to my beloved br
joseph and to the saviour with the former I1 have had many com-
munications face to face without a dimming vail between and re-
ceived many good instructions this has been to me fully satisfactory
and as I1 am a little timid about meeting men with such dangerous
weponsdepons I1 have kept one steady course doing what I1 considered my
duty according to my ordinations

after this wight wrote his life history returning in a post
scripttoscriptto his original argument

one or two questions more and I1 am done was it necessary that br
joseph should be of the lineage of joseph who was sold into egypt
in order to receive the melchezedek priesthood and rule over the
church it is necessary that the same priesthood should be handed
by lineage from father to son can the priesthood be transfered to
the lineage of judah Is it necessary that the lineage of that priest-
hood should be kept up through all ages of the world to carry out
the purposes of god can you tell me why I1 was cut off from the
church and such men as orson hide W W phelps T B marsh
received in have they ever asked joseph smith hyrum smith sid-
ney rigdon or myself to forgive them for writing letters to the gov-
ernor and swearing againsagainst us with a view of swearing away our lives
W W phelps said under oath that he was baptized to save his
property one of josephs prophesies in jail was if he was taken
away brigham young reynolds cahoon and others would cut me
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off from the church whether they had any accusation against me or
not which I1 have lived toto see fulfilled 2

although wight s letter was dated 24 august 1857 it did not
reach elder woodruff until june of the following year having
been delayed by the approach of johnston s army and woodruff s

subsequent move to provo following is woodruff s eloquent and
convincing reply to wight s charges against the authority of the
twelve

provo utah co utah territory
june 30 1858

brother lyman wight
your letter dated mountain valley aug 4 57 has just arrived it

has been detained from us by the army of the united states and it
has very fortunately survived the almost universal destruction of all
our mail matter we regret that we could not have received your his-
tory in season for publication a sketch which had been prepared you
will see in the deseret news which is now published at fillmore
100 miles from this city

the brief sketch of the history of the twelve had been forwarded
to the printers they are only intended as a synopsis leaving each of
them the opportunity to publish the same in full at their leisure

your letter has been read to george A smith amasa lyman
charles C rich and your two nephews stephen and ephraim wight
who are all present while I1 am writing this

we have ever entertained the warmest feelings for you personally
and regret exceedingly that your course has led you from our midst
instead of building up ourselves we have labored as one man to
build up the kingdom of god you complain that pres young used
the pronoun I1 too much to suit you he was the president of the
twelve and the quorum backed him up and sustained him you
claiming more authority than the eleven went your own way we
regret the result exceedingly it was your duty not only to council
with the twelve but to take their counsel

you refer to the revelation which says it is my will that my ser-
vant lyman wight shall continue in preaching for zion in the spirit
of meekness &cac the spirit of meekness was the condition of the
promise 1 I will receive him unto myself which appears to us to be
evidently wanting when you declared inin nauvoo that you would not
turn your hand over to be one of the twelve and it seems to us im-
possible that you should forget the caution of the lord in the book of
covenants in june 1831 let my servant lyman wight beware for
satan desirethdes ireth to sift him as shaft brother lyman we ask you to
think for a moment of the great promises made to men in the revela-
tion of jan 1841 who have fallen or who have apostatized and re

wight to woodruff 24 august 1857 woodruff collection church archives
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member that all those promises are upon conditions we will name
bennet the lord promised to crown him with glory if he continued
also george miller is declared without guile did he continue
william law you remember had great blessings in the same revela-
tion and the conditions of them all that he continue to observe the
counsels of the presidency when joseph was taken away the
priesthood continued with the quorum of the twelve with the
fulnessfalness of the authority of the priesthood and when you turned
your heels against it satan had you in his sieve and like chaff you
were blown away come back again brother lyman and dwell in
zion and resume your duty enjoined upon you by the lord and
preach for zion in meekness and listen to the councils of the presi-
dency the church and cease to arrogate to yourself authority over
your brethren brigham young ordained you to the apostleship he
was the president of the quorum and every member of that quorum
whom satan did not blow away as chaff have stood with and by
him and faced every storm with him as you would have done if
the light of the spirit had been with you but he that gatherethgathereth
not with us scatterethscattereth abroad

pres young by his persevering industry untiring energy and un-
exampled faithfulness has been enabled to gather the saints into the
mountains to the very place that joseph hadbad organized a company
to explore sent the elders to almost every nation translated the
book of mormon and the revelations into many languages and
published them to the four quarters of the earth and been enabled
to defend the saints from the unconstitutional aggressions of our
chief magistrate the god of heaven hath done this that his servant
brigham and his faithful brethren who have stood by him while
those who led away factions have wasted & are forgotten many
from your state and even one of your own posterity have found
their way to zion

you complain that orson hyde W W phelps and T B marsh
have been received into the church hyde and phelps were received
and endowed by joseph smith and we have yet to learn that even
you objected to it in his life time marsh lived upon husks for more
than a score of years and finally wandered a miserable object of

pity poor naked destitute and disconsolate and appeared before a
congregation of 8000 saints and humbly asked them to forgive him
and let him at least dwell in our midst they did forgive him and
permitted him to be baptized and he remains a member a living
palsied limping spectacle of the fruits of apostacyapostasyapo stacy had you have been
in the midst of zion he would have asked you as he did all the
saints to forgive him

you remind us that in jackson co in zion s camp and in cald-
well you were called upon to lead the armies of israel when they
were surrounded by their enemiesenemies the hosts of hell the reason
you was called upon was you was at your post then you was there
in the midst of israel valiant in the testimony of jesus and the de-
fence of israel but when the tremendous power of one great man
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james buchanan goaded on by the clamor of the people was hurling
his legions upon the children of zion to crush from the earth the
priesthood and when the nerve of every faint hearted member trem-
bled to the center and the bloody war cry was reiterated from every
corner of christendom wipe out mormonism where was its old
defender was he in the midst of the trouble was he the foremost
to defend the innocent to lift the standard of zion to face the
monster fearless and determined to encourage the saints in the
dread encounter or was he reclining at his ease in the sunny plains
of the far famed elysium of bliss texas writing to me and my
brethren the twelve as if inin bitter irony 1I thought you was too
popular to think of an old codger like me

you was cut off from the church in the latter part of 1848 the
subject was brought up on the receipt of a pamphlet which you pub-
lished against the authorities of the church

brother lyman come home to zion mingle in our midst confess
and forsake your sins and do right as we all men have to do in
order to enjoy the favor of god and the gift of the holy ghost and
have fellowship with the saints then and not till then will your
path be lit up so that you can walk in safety and be filled with the
power of god and the fire of zion burn inin your bosom until that
time you will not be in a situation to build up zion or defend her
interests we all feel interested in your welfare you have no enemies
here the longer you stay away from us the more alienated your
feelings become the lord dwells in zion his spirit and power is in
our midst he had delivered us and given us the victory up to the
present day and we acknowledge his hand in all these things

brothers geo smith amasa lyman C C rich and your neph-
ews ephraim and stephen wight all wish to be remrememberedemberedumbered to you
with the best of feelings we all respect you for your gallant course
in defending your brethren against their persecutors in times past
and trust that the day is not far distant when we may again see you
a humble man with your brethren in zion building up the kingdom
of god

we shall be pleased to receive a letter from you at any time

yours truly
W Woodruff 3

lyman wight died on 31 march 1858 and never received wil-
ford woodruff s letter in september 0 L wight lyman wight s

son wrote to elder woodruff informing him of the death of his
father woodruff received the letter the following april 4

woodruff to wight 30 june 1858 historical department letterbooksLetterbooks church
archives

journal of wilford woodruff 4 april 1859 church archives
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GEORGE CATLIN BRIGHAM YOUNG AND
THE PLAINS INDIANS

larry C coates

during his lifetime brigham young received a number of let-
ters from prominent people on such topics as mining colonizing
religion polygamy and indians one of his most famous corres-
pondentspondents was george catlin the areatgreatreat american artist naturalist
and author who on 8 may 1870 wrote an impassioned plea to the
mormon prophet asking him to forge the saints into a fighting force
to protect the plains indians from extinction by the government
catlin s letter was motivated by newspaper accounts of the military
campaigns waged against the indians he was infuriated by re-
ports that civil war generals george crook philip sheridan and
george armstrong custer were slaughtering the plains indians and
confining survivors to small reservations to protect telegraph lines
railroads and wagon routes to mining camps from indian depreda-
tions feeling great compassion for his many indian friends who
had modeled for him while he painted them in their native dress
catlin sent military authorities a circular aimed at convincing them
that the government s indian policies were wrong and inhuman
it was at this time that catlin wrote to brigham young suggesting
that he join forces with the indians to repel federal troops from
their tribal domain

president young was sympathetic to catlin s concern for the in-
dians and agreed that government policies were misguided in
his reply to catlin young predicted that our country must answer
for their bad faith broken treaties and great crimes in indian mat-
ters but the mormon prophet rejected catlin s suggestion that the
mormonscormons form military alliances with the indians instead young
restated a philosophy that had guided his relations with the indians
for some thirty years when he told catlin

we have found it cheaper to feed than to fight them at the
same time we do not believe in descending to their degraded level to
do them good but to raise them to be industrious orderly honest
and peaceful thus we shall gain their love and by keeping our
word with them hold their respect

the letters that follow are verbatim copies of the correspondence
exchanged between george catlin and brigham young 1

larry C coates is professor of history at ricks college
bothoth letters are located in the brigham young papers church archives
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may 8 1870
to brigham young

president latter day saints
great salt lake city

sir

the long life which I1 have devoted to visiting the various tribes
of north american indians with the view to perpetuate their looks
and customs has rendered me cognizant of most of their habits &
also of their misfortunes growing out of the encroachmentsencroach ments of civili-
zation with its deceptions its vices diseases bayonets and babies
and through recent events & events that are being clearly fore
shadowed I1 have a clairvoyance that dates from the recent horrible
& disgraceful massacres pointing to the contemplated destiny of
your institutions and which as a lover of liberty in religion as in
all other human affairs I1 feel it my duty to disclose to you

in general sheridanssheridanoSheridans recent letter which you no doubt have seen
and in which he says he has command over more than 5000 miles
of indian frontiers he justifies his assasinationassassination of the piegan
indians and proclaims that the indians are fiends and that all the
tribes must be removed by military force into the reservations
which are the indians last ditch and that by the troops they must be
held there to be tangible to civilization

by this heartless proclamation and the cruelty of the piegan affair
it is easy to see that his object is to excite the indians to a general
war on the whole indian frontiers authorizing him to call for a vast
army of soldiers and after the complete extermination or expul-
sion of the indian tribes with his troops in the country on all sides
and practisedpracticed in butcheriesbutcheries to concentrate his forces on the peacablepeaceablepeacable
and succesfulsuccessfulsuccesful institutions which god has helped you to build up
in the wilderness

I1 was at the salt lake when your temple was building at nau-
voo and I1 was an eye witness to some parts of your shameful perse
cutionscautions in missori I1 have admired the perseverance and the indus-
try of your people and god who has supported you in your weak-
ness and in your tribulations will not desert you in your strength and
your greatness

your people have been the friends of the poor indians who have
now no other efficient friends on the earth you will easily see
that their extermination is resolved upon and I1 see not only in con-
jecture but know from more reliable sources that the destiny of
your institutions is resolved on to follow that of the indian tribes

the example which your people have shown to the world of civil-
izing the indians around you is an honour to your religion and
amongst the indian tribes will have its good effects in drawing the
indian tribes around you in a grand fraternity which I1 am here to
suggest for their civilization and your mutual protection against
the invading military forces which are entering the great far west
on every side and which are now marching on you both

the state that the poor indians are now in in all directions
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driven from their hunting grounds and the graves of their parents
and children and being butchered indiscriminately by the monster
who wields the army of the great west is so alarming & so terri-
fying to those defenceless people that the hand of friendship of
brotherhood extended by the mormonscormonsMormons would be grasped by them
all and a compact could be formed around you furnishing some 30
or 40000 efficient and ready warriors and taking the field and
holding it together for a common defence would do more for
the civilization and fraternization of those dying races than all the
missionary teaching of the world could do and in my opinion
that method and none other will save your own institutions and
the poor indians from the exterminating storm the electricity for
which is gathering around and preparing to burst upon you

I1 have visited nearly every tribe and remnant of tribes now exist-
ing in north america & gathered not the people but their looks
and customs in a compact which fabressabres and revolvers cannot anni-
hilate I1 have made more than 1200 paintings in oil containing 600
portraits from the life & more than 20.00020000 full length figures in
action in their various games religious ceremonies and other cus-
toms and if I1 were a younger man I1 would go again to those tribes
as your emissary & show them that their deliverance from robbing
and death was at hand I1 would go to the cherokees of 18.00018000
the choctaws of 21.00021000 the creeks of 16.00016000 already civilized
and agricultural who have been several times removed and who
told me their next move will be into the rocky mountains

I1 would go to my friends the apacheesApachees who when brought to-
gether can muster 8000 cavalry and who cannot be removed to
the south as they are on the borders of mexico I1 would go to the
blackfoot the crow the sioux the pawnee and to all the rem-
nants of tribes partially civilized and thrown out and still being
kicked out on the borders of civilization

the american indians all have the elements for civilization with-
in them which require but a confidence in white man s honour
and real friendship with consolidation for their protection and the
requisite time for its accomplishment they are intelligent and can
easily be made to see the security of fraternization and concentration
and the danger and certain death of dispersion and they want but
such a compact based on a civilized community with an unity of
interest ready to arm and fight by their sides if necessary rather
than against them like all the civilized people with whom they have
previously come in contact

you have been the first pioneers of the great west and you
occupy its very centre you have nobly shown to the world what in-
dustry & perseverance independant of political strife are able to
accomplish and by your sympathies for and kindness to the poor
indians around you and your successful efforts to civilize them you
have gained a confidence in the minds of those people even the
nimblest tribes as I1 have learned in my conversations with
them as well as conviction in the minds of the people of the old
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and the new world and in the sudden alliance which I1 have sug-
gested I1 can see a chance and the only chance for the salva-
tion and civilization of the indian tribes and the existence and
future growth of your own institutions inin your plesentpresent position
& in the accomplishment of a work so noble and a fortress so
strong I1 believe you will have the applause of the whole world
and with it the hand of god to protect you

with high respect and a profound anxiety for the welfare of
yourself and people

I1 remain truly yours &cac
geo catlin

8 rue de brabant a bruxelles
belgiqueBelgique 8thath may 1870

salt lake city utah ter
27 june 1870

geo catlin esq
8 rue de brabant

a bruxelles belgiqueBelgique

dear sir
your favor of 8thath uit has reached me safely and been

perused with great interest and pleasure I1 sincerely thank you for
the good feelings therein expressed to the people of utah and the
native tribes and should have answered it at an earlier date had I1 not
been absent from salt lake city visiting our citizens in northern
utah and southern idaho amongst whom I1 have passed the last
three weeks

I1 am well aware of the truth of the declarations made in your
letter with regard to the treatment of the poor indians and our-
selves I1 am also satisfied that the red men of the forest are begin-
ning to learn that we are their friends and are seeking their good
we have proved in our intercourse with them that there are as
fine men amongst the native tribes possessing as noble and generous
natures and feelings as amongst any people on the face of the earth
still there are bad men amongst the indians as amongst all other
people made so no doubt by contact with worse white men whose
ways and habits they have not been slow to follow but we make
the best we can of them and teach them to be better we have
indeed at times been considerably annoyed by the vagrant habits
and degraded course of these sons of the forest and desert but still
we bear with them and think that they will become better by and
bye and we have not been forward to condemn nor hasty and vin-
dictive in scourging them in the wontonnesswantonnesswontonness of our supposed
strength for their real or supposed crimes as has been too often the
case with our neighbors inin the surrounding states and territories

notwithstanding the efforts of the military commanders and
their subordinates who in response to the clamor of the border set
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tiersders and political demigoguesdemagoguesdemigogues of the great west who make the
extermination of the indian one of their watch cries I1 have no idea
that they will succeed in their bloodthirsty and iniquitous designs
the great spirit has a future for the red men and that not in their
grave I1 as sincerely believe as the indians do themselves but how
much they may suffer or how much they may be despoiled and
wasted before the tide of his providence turns fully in their favor
is not for me to say but I1 do know and that in sorrow that our
country must answer for their bad faith broken treaties and great
crimes inin indian matters that they have perpetrated inin the name of
christianity civilization and progress which in this case means the
inordinate lust of reckless and unprincipled men for riches and power

whilst on my late trip I1 visited a camp of about eighteen hun-
dred indians principally utes yampa utes snakes and bannocksBannocks who
had assembled in the vicinity of our settlements in bear lake valley
to hold council according to their usual annual custom most of their
big chiefs were there and they had brought their squawssquads and papoosespapo oses
with them and quite a flock of goats and a large band of horses
whilst I1 was at their camp the squawssquads for the amusement of myself
and company went through a characteristic dance and montonousmonotonousmontonous
chant whilst the braves played on a sort of tamborine the people
living in the neighborhood told me they had had no trouble with
them that they had been peacablepeaceablepeacable and friendly and had not inter-
fered with the stock or property of the settlers

the course of the people of utah have persuedpursued towards the indians
can be recommended not only on the score of humanity but of econo-
my we have found it cheaper to feed than to fightfight them at
the same time we do not believe inin descending to their degraded level
to do them good but to raise them up to our standard and little by
little teach them to be industrious orderly honest and peacablepeaceablepeacable
thus we shall gain their love and by keeping our word with them
hold their respect by this means we hope with the help of the
lord to accomplish much good for the original owners of the soil of
this continent again thanking you for the many kind expressions
of regard and sympathy which your letter breathes I1 remain

very respectfully yours
brigham young
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book reviews

ARRINGTON LEONARD J david eccles pioneer western in-
dustrialistdus trialist logan utah utah state university 1975 illus ap-
pendixespendixes bibliobibbiobiblio and index 294 ppap 7957.95795

reviewed by lee scamehorn professor of bihistorystory university of colo-
rado

leonard J arringtonarlington s biography of david eccles is the first
book length study of the pioneer western businessman who became
utah s first multimillionaire inindustrialistdustriaustrialisails t financier eighteen chapters
focus on eccles youth marriages family activities religious ex-
periencesperiences and death some attention is also given to the reasons
for eccles extraordinary success as a stimulator of economic enter-
prise and as an accumulator of wealth his estate appraised in
1913 amounted to nearly 7 million

david eccles business career began with a partnership that
owned and operated a small sawmill in the monte cristo mountains
and a retail outlet in ogden he bought out his associates in 1881
and immediately expanded operations in utah and idaho six years
later he extended his activities into oregon erecting several small
plants that were combined in 1887 as the mammoth oregon lumber
company railroads were corollary ventures transportation being
a prerequisite for commercial development of large timber tracts
in a three state region

sugar beets gained eccles attention in 1890 when he contributed
to the mormon church s effort to open a factory at lehi the
success of the utah sugar company prompted eccles to organize
similar plants as community projects in ogden and logan another
facility was established at lagrande oregon all three firms were
consolidated in 1902 as the amalgamated sugar company in
which the american sugar company and H A havemayerhavemeyerHavemayer owned
controlling interest however eccles remained the manager he
also joined jesse knight and E P ellison in erecting a sugar factory
in canada eccles was the prime mover behind the plant opened
in lewiston utah and in 1912 relocated the lagrande factory
which had suffered perennially from an inadequate volume of
beets to burley idaho
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in the midst of the depression that followed the panic of 1893
eccles assumed control of the corey brothers construction company
in order to save it from insolvency that firm was subsequently
reorganized as the utah construction company in 1903 it won
a contract for building 700 miles of mainlinemain line track for the western
pacific railroadrailroad at the time of eccles death in 1912 the enterprise
was a leader in the heavy construction field with projects underway
throughout the united states and in many other parts of the world

by the early years of the twentieth century eccles was recogni-
zed as a highly successful capitalist his wide ranging investments
included in addition to lumbering railroad sugar and construction
enterprises food processors banks an insurance company land
schemes livestock projects coal mining ventures electric light
plants retail stores and the grand opera house in ogden hardly
an industry arrington observes could be found which did not
at one time or another interest david eccles p 117 his acti-
vities touched nearly every type of commerce or production

although arrington s volume is subtitled pioneer western
industrialist his emphasis is on eccles as an enterprising youth
husband father family man and devout mormon business in-
tereststerests particularly what must have been strenuous efforts to create
and control a far flung industrial and financial empire receive
relatively little attention indeed most of the information about
eccles numerous enterprises what they were why they were or-
ganizedganized how they grew and functions they performed is found
in the appendixes this lack of integration is a serious shortcoming
of the book for it deprives the reader of an understanding of the
interactions between eccles private and public lives his roles as
a mormon and a family man and his activities as the region s

leading businessman
almost no attention is directed to eccles administration of busi-

ness enterprises his relations with employees and his perceptions
of markets or pricing policies many important questions are ignored
or remain unanswered for example how did eccles accumulate
a personal fortune of several million dollars over a period of about
forty years was he a robber baron who exploited natural resources
labor and consumers for personal greed or was he an enlightened
industrial statesman who erected in the form of a vast business
empire a monument for the benefit of mormonism in particular
and mankind in general did hebe show compassion for employees
and competitors as well as honesty toward those who purchased
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the goods and services generated by the many companies that func-
tioned under his supervision

historians of the lumbering industry and public land policies
have documented the widespread use of fraud by which private
enterprises acquired timber land from the public domain in the
late nineteenth century arrington recognizes the existence of these
practices suggesting that they resulted from unreasonable and
shortsighted federal regulations governing public timber lands
p 93 blame for the plundering of natural resources the author

seems to say rests not with individuals and corporations but with
faulty public policies

arrington implies eccles through his lumbering enterprises
engaged in fraudulent practices to obtain titles to timber lands
if indeed this was the case the author should be more explicit
he does admit however that the oregon lumber company like
its competitors deliberately committed illegal acts in cutting trees
from public land and regularly bribed federal inspectors in order
to avoid prosecution the firm was eventually sued by the govern-
ment but escaped punishment on a legal technicality

david eccles pioneer western industrialist is not a business
history arrington offers the reader little information about eccles
activities as an industrialist financier the author appears to have
written the volume for eccles descendants perhaps for that reason
the book is little more than a mormon family history

WARNER JAMES A and STYNE M SLADE the mormon
waywl ay englewood cliffs NJ prentice hall 1976 173 ppap 250025.002500

reviewed by todd A britsch chairman of the department of
humanities and comparative literature at brigham young uni-
versityversity

the most common reaction of LDS readers to the mormon
way will probably be one of surprise few would expect to see
a full fledged coffee table book on the subject of mormon history
and modern day mormon life it seems even less likely that two
non mormonscormons one of them black would work on such a book
but authorphotographersauthor photographers james A warner and styne M slade
along with the editor of prentice hall have produced a high priced
artistic volume with excellent binding high quality paper and
seventy full page color pictures it is a little difficult to assess the
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authors intended audience the book is a national publication but
the text reads much like the material that is found in such books
as meet the cormonsmormonsMormons indeed it would be hard for mormon
authors to lavish more praise upon the church than do slade and
warner

the book has the following format A two page introduction
that tells how the authors became interested in mormonscormonsMormons a beau-
tifully set copy of the articles of faith and two major sections of
text and photographs the first section is entitled the way
west and contains a six page essay on the history of the church
and twenty nine photographs relating to the progress of the church
from sharon vermont to salt lake city the second section is
entitled the ways of the mormonscormonsMormons it consists of a ten page essay
on current mormon lifestylelife style and practices and forty one photo-
graphs the book is concluded with a two page glossary of mormon
terms that defines such words as prophet sustain and des-
eret facing each of the photographs is a page with an extended
title and a quotation generally from one of the church scriptures
or leaders the leaders quoted include general authorities BYU
leaders including dallin oaks and chauncey riddle and one or
two men and women whose names I1 do not recognize the text of
the mormon way seems to be the work of Ms slade the photo-
graphs are by both authors

As is typical of picture books the text is very limited and speaks
largely in generalities the statements made about church history
and doctrine however are almost always accurate and unfailingly
approving the history section covers some of the major events
from the first vision to the entrance into the salt lake valley its
space limitations make it somewhat elliptical and may cause a little
confusion for nonmember readers another problem is the use of
mormon terminology which is so thorough and accurate that even
the glossary will not entirely satisfy those who are not acquainted
with special mormon terminology it is striking to think that a
nonmember could so completely adopt mormon ways of speaking
the text of the history section could be strengthened by leaving out
two long lists one of buildings businesses etc in nauvoo and one
of supplies that brigham young recommended for pioneers the
space might have been used to discuss mormon history from 1847
until the present a period that is completely ignored

the text of the ways of the mormonscormons centers its discussion
on the mormon family welfare and compassionate service mis
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sionarysignary work and temples Ms slade is particularly pleased with
family home evening genealogy work and the concept of eternal
marriage she is impressed by the way mormonscormons face contemporary
problems

with all the different problems plaguing our country today
its quite clear to me that the mormonscormons do have some answers for
a lot of things welfare prison reform juvenile delinquency and
a lower cancer rate or rather generally better health to name
but a few our nation would do well to take a look a serious look
at all that the mormon church has done and will do in the future
this church and these people are dedicated to setting the world in
order and their world isis our world whether or not we join them
we must look at them they do have answers p 87

Ms slade only twice brings up issues that might reflect neg-
atively on mormonscormons and then it is to defend the mormon point
of view she reports that some people accuse mormonscormons of clannish-
ness but she explains that when a group has been misunderstood
and rejected it is natural for its members to stick together on the
black issue she never mentions the priesthood but reports that she
feels more at home with mormonscormons than she does with many other
groups her feelingsfeelings about mormonscormons and blacks are reinforced by
two slightly disingenuous photos one of which shows two mission-
aries at an NAACP picnic and the other which shows a black in
front of the salt lake temple with the caption A mormon in
front of the salt lake city temple the quote on this same page
is from legrand richards with our concept of universal
brotherhood it is untenable that we as a people should entertain
prejudice and ill will against any of our father s children

it is the photographs that form the body of the work and they
produce a mixed reaction several of them are very beautiful and
well composed the framing and balance of the martyr s win-
dow at carthage jail p 63 fit their subject masterfully and
produce a moving work of art A view of the salt lake temple
at sunset p 91 and another of missionaries walking through a
field p 125 show excellent treatment of color some of the other
photographs are not as successful part of the problem comes from
a strange mixture of photojournalismphoto journalism and art photography A large
number of the photographs are consciously posed and thus those
photographs that are in a reporter s style seem out of place to
some this mixture of styles will not be readily apparent because
warner and slade have chosen to finish almost all of their pictures
in a hazy impressionistic style but the style really does not fit
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such pictures as missionaries visit a picnic p 127 or a photo-
graph of the first presidency seated in the tabernacle p 99
most of the art photos work quite well my personal taste does
not lean toward a whole book in the granular finish of these photo-
graphs but one cancannotnot question the artists skill with the camera

perhaps the most difficult aspect of the book is its least obvious
characteristic even though a major portion of the photographs deal
with modern day mormonism the general tone of the book is

surprisingly rural when such subjects as the information center
at lincoln center or a bride and groom outside of a modern temple
are shown the photographicplaotographic techniques tend to lend a nineteenth
century flavor this feeling is even stronger in photographs of
homemade wheat bread or of a bottle of tomatoes set by a small
spring mr warner has previously produced a book on the amish
and a little of the feeling of those photos carries over into the pres-
ent volume perhaps the essay on modern mormon life will dispel
some of the tone of the photographs but I1 suspect that despite the
text a casual reader of the mormon way would receive the im-
pression that the mormonscormons are farther outside of modern american
society than is the case

WILKINSON ERNEST L and W CLEON SKOUSEN brigham
young university A school of destiny provo utah brigham
young university press 1976 xvi 925 ppap 7957.95795

reviewed by marvin S hill associate professor of history at brig-
ham young university

the prevailing assumption among educators who direct uni-
versitiesversities that are recognized as truly great is that a university must
be a community of scholars whose predominant concern is free
inquiry the pursuit of truth regardless of any productsbyproductsby which
may or may not bring desired social goals the aims of brigham
young university are somewhat different according to ernest L
wilkinson a former president of the university and W cleon
skousen a member of the religion faculty in their recently pub-
lished history brigham young university A school of destiny
the authors indicate that the school s policymakers have had a
strong sense of destiny for the institution a belief that one day
their school would gain recognition among the peoples of the
world as a leader if not the leader in matters educational appp 289
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433 throughout the history of the school its board made up of
church authorities and its administrators were in favor of seeing
BYU become a leader inin secular fields p 451 nonetheless
the primary goalgoal has been to encourage mormon students to live
up to the high moral standards implicit in the mormon faith
which is more important to educating the soul than the mere ac-
cumulation of facts the authors maintain that very early brigham
young university became a training ground in obedience and soul
building as well as in traditional academics p 116 thus it has
sought to educate the whole man spiritually and intellectually be-
lieving that spiritual objectives could be combined with the pur-
suit of scientific intellectual and artistic excellence without detri-
ment to either p viii

despite the authors affirmations to the contrary their study
shows that there have been recurring tensions between the two
goals they provide considerable evidence that on occasions stu-
dents and faculty have been curbed in expressing certain attitudes
freely they recount the resignation of prominent faculty members
following the evolution controversy in 1911 and the negative in-
fluence this incident hadbad upon the maintenance of a qualified
faculty appp 199209199 209 216 217 221 243 they relate how in the
1950s and 1960s members of the economics department said they
were not free to teach other than conservative economic theories
without suffering administrative disapproval appp 514 584 they
also tell us that accreditingcreditingac teams have complained of restraints on
academic freedom at BYU ibid they come perilously close to
admitting that wilkinson himself was responsible for student
spying on the faculty in the late 1960s p 753 they acknowledge
that on one occasion in the 1960s the student newspaper was trere-
organized so that open discussion of controversial issues would
be eliminated appp 62223622 23 can an institution which upon oc-
casion resorts to such measures which seeks so hard to promote
obedience and social tranquility establish an atmosphere on cam-
pus sufficiently free to encourageencourage significant scholarly inquiry
by reading this revealing work one getsoetsgets an ambiguous answer an
impression of the very difficult task which mormon leaders have
set for themselves in administering an educational institution where
dual objectives seem so often to be in conflict

the volume traces in detail the evolution of BYU from an un-
graded school that would admit all kinds of students regardless of
preparation to a normal school for training teachers to a uni
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versityhersityversity with numerous departments colleges and programs in-
cluding graduate work in schools like the law school established in
1973 the study is an enormous cataloging of the physical growth
of the university we are told that as late as 1951 university prop-
erty was worth only 4 million dollars but that by 1971 it was worth
in excess of 100 million we are told of increasing enrollments
and improving faculty salaries with this kind of evidence of fi-
nancial commitment the mormon people give convincing proof of
their high degree of determination to advance their special kind of
education

the study is impressive for the immense amount of research it
reflects but it is marred by the fact that too frequently it is used
to justify the personal political views of the authors or the policies
and style of leadership of former president wilkinson at the same
time it exhibits great discomfort with criticisms levied at wilkin
sons administration and with policy changes made by the gabsesabsesubse-
quent adminstrationadministration

there are many places where the subject matter seems ego-
centric an example is wilkinson s recollection that as a student he
was able to get a scoop for the school newspaper on the selection
of franklin S harris as the new university president p 235
another is the comment that what progress has come under the
oaks administration may havebeenhave been rooted more in the structure
of the school itself rather than in the new leadership p 837
since it is maintained elsewhere that when wilkinson took over
BYU was in the doldrums that it was his own creative energy that
made it into a university p 759 that he established a well oiled
machine to handle all university affairs even after his resignation
appp 771 772 this comment seems like an attempt to claim for
wilkinson most of the credit for what oaks has achieved the
authors maintain that from 1951 to 1971 it was wilkinson s uni-
versityversity that he was the dominant force on campus appp 77071770 71
be that as it may it is bad taste for wilkinson to allow in the text
stories about himself that bestow lavish praise e g ppap 112 224
340 44041440 41 446 45268452 68 765

excessive length is given to treatment of wilkinson s personal
life before coming to BYU 36 pages appp 43268432 68 while too little
attention is given to the early lives of other presidents karl G
maeser receives 8 pages benjamin cluff 3 pages george H brim-
hall 4 pages franklin S harris 2 pages and dallin oaks 9
furthermore only 111 pages appp 231343231 343 are taken to cover
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franklin S harris administration of 24 years while 320 pages
appp 429759429 759 cover wilkinson s 20 years As a consequence what
we have here is more nearly a memoir of a president than a history
of an institution

there are still weightier although not unrelated difficulties
in part because neither author is a trained historian they tend to
perceive the task of writing a history of a university too narrowly
that part of the text which is actually history is administrative his-
tory largely a parading of presidents and deans there are two sec-
tions on student life but none on the work of diethedle faculty while
something is said about the evolution of curriculum in the early
years as BYU moved away from being a grade and secondary
school there is nothing said about curriculum during the wilkin-
son years what were the students being taught how well had
the curriculum and the point of view of the faculty broadened
sufficiently by 1971 for BYU to be more than a church seminary
what of the quality of the work in the graduate program these
are questions that require treatment As samuel eliot morison in-
forms us in his superb study of harvard college in the seventeenth
century the curriculum is more important than the administration
the physical plant or student life without knowledge of what
the scholars studied we should be constructing a mere temporary
shell ignoring the kernel from which a university sprouted

this seems to me to point toward a fundamental weakness of
the wilkinson skousen history they obviously believe as the se-
lection of material suggests that the controlling influence in a
university is the administration that its functions constitute the only
really significant activity in an admission that seems devastating
coming as it does from a professor and a former university presi-
dent the authors state that what a faculty actually does to develop
a truly great university is hard to capture on paper the context
of this statement p 778 suggests that they see the only contri-
bution of the faculty coming in the classroom they say almost
nothing about student or faculty scholarship their work on impor-
tant articles books or in editing important scholarly journals or
participation on significant national committees or their role gen-
erally in the discovery of new truth when the authors describe
institutional research they talk about a fact finding group estab-

lished to investigate what was happening at BYU not a scholarly
institute p 714

reflected here is an inability to understand the very sensitive
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thing that a university is the vital part that community and culture
play in encouraging capable men and women to produce worthwhile
scholarly work this may have something to do with the failure
of the university which wilkinson and skousen acknowledge
p 7981798 to achieve the desired excellence in the field of learning

to which its leaders have aspired most of the presidents of great
universities would hold that their primary role is to develop an
atmosphere where faculty and students might pursue their learning
freely with confidence and security knowing that when the work
is done recognition and rewards will be forthcoming the book ac-
knowledges and well documents that wilkinson s administration
was otherwise if it was wilkinson s university then he must
assume a large share of the responsibility which goes with the ad-
mission that the university has not measured up to its goals per-
haps those university heads faculty students and mormon people
who shape what the university isis and ultimately will be have yet
to live up to the ideals of the prophet joseph smith who said that
he would teach his people correct principles and let them govern
themselves when that spirit prevails at BYU the greatness that
is sought may one day come to be there are signs that the new
administration perceives this and in that there is reason to hope
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BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES is a voicevolce for the community
of laiterlatter day saint scholars contributions dealing with LDS thought
history theology and related subjects will receive first priority

BYU STUDIES is a serious venture into the study of the correlation
of revealed and discovered truth dedicated to the conviction that the
spiritual and the intellectual are complementary avenues of knowledge
BYU STUDIES welcomes articles from allaliail fields of learning they
should be written for the informed nonspecialist rather than the
specialized reader in the technical language of the field creative work

poetry short fiction drama are alsoaiso welcomed
except for unusual cases contributions should not exceed 4000

words approximately 15 double spaced typewritten pages manu-
scripts should conform to the university of chicago press manual of
style and footnotes should be placed on a separate page at the end of
the articlearticie

each author will receive 20 off prints and three copiescoples of the
number in which his contribution appears

send manuscripts to brigham young university dr charlescharies D
tate jr editor BRIGHAM YOUNG university STUDIES 283285 JKBA
provo utah 84602

brigham young university studies is being listed in current contents
behavioral social and management sciences
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